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A cicatrização de feridas é um mecanismo essencial à manutenção da integridade 

de epitélios e assegura a protecção de todos os animais do meio exterior. No 

mecanismo de “purse string”, um tecido epitelial ferido cicatriza pela formação de 

um cabo contráctil nas células circundantes à descontinuidade, que vai apertando à 

medida que a cicatrização ocorre, até ao fecho total da ferida. Este mecanismo é 

conservado entre espécies e utilizado tanto em tecidos embrionários como em 

tecidos adultos, mas continua mal compreendido a nível celular. Para identificar 

novos genes envolvidos no mecanismo “purse string” de fecho de feridas, eu e 

duas colegas do laboratório, desenvolvemos uma estratégia para fazer e observar 

feridas em embriões de Drosophila, adequada à realização de estudos genéticos 

de larga escala. Desta forma, num esforço de equipa, testamos uma colecção de 

655 mutantes de inserção e identificámos 30 mutantes com defeitos na cicatrização 

de feridas. De seguida, escolhi dois destes novos mutantes de cicatrização e 

caracterizei-os em maior detalhe. 

 

Um dos mutantes identificados no nosso estudo é um novo alelo do gene karst, 

karstd11183, que codifica para a proteína espectrina βHeavy (βH), um componente do 

Esqueleto Membranar de Espectrinas (EME). Através de testes de 

complementação e análise de fenótipos, determinei que este alelo disrompe a 

função da proteína βH. O uso de sondas fluorescentes para seguir a dinâmica da 

actina durante o processo de cicatrização nestes mutantes, permitiu concluir que, 

em comparação com embriões selvagem, estes mutantes apresentam defeitos na 

formação e/ou manutenção do cabo que circunda a ferida e as células circundantes 

não conseguem emitir projecções de actina nem sofrer as alteração de forma 

necessárias a uma cicatrização normal. A geração de um anticorpo contra a βH 

permitiu concluir que esta proteína se concentra no cabo que circunda a ferida, 

coincidindo, pelo menos de forma parcial, com o cabo de actina, o que coloca a βH 

no sítio certo e na altura certa para desempenhar um papel importante no processo 

de cicatrização. Apresento também evidência que o recrutamento da βH para a 
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zona do cabo deve ser feito de forma independente da espectrina α, o seu parceiro 

de dimerização usual. Finalmente, os meus resultados sugerem que o parceiro de 

recrutamento da βH a jusante poderá ser a proteína Crumbs, já anteriormente 

descrita como tendo capacidade de recrutar a βH para membranas celulares. 

 

O estudo genético em larga escala por nós realizado permitiu a identificação de 

uma grande variedade de genes envolvidos no processo de cicatrização, alguns 

dos quais nunca antes haviam sido estudados em Drosophila. Um destes genes, 

CG5198 (que eu baptizei de hole-in-one, holn1), é altamente conservado entre 

espécies e a função do seu homólogo em humanos, CD2 binding protein 2 

(CD2BP2), foi estudada anteriormente. Estes estudos implicaram a proteína 

humana CD2BP2 na resposta imune e no processamento de pré-ARN e 

determinaram que ambas as funções eram dependentes do domínio GYF (domínio 

de interacção proteína-proteína) na região terminal-C. Por forma a compreender o 

papel de Holn1 no processo de cicatrização, comecei por caracterizar a função 

deste gene no desenvolvimento da Drosophila, em particular no que dizia respeito 

às consequências fenotípicas da mutação holn1c07150. O alelo holn1c07150 é uma 

inserção na região que codifica para o domínio GYF da proteína Holn1. Através da 

produção de um anticorpo gerado contra a região central da proteína, foi possível 

determinar que a mutação holn1c07150 resulta na produção de uma proteína mais 

curta e facilmente detectável através da técnica de western blot. 

 

A análise da expressão embrionária de holn1 revelou uma forte contribuição 

materna deste ARN. Com vista a um aumento da penetrância do fenótipo do 

mutante, gerei clones holn1c07150 na linha germinal, de forma a eliminar a 

contribuição materna da proteína selvagem. As células germinais mutantes para 

holn1c07150 resultam em ovos com um fenótipo claro: a fusão dos apêndices dorsais 

(AD) e a produção de um único AD mais grosso, em vez de dois posicionados de 

cada lado do eixo axial do embrião. 
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Para perceber se a função de Holn1 na formação dos ADs é também necessária 

nas células foliculares (CFs) que envolvem o oócito, gerei clones somáticos 

induzidos por choque térmico e marcados negativamente. Neste caso, observei a 

ausência de um ou os dois ADs, que, quando presentes, estão muito alterados 

morfologicamente. Este fenótipo é distinto do observado no caso dos clones da 

linha germinal e, provavelmente, reflecte uma função adicional de Holn1 nas CFs 

para o processo de formação e desenvolvimento dos ADs. Recorrendo a técnicas 

de marcação por anticorpos, foi possível estudar clones holn1c07150 nas CFs e 

observar uma sobre-expressão celular autónoma do Complexo Broad (Br-C), um 

marcador que define os primórdios dos ADs, e um aumento de dpERK, um 

marcador da activação da via de sinalização EGFR/MAPK conhecida por estar a 

jusante da expressão de Br-C e por ser essencial para a formação e 

desenvolvimento dos ADs. Verifiquei ainda que a proteína Holn1 está localizada 

não só na membrana do oócito mas também nas CFs, colocando-a no sítio certo e 

na altura certa para participar na comunicação entre o oócito e as CFs. Estes 

dados sugerem que a proteína Holn1 selvagem actua como um repressor da via 

MAPK nas CFs. 

 

Em reforço desta hipótese, demonstrei que uma cópia do alelo holn1c07150 aumenta 

os fenótipos mutantes resultantes da sobre-expressão da via de sinalização 

EGFR/RAS/MAPK devido à expressão de sev>RAS1V12 (forma constitutivamente 

activa de RAS1), no olho, e devido à mutação EGFRE1, na asa. Por outro lado, 

holn1c07150 é capaz de reverter o defeito no olho causado por uma redução da via 

de sinalização EGFR/RAS/MAPK resultante de uma mutação em Star (Df(2L)S3), 

um activador desta via. Analisando por Microscopia Electrónica de Varrimento as 

poucas moscas adultas honl1 que sobrevivem, observei fusões nos omatídeos 

análogas às observadas como resultado da activação constitutiva de RAS1, o que 

reforça os resultados das interacções genéticas. Demonstrei ainda que a 

expressão de ARNi para o gene holn1, resulta na formação aberrante de veias nas 

asas e na formação de pares de sedas extras no "escudo". Ambos estes fenótipos 

estão associados com a sobre-expressão da via de sinalização EGFR/RAS/MAPK. 
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No seu todo, os meus resultados sugerem que Holn1 funciona como um repressor 

da via de sinalização EGFR/RAS/MAPK durante o desenvolvimento. 

 

Com base no que foi acima descrito, posso concluir que o nosso estudo genético 

de larga escala permitiu não só identificar um grupo de genes potencialmente 

importantes para a cicatrização de feridas epiteliais, mas também atribuir uma 

função para vários genes que nunca antes haviam sido estudados em Drosophila. 

Pela primeira vez demonstrei que uma destas proteínas, a βH, se concentra no 

cabo de actina na margem da ferida e apresentei evidência que aponta para um 

papel fundamental da βH na emissão de projecções de actina e na alteração da 

forma das células que é necessária para um normal fecho de feridas através do 

mecanismo "purse-string". Caracterizei ainda o gene holn1 durante o 

desenvolvimento o que permitiu concluir que este gene actua como um repressor 

da via de sinalização EGFR/RAS/MAPK. Finalmente, os resultados apresentados 

nesta tese levantam a hipótese da via de sinalização MAPK, cuja activação é 

necessária na células da margem da ferida, ser regulada de forma dinâmica ao 

longo do processo de cicatrização de feridas. 

 

Translated by Isabel Campos and Marco Antunes
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The wound healing response is an essential mechanism to maintain the integrity of 

epithelia and protect all organisms from the surrounding milieu.  In the “purse-string” 

mechanism of wound closure, an injured epithelial sheet cinches its hole closed via 

an intercellular contractile actomyosin cable.  This process is conserved across 

species and utilized by both embryonic as well as adult tissues, but remains poorly 

understood at the cellular level.  In an effort to identify new players involved in 

“purse-string” wound closure, I together with two colleagues developed a wounding 

strategy suitable for screening large numbers of Drosophila embryos.  In a 

combined effort, we screened a collection of 655 transposon based insertion 

mutants and were able to isolate 30 mutants that display wound healing defects.  I 

then chose two of these novel wound-healing mutants to explore in greater detail. 

 

One allele identified in our screen was a previously unstudied mutant in the gene 

karst, karstd11183, which encodes Drosophila βHeavy spectrin (βH), a member of the 

Spectrin Based Membrane Skeleton (SBMS).  I determined by complementation 

test and phenotypic analysis that this allele indeed disrupts the function of βH 

protein.  Using a fluorescently tagged probe to follow actin dynamics in these 

mutants during the process of wound healing, I was able to show that in comparison 

to wild type (wt) embryos, these mutants display defects in wound edge (WE) 

purse-string formation/ maintenance, fail to extend actin based protrusions, and fail 

to undergo cell shape changes necessary for proper wound closure.  I further 

demonstrate by antibody staining that βH protein concentrates at the WE in a cable 

like manner that coincides at least partially with the actin purse-string, placing βH in 

the right place at the right time to play a role in closure.  I provide evidence that βH 

may be recruited to the WE independently of its usually binding partner α-spectrin 

and suggest upstream a candidate for βH recruitment by showing that Crumbs, a 

protein with known abilities to recruit βH to membranes, is also present in the WE. 

 

Abstract 
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Our wound healing screen uncovered a wide variety of novel wound healing genes, 

some of which have never been studied in Drosophila before.  One such gene, 

CG5198 (which I renamed hole-in-one, holn1) is a highly conserved gene, the 

function of its human homologue, CD2 binding protein 2 (CD2BP2) has been 

previously addressed.  Human CD2BP2 has been implicated in the immune 

response as well as in pre-RNA splicing and both functions have been attributed to 

its C-terminal GYF domain (a protein-protein interaction domain).  In an effort to 

understand how Holn1 could play a role in wound healing, I chose to first 

characterize the role of this gene and the phenotypic consequences of the mutant 

allele holn1c07150, during Drosophila development.  The holn1c07150 allele is an 

insertion in the GYF domain encoding region of holn1.   I determined that this 

insertion results in a truncated protein readily detectible on a western blot using a 

polyclonal antibody raised against the central regions of Holn1. 

 

Analysis of embryonic gene expression revealed a strong maternal contribution of 

holn1 RNA.  In order to eliminate the maternal contribution of wild type protein and 

hopefully strengthen mutant phenotype penetrance, I generated FRT/ovoD mediated 

germline clones (GLC) of holn1c07150.  These mutant germ cells developed into eggs 

with a striking dorsal appendage (DA) fusion phenotype, producing one thick 

appendage on the dorsal midline instead of the usual two located on either side of 

the midline.  

 

To understand if Holn1 is also required in the follicle cells (FCs) for proper DA 

formation, I generated negatively marked heat-shock induced somatic holn1c07150 

clones in the background of a wt egg chamber.  In this situation I observed wildly 

malformed and/or the absence of one or both DAs.  This phenotype is distinct from 

what I observe in the GLC situation and likely reflects an additional requirement for 

Holn1 in the FCs for DA patterning and/or morphogenesis.  

 

Strikingly, when I analyzed holn1c07150 follicle clones by antibody staining I observed 

a cell-autonomous up-regulation of Broad Complex (Br-C) a marker that defines DA 
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primordia, as well as increased dpERK, a readout of EGFR/MAPK signaling known 

to be upstream of Br-C expression and essential for DA patterning.  Antibody 

staining reveals that wt Holn1 protein is found in the oocyte membranes as well as 

in the FCs, placing it in the right place at the right time to be involved in 

communication between the oocyte and FCs.  Taken together, these data from the 

oogenesis system suggest that wt Holn1 protein acts as a repressor of MAPK in the 

FCs. 

 

In support of this hypothesis, I have shown that one copy of the holn1c07150 allele 

enhances mutant phenotypes resulting from increased EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling 

due to sev>RAS1V12 (constitutively active RAS1) expression in the eye and due to 

the mutation EGFRE1, in the wing.  Conversely, holn1c07150 is able to rescue the eye 

defect caused by a reduction of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling due to a mutation in 

Star (Df(2L)S3), a pathway activator.  Scanning Electron Microscopy of rare holn1 

homozygous mutant escaper flies revealed oomatidial fusions reminiscent of the 

constitutive active RAS1 phenotype, supporting my genetic interaction data.  I 

further demonstrated that transgenic RNAi directed against holn1 induced aberrant 

wing vein formation as well as the formation of extra hairs on the scutellum.  Both of 

theses phenotypes are associated with the up regulation of EGFR/RAS/MAPK 

signaling pathways.  

 

Taken together my results indicate that Holn1 functions as a suppressor of 

EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling pathways during development. 

 

In conclusion, our unbiased screen both provided us with a list of genes likely to 

play key roles in wound healing and at the same time attributed a function to 

several genes not previously studied in Drosophila.  I have shown for the first time 

that one of these proteins, βH concentrates at the WE actin cable and provided 

evidence that βH is required for the actin dynamics and cell shape changes in the 

wound edge cells necessary for purse-string wound closure.  My developmental 

characterization of holn1, a second gene identified in our screen, indicates that this 
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gene acts as a repressor of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling.  This work introduces the 

hypothesis that MAPK signaling, activation of which is required in the wound 

bordering cells, may undergo dynamic regulation throughout the course of the 

wound closure process.  
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CHAPTER 1:  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Preface 
 
The work presented in this thesis all stems from the underlying quest to understand 

the cellular processes controlling epithelial wound healing.  I began my project by 

working together with two colleagues to design and perform a large scale, unbiased 

genetic screen aimed at identifying new genes required for proper wound healing.  

This work will be described in Chapter 2.  In Chapters 3 and 4, I provide detailed 

characterizations of two of these genes and their corresponding isolated mutants.  

In chapter 3, I explore a novel role for a known cytoskeletal component in the 

process of wound healing, while in Chapter 4 my analysis of a virtually unstudied 

gene took me into a slightly different direction. 

 

One benefit of performing an unbiased screen is that I was virtually guaranteed to 

uncover a role for novel and still uncharacterized genes, thus providing an exciting 

opportunity to contribute to the general understanding of gene function.  The major 

side effect of this strategy was however that in order to understand the function of 

one such unknown gene, I was forced to move away form the poorly understood 

wound healing system.  During the course of my experiments, I unexpectedly 

discovered that this wound healing mutant also has a striking maternal effect 

eggshell phenotype; namely a fusion of the Dorsal Appendages (DAs).  The general 

mechanisms underlying DA formation are known and consists of a patterning event 

followed by concerted epithelial cell shape changes and directed migration of the 

specified cells.  One can imagine parallels of this system to wound healing, where 

some unknown signal activates coordinated cell shape changes and directed 

epithelial sheet migration in order to seal a hole.  In fact, both ventral embryonic 

epidermis (the tissue assayed during our screen) and the Dorsal Appendage 

forming cells depend on signaling from the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 

(EGFR) pathway.  

 

In order to properly introduce each of the chapters of my thesis, I have divided the 

general introduction into 5 separate sections. In Parts 1 and 2, Characteristics of 
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Epithelia:  organization and structure and The Cytoskeleton of Epithelial Cells, 

respectively, I will introduce the default, unwounded state of an epithelial tissue.  

Here I will describe the organization of an epithelial tissue and the cytoskeletal 

components that are relevant to this thesis.  In Part 3, Epithelial Resealing: the 

“purse-string method” of wound closure”, I will review the current state of the art in 

the field of embryonic epidermal wound healing as well as highlight the 

conservation of this process in adult vertebrates.  In part 4, I will first introduce the 

key molecules involved in EGFR signaling and then describe the EGFR signaling 

events critical to patterning and survival of the unwounded epidermal tissue.  In part 

5, I will introduce the oogenesis and DA model systems and will describe the critical 

and highly complicated role of EGFR signaling in the patterning and subsequent 

morphogenesis of the DAs.  

 

1 – Characteristics of Epithelia:  organization and structure 
 

The goal of the wound healing process is to return a damaged tissue to its normal 

default state.  In order to uncover the mechanisms underlying epithelial tissue 

repair, it is important to understand what a normal epithelium is and how some of its 

core components are organized.  

1.1 - The basic Organization of an Epithelium 
 

Epithelial tissues are composed of the polarized cells linked together by 

impermeable intracellular adhesions.  These tissues can either be “stratified”, i.e. 

multilayered or “simple” a single layer.  Epithelial cell shape can be described in 

terms of 3 distinct height/width proportions: columnar- tall in the apical/basal (z) 

dimension and narrow in x/y, cuboidal- x/y/z dimensions equal, and squamous- 

short in the z dimension and broad in the x/y dimension (reviewed in Tepass et al., 

2001).  Epithelial cells can be roughly subdivided into 3 distinct domains:  A) the 

apical domain which usually faces the external environment, B) the basal-lateral 

domain which is in contact with the internal body and C) a circumferential junctional 

complex (CJC) which is located in between the apical and basal domains.  The 
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adhesive properties of (CJC) links adjacent cells together, while at the same time 

preventing diffusion between the apical and basal membrane compartments of a 

single cell (fig. 1.1) (Alberts, 2010).  Each of these cellular domains is characterized 

by a distinct set of associated membrane proteins, which contribute to the 

establishment and maintenance of this polarized structure (fig. 1.2) (reviewed in 

Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Lecuit, 2004; Tepass et al., 2001). 

 
Figure 1.1 - Structure of Epithelial Cells.  A cross section of a vertebrate intestinal epithelial sheet is 
depicted.  Epithelial cells are organized into three domains characterized by their polarized location as well 
as protein composition.  The Apical side faces the outside environment or luminal space in the case of 
intestinal cells.  These cells contain specialized actin based structures called the microvilli, which increase 
the membrane surface area of intestinal cells.  The Circumferential Junctional Complex (CJC) is 
characterized by transmembrane proteins that form cell-cell junctions via interaction of their extracellular 
domains.  Vertebrate epithelia have two types of Junctions, tight junctions, located more apically and 
Adherens Junctions (AJ), characterized by Cadherin intercellular adhesion molecules, which are linked to a 
circumferential belt of intracellular actin filaments via complex protein:protein interactions.  AJs link the 
cytoskeletons of individual cells within an epithelial sheet.  See text for a more detailed description of AJs.  
Below the CJC is the basal domain, which contacts with the internal body and extracellular matrix proteins.   
 

1.2 - Vertebrate vs. Invertebrate Epithelia  
 

The Drosophila melanogastar embryo provides a simple and genetically tractable 

model system to study the behavior of epithelial tissues (reviewed in Jacinto et al., 

2001; Knust, 2000; Martin and Parkhurst, 2004; Tepass et al., 2001).  However, it is 

important to acknowledge that while the organization of epithelial tissues in 

Drosophila and Vertebrates is equivalent, the macro-molecular structure of the 

CJCs is surprisingly divergent.  Nevertheless, countless studies investigating the 

roles of conserved proteins in establishing polarity and maintaining epithelial 
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integrity have shown that despite the macroscopic differences, key biological 

processes governing the principles of epithelial organization remain the same  

(Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Tepass et al., 2001).  Fig. 1.2 compares the structural 

features of Drosophila and vertebrate epithelia (fig 1.2-A) and the conserved 

polarized distribution of key polarity proteins (fig 1.2-B).  It is therefore also likely 

that the molecular mechanisms underlying epithelial dynamics in Drosophila will be 

relevant for all metazoans. 

 

One component of the CJC, the ZA has stood the test of time, and is the common 

link present in all metazoans.  Even though the other types of intra-cellular junctions 

found in mammalian and Drosophila epithelia are distinct, they serve analogous 

structural and signaling purposes.  Located just apical to the ZA, vertebrates have a 

second cell-cell adhesion domain called the Tight Junction (TJ) which form the 

close membrane contacts important for strong epithelial barrier function (Tepass et 

al., 2001).  Even though Drosophila lack this type of junction, they do have a distinct 

sub-apical membrane region (SAR) above the AJs, where some proteins 

associated with TJs in vertebrates also localize.  Below the AJs along the Basal 

lateral surface of Drosophila epithelia are the Septate Junctions (SJ), which form 

tight membrane contacts, likely serving a similar barrier function as the TJs (Knust 

and Bossinger, 2002; Tepass et al., 2001).  See fig 1.2 for a summarized 

comparison of Drosophila and vertebrate epithelia. 
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Figure 1.2 - A comparison between Drosophila and Vertebrate Epithelial Polarity.  Drosophila and 
Vertebrates epithelia differ in the macromolecular structure of intercellular adhesions; although many 
membrane associated protein complexes, which are conserved in these species also localize to the same 
polarized regions.  The cartoon on the left of (A) depicts the polarized location of the Drosophila junctional 
structures, the Sub Apical Region (SAR) (red), the Zona Adherens (ZA) (green) and the Septate Junctions 
(blue) in an Epithelial sheet.  To the right, the vertebrate junctions, the Tight Junctions (TJ) and the ZA are 
depicted.  (B) Lists conserved transmembrane and scaffolding proteins according to their polarized 
distributions within each type of epithelia.  These proteins are shown in a color-coded manner 
corresponding to the junctional regions in panel A.  See the text for more detail about specific proteins 
listed. 
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1.3 - Conserved polarized protein distribution in Drosophila Epithelia 
 

1.3a - The SAR 
 
In Drosophila, the SAR domain is characterized by the presence of the 

transmembrane protein Crumbs, which binds to the Membrane-Associated-

Guanylate-Kinase (MAGUK) protein Stardust (Sdt), which then recruits Dlt to the 

complex (Bachmann et al., 2001; Hong et al., 2001; Klebes and Knust, 2000).  In 

vertebrate cells, the composition of this complex is conserved, but it localizes 

instead to the tight junctions (Hurd et al., 2003; Lemmers et al., 2002).  Crumbs also 

has been shown to bind to βHeavy-spectrin, a component of the Spectrin based 

apical membrane cytoskeleton, which has been shown to stabilize the ZA (Medina 

et al., 2002a; Medina et al., 2002b).  This interaction is mediated by DMoesin, a 

member of the 4.1 superfamily of Ezrin Radixin DMoesin (ERM) cytoplasmic 

proteins (Medina et al., 2002a) (for ERM review see Fievet et al., 2007).  The 

crumbs complex is required for the establishment of the ZA adhesion belt.  The 

SAR also contains another conserved complex containing Bazooka, DMPar6, an 

atypical protein kinase (DaPKC) and the monomeric guanosine triphosphatase 

(GTPase) Cdc42.  Tissues lacking this complex also fail to form a functional ZA 

(reviewed in Ohno, 2001).   

 

1.3b - The Basal Domain 
 
Basal to the ZA, yet another important protein complex is conserved throughout 

evolution.  This consists of Scribble, which interacts with small GTPases, the 

MAGUK protein Discs large (DLG) and Lethal giant Larve (Lgl) a WD-40 containing 

protein(Baumgartner et al., 1996; Ward et al., 1998; Woods and Bryant, 1991).  

Failure to establish this complex leads to the expansion of the SAR and the loss of 

the ZA (Bilder et al., 2000; Bilder et al., 2003; Knust and Bossinger, 2002).  It is 

clear that the formation and maintenance of the ZA is a highly regulated process 

requiring the proper establishment of polarity and input from both sub-apical and 

basal regions (Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Lecuit, 2004).   
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1.3c - The ZA and Adherens Junctions 
 

The ZA is characterized by a circumferential ring of Adherens Junctions (AJs) linked 

together by a thick belt of intercellular actin (illustrated in figure 1.1).  

 

AJs contain three core components E-cadherin (E-cad) also called DE-Cadherin 

(DE-cad) or shotgun (shg) in Drosophila, α-Catenin (α-cat) and β-catenin (β-cat) 

called Armadillo (Arm) in Drosophila.  DE-cad is a transmembrane adhesion protein 

that uses its extracellular domain to undergo homeophillic dimerization between 

DE-cad expressing cells (Takeichi, 1990).  The cytoplasmic portion of DE-cad binds 

to Arm which links the complex to the actin cytoskeleton via interactions with the 

actin binding protein α-cat (reviewed in Halbleib and Nelson, 2006; Tepass et al., 

2001).  All three of these core components as well as the actin cytoskeleton are 

necessary to maintain the integrity of the AJs (Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Tepass, 

2002).  Working together, these proteins provide the physical link between the 

structural framework of a single cell and the collective structure of an epithelial 

sheet.  Apart from their structural role, AJs likely play a role in tissue-wide signaling.  

AJs have been shown to participate in planar cell polarity, a process where cells are 

polarized within the plane of the epithelium and are also likely to be 

mechanosensory and to contribute to tissue level responses to tension (reviewed in 

Schwartz and DeSimone, 2008; Wu and Mlodzik, 2009). 

 

1.3c.i - AJs are dynamic structures 

 

The core AJ components are essential not only to maintain epithelial integrity in a 

stationary tissue, but also to promote the epithelial rearrangements and tissue 

movements that occur during development.  Until recently it was difficult to imagine 

how AJs could have these two seemingly antagonistic functions.  However, it is now 

becoming clear that AJs are highly dynamic structures, even in stable tissues.  Live 

microscopy and genetic studies in Drosophila have revealed that spatially regulated 
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endocytosis and exocytosis of E-cadherin contributes to cell adhesion, cell polarity, 

and cell rearrangement (reviewed in Wirtz-Peitz and Zallen, 2009).  The existence 

of a “default state” of AJ turnover implies that epithelial cells need only to redirect an 

already active adhesion building machinery to orchestrate and/or respond to 

change in tissue morphology.  A mechanism such as this could explain how a tissue 

can smoothly undergo the morphogenetic movements required for development as 

well as rapidly respond to environmental changes that occur upon tissue damage. 

 

2 - The Cytoskeleton of Epithelial Cells 
 

The Apical-Basal polarity of epithelial cells is also reflected in the distribution of 

internal structures such as the Spectrin and Actin Cytoskeleton.  These structural 

networks not only provide mechanical stability and shape to cells and therefore 

tissues, but also serve as the machinery driving shape changes and movements. 

 

2.1 - The Spectrin Based Membrane Skeleton (SBMS) 
 

The SBMS was originally identified as the primary cytoskeletal element in the 

erythrocyte, where it is responsible for maintaining cell shape and plasma 

membrane integrity, but it is now recognized as an ubiquitous structure in metazoan 

cells (reviewed in Bennett and Baines, 2001).  Spectrin complexes are tetramers 

made up of two α- and two β-spectrin chains.  In epithelia there are two distinct 

types of the β subunit, the conventional β and the β-Heavy (βH) forms, which differ in 

their number of spectrin repeats as well as in their sub-cellular distributions (see fig. 

1.3-A for a schematic of spectrin proteins and subunit interactions).  Spectrins are 

large rope like molecules characterized by their structurally flexible arrays of triple 

α-helical repeat units (Speicher and Marchesi, 1984; Thomas et al., 1997). These 

repeat-arrays permit the formation of antiparallel αβ dimers via a dimer nucleation 

site in each chain (Speicher et al., 1992).  Two dimers can then form a tetramer via 

the head-to-head interaction site near the C terminus of each β-chain and the N 

terminus of each α-chain (Speicher et al., 1993; Tse et al., 1990).  This tetrameric 
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complex can cross-link actin because of an F-actin-binding domain at the N 

terminus of each β-chain.  Juxtaposed to this is a calcium-binding domain at the C 

terminus (EF-hand region) of the α-chain, which may have a regulatory role in actin 

binding.  Two other modular domains are variably found in spectrins: (i) a Src 

homology 3 (SH3) domain is generally present in all α-spectrins but has so far only 

been found in the heavy β-isoform, βH; and (ii) a pleckstrin homology domain is 

found at the C terminus of all non-erythroid β-chains that have been sequenced, but 

it is removed by alternative splicing in the red blood cell.  Finally, conventional β, but 

not βH-chains bind to Ankyrin in the repeat 15/16 region.  Multiple tetramers can 

bind to an actin filament, giving rise to a highly branched flexible network (Thomas, 

2001; Thomas et al., 1997).  An electron micrograph of the SBMS lattice structure 

found in a red blood cell is shown in fig. 1.3-D.  The structure of the epithelial 

SBMS is not known, but is likely more complex due to the variance in composition 

seen depending on position within in the cell. 

 

The Drosophila genome contains one β and βH isoform and a single α-spectrin, 

which is a shared binding partner.  All three Spectrins are transcribed from distinct 

loci (Flybase, 2009).  βH is encoded by the gene karst, and is sometimes referred to 

as such.  As illustrated in fig. 1.3-B, in epithelial cells of Drosophila, (αβ)2 tetramers 

are found in the baso-lateral domain, and (αβH)2 tetramers at the apical membranes, 

respectively (Dubreuil et al., 1997; Thomas and Williams, 1999).  This meshwork of 

proteins is bound to the membrane by simultaneous association with various 

integral membrane proteins (illustrated in fig. 1.3-C), such as Ankyrin in the case of 

(αβ)2 and possibly by direct binding to phospholipids via the Pleckstrin Homology 

(PH) domain in the case of (αβH)2 (Williams et al., 2004; Bennett and Baines, 2001; 

Thomas, 2001).   

 

Apart from their general roles in maintaining cytoskeletal structure as well as 

functioning as molecular scaffold for protein interactions, the apical and basal 

SBMS seem to play additional distinct roles in epithelial cells.  Mutant analyses in 

Drosophila have revealed that the basal SBMS is important for maintaining 
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epithelial polarity, while the apical portion is involved mainly in epithelial 

morphogenesis (Bennett and Baines, 2001; Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Tepass et 

al., 2001).   

 

Analysis of βH mutants has revealed roles for this protein in 

maintenance/establishment of the ZA, modulation of apical membrane area, as well 

as apical constriction and other contractile actin-ring based cell morphogenesis 

such as occurs during cellularization in Drosophila embryos and body elongation 

during C-elegans embryonic development (McKeown et al., 1998; Praitis et al., 

2005; Thomas and Williams, 1999; Thomas et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2004; 

Zarnescu and Thomas, 1999). 
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Figure 1.3 - The Spectrin Based Membrane Skeleton (SBMS).  The SBMS of epithelial cells is composed of 
Spectrins tetrameric complexes, which are extended actin crosslinking proteins comprised of two α  and 
two β  chains with a flexible, rope like morphology.  Drosophila epithelia contain two isoforms of β- 
spectrin, conventional (β) and the “heavy” form (βH), which differ in size and polarized sub-cellular 
location, but share a common α-spectrin binding partner.  In the fly, these proteins are encoded by the β-
spec, karst, and α-spec loci respectively.  (A) Structure of Spectrin tetramers and identified functional 
domains.  Antiparallel αβ  dimers tetramerize via the head-to-head interaction site near the C terminus of 
each β-chain and the N terminus of each α-chain.  This tetrameric unit can crosslink actin because of an F-
actin-binding domain at the N terminus of each β  chain.  Juxtaposed to this is a calcium-binding domain at 
the C terminus of the α-chain, which may have a regulatory role in actin binding.  Two other modular 
domains are variably found in Spectrins:  a Src homology 3 domain is found in the heavy β-isoform, βH; a 
pleckstrin homology (PH) domain is found at the C terminus of all non-erythroid β-chains, and finally 
conventional β , but not heavy β-chains, can bind to the adapter protein Ankyrin (known to associate with 
transmembrane proteins) via their interaction domain located near the C- terminus.  (B) In epithelial cells, 
βH (red) localizes apically up to and including the ZA (pink) while β  (blue) is exclusively basolateral, the 
common α-spectrin (green) is found in all membrane domains.  (C) Schematic drawing depicting the 
association of Spectrin tetramers cross-linked by actin, interacting with integral membrane proteins and 
forming the SBMS.  (D) A negatively stained electron micrograph of the SBMS of a red blood cell, depicting 
the lattice structure created by the interactions of Spectrin tetramers with actin, other proteins and the 
plasma membrane.  The topology of the epithelial membrane skeleton is unknown and may be quite varied 
from location to location, but is likely to have similar characteristics.  
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2.2 - The Actin Cytoskeleton 
 
The actin cytoskeleton consists of a highly dynamic network of constantly growing 

and shrinking actin filaments, which are nucleated, stabilized and cross-linked by a 

wide variety of regulatory proteins (reviewed in Chhabra and Higgs, 2007).  Actin 

based structures important for epithelia include:  1) the contractile belt of the ZA that 

regulates adhesion and cell morphology (fig. 1.1), 2) cortical actin promoting 

stability to the cell as well as promoting protein-protein interactions (for example 

with the SBMS discussed above, fig. 1.3) and 3) actin based protrusions (fig. 1.4): 

filopodia and lamellipodia, which can sense the environment and aid in tissue 

movement and the formation of novel adhesions.  

  

Actin exists in the cell in a monomeric state or a polymerized Filamentous (F-actin) 

state.  F-actin is polarized on either end being “barbed” or “pointed” reflecting the 

structure of the monomeric components.  Spontaneous formation of actin filaments 

is energetically unfavorable and usually requires the help of nucleation factors.  

Once a filament is nucleated it can polymerize rapidly.  Filament polymerization is 

usually favored at the barbed end while depolymerization takes place at the pointed 

end.  In metazoans the polarized polymerization of actin filaments in the direction of 

the “barbed end” is enhanced by the action of Profilin, which adds monomers to the 

barbed end only.  There are three known classes of actin nucleating proteins 

classified by their nucleation mechanisms.  Formin and Spire promote the formation 

of linear filaments characteristic of filopodia (fig.1.4) and the cortical actin belt of the 

ZA (See fig 1.1 and 1.2), and the Arp 2/3 nucleates branched filaments important 

for lamellipodia formation.  These nucleators are usually under the control of the 

Rho family GTPases (Rho1, Rac and Cdc24), which are molecular switches able to 

confer spatial and temporal regulation to the cytoskeleton.  It is generally accepted 

that Rho1 controls linear nucleators, while Arp 2/3 can be downstream of Rho, Rac 

and Cdc42 (Chhabra and Higgs, 2007; Liu et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1.4 - Specialized actin based structures.  (A) Filopodia are thin, actin based finger-like extensions 
that dynamically extend and retract from a cell, pushing the plasma membrane outward.  Three things are 
necessary to from filopodia.  1) Linear actin filament nucleation, usually mediated by Formins, Diaphanous 
(Dia) is the Drosophila Formin.  2) Stabilization and extension of these linear filaments, mediated by the Tip 
complex characterized by Ena/VASP proteins.  3) Bundling of the long actin filaments by cross-linking 
proteins such as Fascin, Formin, possibly Ena/Vasp and/or other cross-linkers.  The formation of filopodia 
is usually associated with activity of the Rho family of small GTPases.  (B) The apical myosin web is found 
in the apical region of epithelial cells.  This web is formed by actin filaments (red) cross-linked by myosin II 
(green).  This arrangement forms a pulsing contractile meshwork that has been recently proposed to be the 
driving force for apical constriction.  The current model suggests that this apical web contracts, pulling the 
AJs inward, which then is followed by a ratchet like contraction of the AJ actin belt and a shrinkage of 
apical circumferential area.   

2.2a - AJs and Actin bundles  
 

Once an actin filament is formed, it can have a variety of fates within a cell 

depending on the regulatory proteins involved.  In terms of epithelial structure, as 

described above, actin is associated to the AJs via interaction with α-cat, β- cat and 
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myosin II forming a thick circumferential band (fig. 1.1).  It is now becoming clear 

that the AJ is not a rigid structure, but likely quite dynamic and involving other actin 

binding and regulatory components.  For example, it is likely that the Arp2/3 

complex (an actin nucleator) and formins (actin nucleators as well filament bundler) 

play a role in AJ assembly (Ivanov et al., 2005; Kobielak et al., 2004).  Recent work 

demonstrated that the Drosophila formin Diaphanos (Dia) interacts with α-cat and is 

responsible for myosin accumulation and activation at AJs.  When myosin is 

phosphorylated it becomes active and causes contraction of the actin network.  This 

localized Dia/αcat dependent activation of myosin contraction seems to stabilize 

AJs.  Interestingly, loss of function experiments depleting either Dia or its activator 

Rho1 GTPase, which resulted in a disassembly of AJs led to a reciprocal increase 

in actin protrusions (Homem and Peifer, 2008).  This result is consistent with the 

finding that the binding of Arp 2/3 with α-cat abolishes its actin polymerization 

activity and the formation of lamellipodia (Drees et al., 2005).  Taken together these 

results suggest that a close interplay must exist in epithelial cells between the more 

organized and “stable” circumferential actomyosin cable of the ZA (fig. 1.1) and the 

formation of dynamic structures such as filopodia (fig. 1.4) and lamellipodia, which 

are more often associated with motility and morphogenesis. 

 

2.2b - Filopodia and Lamellipodia 
 

Filopodia, illustrated in fig. 1.4-A, are finger-like actin rich protrusions that are 

formed by the nucleation, sustained barbed-end elongation and bundling of linear 

actin filaments and are associated with cdc42 activity.  Located at the barbed, the 

tip complex containing Dia and Enabled (Ena)/VASP proteins promotes stable 

filament elongation and bundling (Chhabra and Higgs, 2007).  Recently Dia and 

Ena /VASP proteins were also shown to interact in complex ways to regulate the 

balance between filopodia and lamellipodia production during Drosophila Dorsal 

closure (Homem and Peifer, 2009).  
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Lamellipodia are broad protrusions formed by branched actin filaments, requiring 

the Arp 2/3 complex, and are classically associated with Rac GTPase activity.  

Filopodia and lamellipodia are most often thought of in terms of migrating cells, but 

these structures also have been shown to play key roles in de novo adhesion 

formation and compartment matching during development and likely play roles in 

epithelial migration and environment sensing (Jacinto et al., 2001; Millard and 

Martin, 2008; Zheng et al., 1996).   

 

1.2c - The Apical myosin web 
 
Recently, a contractile actin-myosin web-like network in the apical cortex of 

ingressing mesoderm cells was discovered in the gastrulating Drosophila embryo.  

As depicted in fig. 1.4-B, this myosin web is somehow anchored to the AJs and 

undergoes pulses of contraction, which seems to drive apical constriction in these 

cells.  The myosin web is highly dynamic and visualized as bursts of myosin 

accumulation, which then effectively squeeze the apical cap of the cell.  Following 

the myosin burst, the constriction of the AJ circumferential area was observed 

(Martin et al., 2009).  An additional example of the myosin web driving tissue 

morphogenesis has been since described in the Drosophila ectoderm, where its 

accumulation seems to be regulated by JAK/STAT signaling (Bertet et al., 2009).  It 

is still unclear how this network forms or how it connects to the AJs.  Further work is 

needed to determine if this is a universal mechanism for apical constriction.  

 

3 - Epithelial Resealing- the “purse-string method” of wound closure. 
 

Wound healing is essential to organisms throughout the animal kingdom. It must 

occur for restoring tissue integrity after injury both during embryonic and adult life.  

Epithelial tissues act as a physical barrier protecting living organisms and its organs 

from the surrounding environment.  It is therefore crucial that epithelial tissues have 

robust ways of maintaining integrity despite the frequent damage caused by injury, 

inflammation and normal cell turnover.  All epithelia have some capacity to repair 
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themselves.  However, the wound-healing process can differ dramatically between 

the developmental stage and the tissues affected and can involve the corporation of 

other cell types such as neutrophils and macrophages.  During my thesis work, I 

was interested in studying the specific contribution of epithelial tissues to their own 

repair.  To this end, I investigated a specific type of wound healing termed “purse-

string” closure, which is a highly conserved method for resealing small 

discontinuities in simple epithelial tissues.   

 

Purse-string wound closure can be described as a coordinated effort of 5 distinct 

events that take place within the injured epithelial sheet to restore tissue integrity:  

A) the assembly of an actomyosin contractile cable in the epithelial cells bordering 

the wound, B) the activity of filopodia and lamellipodia in wound edge (WE) 

epithelial cells, C) the polarization of wound marginal cells toward the center of the 

wound, D) the sphincter like contraction of the wound area, and E) the formation of 

new adhesions resulting in a seamless epithelium (Martin and Lewis, 1992; Wood 

et al., 2002) (reviewed in Jacinto et al., 2001; Martin and Parkhurst, 2004).  Figure 

1.5 provides a summary of the known players involved in purse-string based tissue 

repair, which I will describe in detail below. 
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Figure 1.5 - Summary of Wound healing in Drosophila.  When a wound is inflicted on a tissue, the 
surrounding healthy cells respond by assembling a contractile actomyosin cable, in a Rho1 dependent 
process, along their wound proximal edges, which will cinch the hole closed much like a purse-string.  This 
actomyosin purse-string is anchored at specialized Adherens Junctions (AJs), characterized by a marked 
accumulation of core AJ proteins (DEcadherin, α-catenin).  As the cable contracts, the wound area shrinks 
as the wound edge (WE) cells elongate in the direction of the wound while simultaneously constricting 
their wound proximal edges.  These cells also extend cdc42 dependant filopodia and lamellipodia, which 
help to tug the wound closed and are required to form the de novo adhesions necessary for the final 
sealing of the tissue.  A normal wound healing response requires activation of the MAPK signaling 
pathway, likely by Stitcher, a Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK).  The Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling 
pathway and the action of its downstream transcription factor complex, Jun/Fos called AP1, as well as 
activation of transcription by Grainyhead (GRH) are also essential for proper wound closure.  In the larvae, 
PVR, a PDGF/VEGF-like receptor and its ligand PVF1, found in the hemolymph, are important for actin 
dynamics during wound closure, but it remains to be tested if this is also important in the embryo.  
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3.1 - Wound healing in the embryo 
 

Most of what we know about the mechanics of purse-string wound closure was 

discovered using embryonic model systems.  The purse-string model was first 

proposed based on observations of wounded chick embryos (Martin and Lewis, 

1992).  Using fluorescently tagged phalloidin used to visualize the distribution of 

filamentous actin after wounding, a thick cable of actin was observed in the basal 

epidermis.  This cable formed in the leading edge of the marginal cells surrounding 

a wound (Martin and Lewis, 1992).  The authors proposed the idea that contraction 

of such actin cable could provide the force necessary to draw the WEs together to 

achieve reepithelialisation.  Consistent with this hypothesis, when de novo 

assembly of filamentous actin is prevented by the addition of cytochalasin D, 

embryonic mouse wounds completely fail to heal (McCluskey et al., 1993; 

McCluskey and Martin, 1995).  Myosin II, a motor protein and component of the 

actin based contractile machinery, was shown to also assemble in a coordinated 

manner in the leading edge of the wound margin cells.  Again using the chick 

model, Cadherins were also found localize to this wound marginal complex and to 

link the actomyosin cable via Adherens Junctions (AJs) between neighboring cells 

(Brock et al., 1996).  Excisional wounds in the animal cap of early embryos of the 

frog Xenopus laevis seem to heal in a very similar way.  These wounds close via 

three distinct processes: the assembly of an actomyosin purse string in the 

epithelial cells at the wound margin, the contraction and ingression of exposed deep 

cells, and the protrusive activity of epithelial cells at the margin (Davidson et al., 

2002).  Although most of the initial studies on embryonic wound healing were done 

in vertebrate organisms such as mouse, chick and Xenopus, the fundamental 

molecular mechanisms of embryonic wound healing appear to be conserved across 

species (Brock et al., 1996; Davidson et al., 2002; Martin and Lewis, 1992; 

McCluskey and Martin, 1995; Wood et al., 2002).  The first detailed studies of insect 

wound healing were reported by (Wigglesworth, 1937) using Rhodnius, but it was 

only in recent years that Drosophila become a key model system to unravel the 

molecular mechanisms of epithelial repair.   
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Advances in live imaging of Drosophila embryos expressing GFP-fusion proteins 

made time lapse microscopy of the normal wound healing process possible, 

allowing the exact sequence of cell shape changes and tissue movements to be 

determined (Wood et al., 2002).  It is clear from this work that embryos reseal small 

epithelial wounds entirely by cell shape changes and rearrangements, i.e. cell 

division does not play a role in this process.  Leading edge cells at the wound 

margin increasingly constrict their apical edges and elongate as the wound pulls 

closed.  Occasionally, cells withdraw completely from the wound margin and 

moving into more distal positions, thus decreasing the number of cells at the 

marginal row, further reducing wound area.  The polarized constriction and marked 

elongation of the WE cells in this system also relies on the contraction of an 

actomyosin cable that assembles at the leading edge of wound boarding cells just 

minutes after wounding.  This cable is also linked intercellulary through AJs (Wood 

et al., 2002).  Live imaging of the wound healing process permitted an additional 

and crucial observation: during the final stages of wound closure, opposing leading 

edge cells make contact through actin based cell protrusions such as filopodia and 

lamellipodia.  These structures are important in the final knitting together of 

opposing epithelial sheets by allowing tugging of neighboring cells on one another 

as well as likely providing more surface area to from new intra-cellular junctions.  

Filopodia and lamellipodia protrusions in the context of purse string epithelial 

resealing were probably not detected previously because these fragile structures 

are not always preserved during fixation protocols.  However, filopodia and 

lammellipodia are now thought to be essential for the correct matching and 

adhesion of opposing epithelial cells during wound healing (Millard and Martin, 

2008; Wood et al., 2002).  The entire healing process can be completed quite 

rapidly.  For example, oval shaped Laser-induced wounds of approximately 10 by 

20 µm close in just over two hours (Wood et al., 2002). 

 

3.1a - Formation of the actin cable 
 
The fact that the actomyosin cable in the leading edge cells is assembled just 

minutes after wounding (Martin and Lewis, 1992) (McCluskey and Martin, 1995; 
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Wood et al., 2002), implies that at least the initial cable formation relies on rapid re-

deployment of existing actin.  Rapid re-organization of cytoskeleton structures 

occurs in a variety of other contexts and is mediated by the Rho family of small 

GTPases including Rho, Rac and Cdc42 (reviewed in Chhabra and Higgs, 2007; 

Johndrow et al., 2004; Tapon and Hall, 1997).  More specifically, Rac was shown to 

be required for the rapid polymerization of actin at the plasma membrane to form 

lamellipodia, Cdc42 was shown to mediate the rapid extension of filopodia, and Rho 

is necessary for the assembly of actin stress fibers and associated focal adhesion 

complexes in serum-starved fibroblast (Nobes and Hall, 1995; Ridley and Hall, 

1992; Ridley et al., 1992).  It is therefore not surprising to see that small GTPases 

are mediators of actin cable assembly.  Using specific inhibitors, Brock et al. 

showed that Rho-GTPase (and not Rac-GTPase) activity is required for both the 

actin cable assembly and the subsequent wound closure movements in chick 

embryonic wounds.  Likewise, laser wounds inflicted on triple mutants for all three 

Drosophila Rac genes, Drac1, Drac2 and Mtl, showed no significant retardation in 

wound closure (Wood et al., 2002).  Also consistent with the chick model, wounded 

Drosophila Rho1 mutant embryos fail to assemble a continuous actin cable in 

wound-edge (WE) cells (Wood et al., 2002).  However, these cells extend three 

times as many filopodia as their wild-type counterparts and, although less 

efficiently, Rho1 mutant embryos still manage to close small wounds by localized 

tugging and zipping.  Conversely, when an embryo expressing dominant-negative 

Cdc42 in its epidermis is wounded, an actin cable is able to assemble in the leading 

edge cells.  These cells however fail to extend any filopodia or lamellipodia 

protrusions, resulting in a failure to completely reseal wound.  This result also 

highlights the importance of filopodia and lamellipodia for forming the novel 

adhesions required to restore epithelial continuity (Wood et al., 2002). 

 

3.2 - Signaling Pathways Mediating Wound healing 
 

The signaling cascades that regulate the epithelial resealing process are just 

beginning to be unraveled, but the known molecular mechanisms appear to be 
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conserved in both vertebrates and invertebrates, namely the involvement of Grainy-

head (GRH) transcription factors or the JNK signaling cascade, transduced by 

JUN/FOS transcriptional complexes (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Li et al., 2003; 

Mace et al., 2005; Ramet et al., 2002; Ting et al., 2005a; Ting et al., 2005b; Ting et 

al., 2003). In the fly, the expression of some genes at the wound site is dependent 

on functional GRH and JUN/FOS dimers (AP1) binding sites in their promoter 

region (Mace et al., 2005; Pearson et al., 2009).  These observations are consistent 

with abnormal wound healing in grh or basket/DJNK mutants’ larval cuticle and the 

activation of JNK signaling pathway at wild-type larval wound sites (Galko and 

Krasnow, 2004; Mace et al., 2005). In addition, the Rho family of small GTPases 

including Rho, Rac and Cdc42 are known to be critical to mediate the rapid 

cytoskeleton re-arrangements which control cell shape changes (as described 

above) of wound bordering epithelial cells during closure (reviewed in Jacinto et al., 

2001; Martin and Parkhurst, 2004).   

 

Recently PVR, a PDGF/VEGF-like receptor and its ligand PVF1, were shown to be 

required during larval wound healing for proper actin dynamics at the WE.  The 

authors propose that the ligand PVF1 could serve as the initial signal to identify a 

breach in the basement membrane, a layer of extracellular matrix proteins found 

just basal to the epithelium.  In this model, a wound would allow the hemolymph-

born PVF1 ligand, normally separated from epithelial PVR by the basement 

membrane, to have access to these receptors present in the exposed epithelial 

cells, activating lamellipodia and filipodia dynamics in the WE (Wu et al., 2009).  

Futher experiments are needed to confirm that this model of PVF1 ligand 

sequestering holds true in the larve and to determine precisely how PVR can 

influence the formation of actin based protrusions.  It also remains to be tested if 

PVR/PVF1 signaling is an important factor in the embryonic system.   

 

In the embryo, the upstream signal activating the cells surrounding the wound is still 

unknown, but it is established that extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) is 

phosphorylated upon wounding, an event required at wound sides for a robust 
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response (Mace et al., 2005).  Stitcher, a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) was 

recently identified and shown to induce ERK phosphorylation in the WE cells (Wang 

et al., 2009).  Taking together the fact that Drosophila GRH and FOS proteins can 

be phosphorylated by ERK in vitro (Ciapponi et al., 2001; Uv et al., 1997) and that 

Stitcher is also a Grh-target, one can envision a Grh-dependent positive feedback 

loop that could function as an amplification mechanism ensuring efficient epidermal 

wound repair (Wang et al., 2009).   

 

3.3 - Purse-string wound closure in adult vertebrates 
 

Although the actin purse string mechanism for wound closure was initially described 

as an embryonic phenomenon (Martin, 1997) a body of evidence has accumulated 

in recent years, suggesting that this type of mechanism is also used in a variety of 

adult tissues and organisms to repair small epithelial discontinuities.  One such 

tissue is the intestinal epithelium, which undergoes a high level of cellular turnover.  

Each time a cell leaves the epithelium and dies by apoptosis, it leaves behind a 

hole in the tissue that must be resealed through a mechanism called “restitution”.  

Live imaging of mouse intestine demonstrated that these gaps take 60 minutes to 

close (Watson et al., 2005).  Amazingly, the intestine is able to maintain a constant 

permeability barrier in spite of this large amount of cell loss, therefore an efficient 

and rapid process of hole closure must be in place to continually restore epithelial 

integrity to this tissue.   

 

The actin purse-string mechanism for wound closure does not fully explain the 

efficient maintenance of the intestinal permeability barrier considering the amount of 

gaps present in steady state (Watson et al., 2005).  Watson and colleagues 

describe a reflective “impermeable substance” that effectively plugs temporarily the 

basal half of the gaps and remains until gaps are closed.  They postulate that this is 

extra cellular material, possibly heparin sulphate, secreted by neighboring cells, 

although this idea remains to be explored.  This is similar to what is seen in adult 
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skin wounds where a fibrin clot is formed to rapidly plug the hole as a first line of 

defence (reviewed in Singer and Clark, 1999). 

 

Histological studies of human colonic tissue have revealed a concentration of 

phosphorylated Myosin along the lateral sides of cells neighbouring a hole in the 

epithelium left by an extruding cell (Bullen et al., 2006; Russo et al., 2005).  In 

addition to this, ZO-1, a component of tight junctions was shown to accumulate at 

the apical membrane of neighbouring cells in both human (Bullen et al., 2006) and 

mouse (Watson et al., 2005).  In some cases, cellular extensions of neighboring 

cells were also observed reaching into the gap.  Taken together, this suggests that 

a tight-junction anchored actomyosin contractile cable, analogous to that seen in 

embryonic models (as described above) is also at work in these cells.  

 

Tissue repair in the stratified corneal epithelium is surprisingly also dependent on a 

purse string mechanism.  When a small wound (2mm) is inflicted on the cornea of 

living mice, an actin filament cable forms within 3 to 6 hours and is present until 

wound closure (approximately 24 hours) (Danjo and Gipson, 2002).  This cable is 

only present in the leading edge cells, which in addition extend lamellipodia into the 

wound gap.  These authors also show that adherens junctions and not tight 

junctions are responsible for anchoring the actin cable.  By performing double 

immuno-labelings with phalloidin and various junction components, they found that 

α and β-catenin concentrate at actin cable “insertion points”, while E-Cadherin and 

γ-catenin co-localize, but also more evenly distribute along the lateral membranes of 

the leading edge cells.  In addition, Myosin II co-localized with the actin cable in a 

beaded pattern and was excluded from the anchor points at cell junctions, 

suggesting that this is really a contractile cable (Danjo and Gipson, 2002).  The 

functional importance of this actin cable system was demonstrated by disrupting it 

reversibly using an E-Cadherin blocking antibody; here the cable falls apart and the 

LE cells begin to extend prominent lamellipodia.  Similarly, filopodia extensions 

have been observed in other systems when the actin cable is not formed, as 
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described above in Drosophila Rho1 mutants (Wood et al., 2002) and also in tissue 

culture when Rho kinase is inhibited (Russo et al., 2005).   

 

Despite all of the similarities, the mechanism governing actomyosin cable function 

in the cornea system is mysterious. Upon specific labelling of leading edge cells of 

the migrating epithelium in wounded cornea by specifically labelling the margin cells 

with GFP.  It is clear that even though the cable remains intact, the leading edge 

cells change position over time within the stratified epithelium (Danjo and Gipson, 

2002).  It is difficult to reconcile this with the fact that cells at the leading edge 

surrounding the wound are never wedged shape, i.e. probably don’t pinch off and 

move backwards within the tissue like in Drosophila (Wood et al., 2002).  The 

development of in vivo live imaging techniques will be critical to determine the true 

nature of “purse-string” wound closure in this stratified tissue. 

 

4 - Signals present in the ventral epithelium:  The molecules and mechanisms 
of the EGFR signaling pathway 

 

During my thesis project, I have used a specific epithelial tissue, the ventral 

epidermis of the late stage Drosophila embryo, as a model system for tissue repair.  

The EGFR signaling pathway is active in this tissue and is critical for both the 

patterning and for survival of ventral epithelial cells (Campos et al., 2009; Szuts et 

al., 1997; Urban et al., 2004).  EGFR pathway mutants display an intriguing denticle 

belt fusion phenotype that provokes comparison to a healed wound (fig. 1.8; 

compare mutant cuticles in A to wild type (wt) larva with a healed laser wound in B).  

Taking these morphological similarities together with the fact that EGFR signaling 

leads to the phosphorylation of ERK (described below), an event known to be 

characteristic of the injury response (Mace et al., 2005), it is easy to imagine that 

EGFR signaling could play some role in wound healing. 
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4.1 - EGFR Pathway Hardware 
 

4.1a - EGFR signaling activation 
 

The EGFR is a Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK), which dimerizes upon ligand 

binding and transduces signal through the canonical RAS/RAF/Mitogen activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) phosphorylation cascade leading to phosphorylation of ERK 

and to transcription of target genes, usually mediated by the Ets domain-containing 

transcription factor Pointed (Ptd) (reviewed in Doroquez and Rebay, 2006; Shilo, 

2003; Shilo, 2005). 

 

The Drosophila genome contains one EGFR gene: torpedo, and 4 activating 

ligands: vein, spitz, keren and gurken (see fig. 1.6 for illustration).  Vein is a 

Neuregulin homolog, which is produced as a secreted protein that requires no 

processing to activate EGFR (Schnepp et al., 1996).  The remaining 3 ligands, 

Spitz, Keren and Gurken are of the TGFα family, which are membrane bound and 

must be cleaved to be activated.  Spitz is expressed in all tissues and is the main 

ligand for EGFR.  Spitz protein exists in all cells as an inert membrane bound 

precursor, which is only activated upon cleavage by Rhomboid.  Rhomboid is an 

intra-membrane serine protease, the expression of which is the limiting factor for 

EGFR signaling.  Gurken is a germ cell specific ligand, which also must be 

processed by Rhomboid to function.  Keren is also dependant on Rhomboid, but the 

specific function of this ligand is currently unknown (Doroquez and Rebay, 2006; 

Shilo, 2003; Shilo, 2005). 

 

EGFR signaling works at short range and is able to undergo autocrine amplification.  

Once activated, EGFR induces the expression of its own ligands Spitz, Vein, Keren 

as well as Rhomboid.  This results in signal amplification within the original 

receiving cell and promotes the spread of the signal to neighboring cells (see fig. 

1.11 for example in oogenesis) (Doroquez and Rebay, 2006; Shilo, 2003; Shilo, 

2005).   
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Figure 1.6 - Activators of EGFR signaling.  (A) Spitz (Spi), Gurken (Grk) and Keren (Krn) are TGFα  like 
ligands, existing as inert membrane bound precursors in all cells.  Vein (Vn) is a Neuregulin like ligand, 
which is produced in an active form that does not require processing.  The TGFα-like ligands on the other 
hand, must be cleaved in their transmembrane domains (TMD; arrows) by the intra-membrane protease 
Rhomboid (not depicted), in order to be activated.  Cleavage releases the extracellular domain of the 
proteins, which then diffuse away and interact with a nearby Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) 
(B).  All of the ligands contain one extra cellular EGF domain (green in A), while the receptor contains 4 
(orange and green rectangles in B).  EGFR is a Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) containing an intracellular 
Tyr Kinase domain.  RTKs must dimerize in order to be activated.   
 
 

4.1b - EGFR signaling inhibition 
 

The EGFR pathway can have drastically different outcomes depending on the level 

of signal received.  High levels of EGFR signaling will actually activate the 

transcription of pathway inhibitors including Argos, Kekkon, Sprouty, each of which 

will shut down the signaling loop by distinct mechanisms (see fig 1.7 for illustration).  

Argos expression is induced only in cases of very high levels of EGFR signaling.  

Argos works as a ligand sieve, binding to and sequestering activated Spitz, which 

greatly attenuates EGFR activation.  Expression of kekkon is induced by moderate 

to high levels of EGFR signaling.  Kekkon is a transmembrane protein that 

heterodimerizes with EGFR, therefore blocking ligand mediated dimerization and 

activation.  Sprouty expression can be induced by moderate to high levels of EGFR 
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signaling, although transcription of sprouty is also induced by other pathways.  In 

order for Sprouty to inhibit EGFR, it must undergo tyrosine phosphorylation in a 

RTK dependent manner, thus is subject to a second level of control (Doroquez and 

Rebay, 2006; Shilo, 2003; Shilo, 2005).  
 

 
Figure 1.7.  Inhibitors of EGFR signaling.  EGFR inhibition is activated by a negative feedback loop.  (A) 
Very high levels of EGFR signaling brought on by the activated ligand Spitz (cSpi) activates argos 
expression.  Argos is the most potent inhibitor of EGFR signaling, it is secreted and acts as a Dominant 
Negative, binding to cSpi in the extracellular space and preventing its interaction with the EGFR receptor, 
quickly shutting down signaling.  (B) Sprouty (SPRY) expression is induced by intermediate levels of EGFR 
signaling.  Sprouty works cell autonomously by inhibiting EGFR signal transduction.  Sprouty is only 
active when it is phorphorylated by the MAPK signaling cascade, thus high EGFR signaling results in more 
activated Sprouty and a reduction in signaling.  (C) Kekkon (kek) is a transmembrane protein which 
interacts with the EGFR in the plasma membrane hindering the receptors ability to bind to activating 
ligands.  Kek expression is induced by moderate levels of EGFR signaling. 
 

4.2 – EGFR Signaling in the Embryonic Epidermis 
 

4.2a - Patterning of the Ventral epithelium   
 

The ventral epithelium of a late stage embryo consists of two types of cells present 

in alternating segments repeated along the anterior-posterior (AP) axis.  

Determination of these two cell fates occurs around stage 10 of embryogenesis 
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(Campos-Ortega, 1997).  One type of segment consists of 6 rows of epidermal cells 

that secrete short hair-like structures called denticles.  The alternate segment 

consists of epidermal cells that secrete a smooth protective cuticle lacking 

denticles.  The specific patterning of the denticle segment is quite intricate as each 

row of cells display a unique denticle polarity and morphology, but the general 

specification of these 2 cell types is controlled by the antagonistic interaction 

between EGFR and Wingless (Wg)  (Payre et al., 1999; O'Keefe et al., 1997; Szuts 

et al., 1997).  These two signaling pathways converge at the transcription factor 

shavenbaby/ovo (svb).  Cells with high EGFR signaling activate svb expression, 

which specifies denticle cell fate.  Wg expression in the smooth cuticle cells inhibits 

transcription of svb, therefore suppressing denticle fate and promoting smooth 

cuticle formation.  This repression of svb accounts for 100% of the Wg requirement 

in the ventral epidermis (Payre et al., 1999).   

Until recently, it was a mystery how this function of EGFR could account for the 

phenotypes displayed by the EGFR pathway mutants termed “spitz group” mutants, 

namely a loss of smooth cuticle cells (fig. 1.8).  One would expect the opposite 

result if EGFR is required to make denticle segments.  Recently, EGFR signaling 

has been shown to have an additional function post cell fate specification 

(summarized in the following section), offering an explanation for this discrepancy 

(Urban et al., 2004).  
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Figure 1.8 - Spitz group mutants and EGFR based survival signaling.  (A) Cuticle preparations of wild type 
(wt), EGFR Dominant Negative expressing and spitz (spi) mutant larvae displaying the characteristic 
denticle fusion phenotype of the spitz group mutant.  Arrow points to a denticle fusion in the spi mutants.  
Compare to the denticle fusions in the live larva shown in (B; arrow) resulting from the healing of a laser-
induced wound in the smooth cuticle cells.  (C) Current model explaining the Spitz group phenotype and 
describing the requirement of different levels of EGFR signaling for distinct biological outputs.  High levels 
of EGFR signaling are required to induce the formation of denticle cells.  When EGFR signaling is 
completely absent, only smooth cuticle cells are formed.  After this initial patterning signal, EGFR signals 
are required again at a low level in all cells for survival.  In the spitz group mutants and reduced EGFR 
signaling situation seen with the DN, the survival signal required in the especially sensitive smooth cuticle 
cells is absent, causing these cells to die and the remaining tissue to come together, resulting in the 
denticle fusion phenotype.   
 

 

4.2b - The “spitz group” mutant phenotype and Ventral epithelium survival 
 

The “spitz group” mutants, including the EGFR activators Rhomboid-1, Star and 

Spitz, were grouped according to their common cuticle defects (Mayer and 

Nusslein-Volhard, 1988; Nusslein-Volhard et al., 1984).  In addition to the denticle 

patterning difficulties predicted from a reduced ability to specify denticle cells, these 

mutants display varying degrees of denticle belt fusions along the ventral midline.  

These fusions occur at the expense of smooth cuticle cells as seen in spi mutants 

and in embryos expressing a Dominant Negative (DN) form of EGFR in the 

epidermis (fig. 1.8-A).  As previously described, EGFR null mutants have a naked 

cuticle (almost all smooth cells) due to lack of svb expression, therefore it is 

impossible to study EGFR dependant events that occur post patterning in these 

mutants (Payre et al., 1999; Price et al., 1989; Schejter and Shilo, 1989).  By using 

the DN-EGFR expression construct, Urban et. al. were able to get around this 
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problem allowing them to study the specific role of EGFR signaling in denticle 

fusion. 

 

The denticle fusions observed in the spitz-group were puzzling, because the mutant 

defects are found in a tissue where EGFR signaling was presumably not active 

(Mayer and Nusslein-Volhard, 1988; O'Keefe et al., 1997; Payre et al., 1999; Szuts 

et al., 1997; Urban et al., 2004). The study by Urban et. al. revealed that a low level 

of EGFR signaling is actually required in the smooth cuticle cells, after the ventral 

patterning events occur, to promote cell survival.  When EGFR signaling is 

inhibited, a massive increase in apoptosis is seen in the medial smooth cuticle cells 

of the ventral epithelium by stage 13/14.  The graph in fig. 1.8-C illustrates the 

model proposed by Urban et. al. to describe the differential effects of EGFR 

signaling levels on tissue patterning and survival in denticle and smooth cuticle 

segments.  Live imaging at the cellular level will be required to determine the 

precise mechanisms involved in both the extrusion of these dying cells and the 

repair response undertaken by the surrounding cells.  One can imagine that the 

relatively simultaneous death of the midline cells would leave a large hole in the 

epithelium, which is then repaired by the surrounding cells resulting in the denticle 

fusion phenotype.  It is likely that the events taking place are very similar to those 

observed in response to laser induced wounds in the ventral epidermis where a 

large group of cells are eliminated instantaneously.  A wt larva that was wounded 

during stage 15 of embryonic development is shown in fig. 1.8-B (see methods 

chapter 2; “wounding assay”).  The arrow indicates denticle segments that have 

been pulled towards each other during purse string wound closure (Wood et al., 

2002), compare to denticle fusion in spi mutant cuticle (arrowhead) (Urban et al., 

2004).  

 

The experiments that have been done so far reveal a requirement for low levels of 

EGFR signaling in the ventral midline epithelia at around stages 13/14 of embryonic 

development.  At this point in time, cell identity has already been specified in the 

epithelium, but differentiation has not yet taken place (reviewed in DiNardo et al., 
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1994).  It is likely that this type of survival signaling serves as a checkpoint to guard 

against developmental mistakes (Urban et al., 2004).  Further experiments inhibiting 

EGFR specifically in the epidermis at later stages of development will be needed to 

determine if this survival signaling is also required post differentiation.  

 

It is also interesting to note that the survival-signaling role of EGFR signaling is 

likely to use a non-conical pathway in order to exert its effects (i.e. not via Ptd 

mediated transcription) (Urban et al., 2004).  In the embryonic nervous system, 

EGFR activation of the RAS/RAF/MAPK pathway has been shown to result in the 

phosphorylation and de-stabilization of the pro-apoptotic protein Head involution 

defective (Hid), therefore directly inhibiting apoptosis in a rapid, transcription 

independent manner (Bergmann et al., 1998; Kurada and White, 1998).  Such a 

mechanism would allow flexibility to this survival system, allowing a cell to quickly 

initiate the cell death program at any time during development.  

5 - PARALLELS BETWEEN TISSUE MORPHOGENESIS AND WOUND 
HEALING 

 

The process of Wound healing involves coordinated epithelial cell movements, cell 

shape changes, and tissue rearrangements.  These are processes also used by all 

metazoan organisms to construct their body plans during developmental 

morphogenesis.  In fact, some naturally occurring developmental processes such 

as ventral enclosure during C. elegans development, eyelid closure in mouse fetal 

development and Dorsal Closure during Drosophila development also involve the 

de novo fusion of two epithelial sheets and have been used as model systems to 

study wound healing mechanisms (reviewed in Martin and Parkhurst, 2004).   

 

In this chapter I will introduce two distinct morphogenetic events occurring during 

Drosophila development that have become directly relevant to my thesis work:  1) 

Dorsal closure, a process occurring during embryonic development already 

established as a wound healing model (Jacinto et al., 2000) and 2) Dorsal 

Appendage formation during oocyte development, a dramatic tissue rearrangement 
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combining effects of patterning, epithelial sheet movements and cell shape changes 

to form the snorkel like tubes of the Drosophila eggshell (Dorman et al., 2004). 

 

5.1 Dorsal Closure 
 

Dorsal closure (DC) is a process whereby a series of tissue movements, in the 

absence of cell division, reseal the dorsal epithelial discontinuity exposed in 

previous phases of embryogenesis.  During DC, two fronts of the dorsal epidermis 

elongate along the dorsal/ventral (D/V) axis and move towards each other to cover 

the dorsal region of the embryo, which is initially covered by a transient tissue called 

the amnioserosa (reviewed in Martinez-Arias, 1993). 

 

As seen in epithelial wound healing, an actomyosin cable plays a crucial role in 

driving DC tissue movements.  The leading edge of the dorsal-most epidermal cells 

accumulate F-actin and Myosin II to assemble a cable that contracts as a purse 

string, coordinating the dorsal migration of the epithelial fronts and contributing to 

the closure of the dorsal “hole” (Franke et al., 2005; Young et al., 1993).  As the 

epidermis moves dorsally, the amnioserosa contracts to help pull the lateral 

epithelial cells toward the dorsal midline.  At the end of the process, the epidermal 

cells meet and connect to each other starting at the anterior and posterior ends of 

the “hole”, and zipping the dorsal epidermis towards the middle to completely reseal 

it (Spradling, 1993; Wood et al., 2002).  The zipping occurs with the help of 

cytoskeletal protrusions produced by the leading edge cells.  These lamellipodia 

and filopodia reach across from opposing epithelial fronts and interdigitate.  The 

intertwined cellular extensions initiate the formation of new AJs, sealing the dorsal 

epidermis (Harden et al., 1996; Jacinto et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2000).  Similar to 

embryonic wound repair, the control of cytoskeleton structures during dorsal closure 

is primarily mediated by the small GTPases Rho, Rac and Cdc42 (Jacinto et al., 

2001). 
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This morphogenetic process mimics wound healing at least at a superficial level.  

However, because DC is a developmentally regulated process and does not involve 

an actual breach in epithelial integrity, it is likely that the signaling pathways 

controlling this process will differ from those directing the closure of an exogenously 

inflicted wound.   

 

5.2 - Dorsal Appendages and Oogenesis  
 

5.2a - What are the dorsal appendages? 
  

The dorsal appendages (DAs) are two acellular tubes consisting of porous chorion 

proteins protruding from the top of the of the Drosophila eggshell.  These tubes are 

thought to function like gills, allowing oxygen to reach the developing embryo even 

if the egg becomes submerged.  To form these structures, a specialized subset of 

the somatic epithelial tissue surrounding the oocyte undergo a dramatic 

morphogenetic change from a flat epithelial sheet into two symmetrical tubes.  

These cells then secrete the material that makes up the eggshell into the tube 

lumens, creating a mold that reflects structure of the tubular tissue.  The secretory 

epithelial tissue will later degenerate and slough off when the egg is laid (for review 

see Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Spradling, 1993).   

 

The patterning and subsequent morphogenesis of the dorsal appendage primordia 

is highly sensitive to any defects in the pathways involved.  Mutants can be 

classified according to a set of common phenotypes including appendage fusion, 

absent or misplaced appendages, and appendage malformation.  For more details 

about common mutant phenotypes see (Berg, 2005).  The structure of the dorsal 

anterior region of an eggshell structures serves as an easily assessable, high 

volume readout to analyze the morphogenetic consequences of cellular events 

occurring during egg chamber development, (for review see Berg, 2005; Dobens 

and Raftery, 2000; Nilson and Schupbach, 1999; Spradling, 1993).   
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5.2b - Oogenesis: an overview 
 
The patterning of the dorsal appendage forming cells requires extensive 

communication between different cell types of the egg chamber:  the oocyte, the 

nurse cells and the follicle cells (Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Nilson and Schupbach, 

1999; Wasserman and Freeman, 1998).  Therefore, in order to understand how the 

dorsal appendages are specified, one must also consider the development of all of 

these components.   

 

DA formation occurs during the late stages of oogenesis within the female ovary.  

The ovaries are made up of strings of interconnected individual egg chambers, 

called ovarioles.  An ovariole is a virtual assembly line of development, containing 

egg chambers in increasing stages of maturity, resembling a graduated string of 

pearls. Over the course of several days, egg chambers pass through 14 stages of 

development classified by morphological change (Margolis and Spradling, 1995; 

Spradling, 1993).  Fig. 1.9 provides an overview of the developmental stages and a 

timeline of the distinct, although sometimes simultaneously occurring morphological 

and patterning events during egg chamber maturation.  In the following sections, I 

will describe these important developmental events in more detail. 
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Figure 1.9 - Overview of oogenesis.  (A) WT ovariole, nuclei in green, filamentous actin in red.  Numbers 
indicate developmental stage, G = germarium.  (B) Representation of egg chamber morphology during 
several developmental stages.  Germ cells in blue, somatic follicle cells in yellow and green.  (C) Time-line 
depicting the approximal duration of each developmental stage.  (D) Representation of the temporal 
overlap of critical events relating to follicle cell morphogenesis.  (E) Apicobasal polarity in the follicle cell 
epithelium. The drawing shows a stage 8 egg chamber with a magnified view of two follicle cells. This 
magnification reveals the proximity of the apical surface to the germline and basal surface to a basement 
membrane as well as the relative positions of certain junctional complexes.  
 

5.2b.i - Oocyte maturation  
 

Egg chambers arise from somatic and germline stem cells in the germarium, 

located in the anterior end of the ovariole (fig. 1.9).  Each egg chamber is made up 

of 16 interconnected germ-line cells often referred to as a germline cyst.  One cell in 

the cyst is specified as the oocyte and the remaining 15 become nurse cells 
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(reviewed in Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Margolis and Spradling, 1995; 

Spradling, 1993).  The nurse cells then undergo a massive endoreplication of their 

DNA and proceed to synthesize large amounts of nutrients and cytoplasmic 

components including RNA and Protein.  The cytoplasmic contents of the nurse 

cells will be transported into the oocyte and drive its maturation as well as the early 

development of the fertilized embryo. The oocyte grows dramatically during the 

course of development; by stage 10A it occupies 50% of the egg chamber.  During 

stage 10B/11 the nurse cells undergo apoptosis and rapidly squeeze their 

cytoplasmic contents into the oocyte in a process called “dumping”, causing the 

oocyte to expand to its final size (reviewed in Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley, 1994).  

 

5.2b.ii - Oocyte patterning 
 

Surrounding the germ-line cyst is an epithelial layer of somatically derived follicle 

cells (FCs).  The FCs and germ-line cells undergo reciprocal communication 

throughout development.  These signaling events establish the polarity of the 

oocyte and also pattern the FCs, which will subsequently form the structure of the 

eggshell (see timeline in fig. 1.9(C-D)).  The signaling pathway critical for both of 

these patterning roles is the Gurken (Grk)/ Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 

(EGFR) pathway(Schupbach, 1987).  Grk is a TGFα-like ligand produced by and 

excreted from the oocyte.  The Grk ligand binds to the EGFR expressed in the 

follicle cells, activating EGFR/RAS/RAF/MAPK signaling (EGFR signaling; refer to 

section 4.1 for details) in those cells (Peri et al., 1999).  The activation of this 

pathway is under strict spatial control mediated by several mechanisms that 

regulate the positioning of the oocyte nucleus as well as both grk transcripts and 

Grk protein (Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Nilson and Schupbach, 1999; Peri et 

al., 1999).  During stg. 6 of development, the oocyte activates the EGFR signaling 

pathway in the posterior FCs, which then signals the oocyte to polarize its 

cytoskeleton and localize determinants to its anterior and posterior poles.  The 

oocyte nucleus also responds to these signals and migrates to the dorsal anterior 

region of the oocyte by stage 9.  Once in position, the nucleus will begin another 
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round of Grk signaling to specify the dorsal FCs (see fig. 1.11A).  This will both 

establish the dorsal-ventral axis of the embryo and will trigger a cascade of 

signaling events, which will pattern the Dorsal Appendage primordia (Bastock and 

St Johnston, 2008; Berg, 2005; Wasserman and Freeman, 1998).   

 

5.2b.iii - Early FC migrations and specification of eggshell structures 
 

During stage 9, all FCs undergo extensive cell shape changes and distinct groups 

of FCs undergo specialized morphogenetic movements (outlined in fig. 1-9C-D).  

Before these events take place, all follicle cells undergo endoreplication, increasing 

the genomic content from a ploidy of 2C (two copies of each gene) to 45C.  This 

polypoidy is necessary for the cells to achieve their large size and also prevents 

further cell division.  It is therefore certain that all subsequent patterning and 

morphogenesis of this tissue is due to solely to cell shape changes and 

rearrangements (Berg, 2005; Spradling, 1993; Wu et al., 2008). 

 

In the beginning of stage 9, a group of 6 to 10 anterior follicle cells, the so-called 

border cells, delaminate from the epithelium and migrate in between the nurse cells 

in a PDGF/VEGF receptor (PVR) and EGFR dependent manner (Duchek et al., 

2001).  By stage 10A, this receptor driven chemotaxis directs the border cells 

towards the oocyte nucleus in the dorsal anterior position.  Also at stage 9, about 

650 follicle cells start migrating posteriorly to cover the enlarging oocyte (Spradling, 

1993).  This migration is complete at stage 10A, when the oocyte associated cells 

change from a cuboidal to columnar shape (requiring βHeavy-spectrin) and the 

anterior follicle cells that remain in contact with the nurse cells become squamous 

(hereafter referred to as the “stretch cells”) (Spradling, 1993; Zarnescu and 

Thomas, 1999).  At stage 10B the anterior most columnar follicle cells begin to 

migrate centripetally in between the oocyte and the nurse cells, meeting up with the 

border cells.  This centripetal migration is dependent on various signaling pathways 

including Decapentaplegic (Dpp), Notch, Janus kinase/signal transducer and 

activators of transcription (Jak-Stat), Ecdysone Receptor (EcR) and EGFR (Berg, 
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2005; Wu et al., 2008).  These anterior columnar FCs, together with the border cells 

will make the micropile, a specialized cone shaped structure that allows sperm 

entry.  The anterior FCs also form the operculum and the hinge, which creates the 

escape hatch for the fully developed embryo (Dobens and Raftery, 2000).  A 

subpopulation of the columnar follicle cells will experience specialized patterning 

events and will undergo further morphogenesis to form the two dorsal appendage 

tubes (Berg, 2005; Dorman et al., 2004).  Finally, the follicle cells will secrete the 

vitelline membrane and then the eggshell (the chorion) around the mature oocyte 

(Spradling, 1993). 

 

5.3 - Dorsal Appendages:  structure and patterning  
 

5.3a - Dorsal Appendage morphogenesis 
 

Stage 11 is a busy time in egg chamber development.  At the same time that 

centripetal migration and nurse cell dumping take place, dorsal appendage 

morphogenesis initiates.  As shown in fig. 1-10A, the dorsal appendage primordia 

each consist of two subpopulations of follicle cells, which are identifiable by specific 

markers, and will contribute to the tube formation.  First, cells expressing high levels 

of the transcription factor Broad (Br cells; blue cells in fig. 1-10A-B), making up the 

majority of the primordia, will apically constrict.  The apical side of the follicular 

epithelium is facing down and adjacent to the oocyte (see fig. 1-9E).  Apical 

constriction flexes the epithelium in a fan like manner forming the roof and sides of 

each tube.  Cells expressing the enhancer trap Rhomboid-lacZ (Rho-lacZ cells; red 

cells in fig. 1-10A-B) border the Br cells in a hinge shape along the anterior and 

midline edges of the patch. At the same time as the apical constriction of Br cells, 

the Rho-lacZ cells elongate and invaginate beneath the roof cells and fuse apically 

to form a cone.  This apical fusion event is not well understood due to imaging 

limitations, but is likely to be similar to the fusion events occurring during dorsal 

closure (Dorman et al., 2004).  During stage 12-13, the nascent tubes of dorsal 

follicle cells that were in contact with centripetal cells, begin to elongate and 
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“migrate” out over the stretched cells, which cover the dying nurse cells.  The dorsal 

follicle cells already start secreting chorion into the tub lumens in stg. 11 while the 

tube elongation is taking place.  Tube extension is complete by stage 13, when the 

distal roof and floor cells shorten along their apical-basal axes, producing the mold 

for the flat “paddle” of the appendage.  

 

These morphogenetic events are not well understood at the cellular level.  Most 

studies describing dorsal appendage phenotypes focus on the early patterning 

events.  It is clear that many of the same mutations that cause dorsal closure 

defects also result in DA morphogenesis defects (Berg, 2005).  Live imaging 

combined with clonal analysis will be needed to determine the relative contributions 

of patterning and morphogenesis to these DA phenotypes.   
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Figure 1.10 - Dorsal appendage formation.  In all panels, anterior is towards the top. In (a–d) and (g–j), a 
white line marks the dorsal midline; in e, f, k and l the schematic drawings are presented in the same 
orientation as the confocal images shown above.  In e–l, only the left primordium is shown.  Roof-forming 
cells, represented in blue in the schematic drawings, express high levels of Broad (a,g). They constrict 
their apices (b,h, outlined in green), as visualized by antibodies against E-cadherin.  Convergent extension 
brings lateral roof cells towards the midline (a/g, e/k).  Floor-forming cells, represented in red in the 
schematic drawings, express rho-lacZ (c,i) and extend underneath the high-Broad-expressing cells (d,j,k,l).  
During anterior extension, the roof-cell population narrows and lengthens into a skinny triangle (g, green 
outline in h); the floor-forming rho-lacZ-cell population narrows and elongates (i,j).  
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5.3b - Dorsal appendage patterning 
 

The dorsal appendages are bilaterally symmetrical along the midline, but are 

polarized along the A/P and D/V axes of the egg chamber.  High expression of the 

Br transcription factor defines the DA primordia.  During stg. 9, Br is expressed at 

low levels in all oocyte associated follicle cells.  During stage 10b-11, the 

expression of Br is reduced in all follicle cells, except for in the DA primordia, where 

the transcription of Br RNA and Br protein expression increase dramatically (Deng 

and Bownes, 1997; Tzolovsky et al., 1999).  Based on extensive mutant analysis, it 

is clear that the positioning of the Br expressing primordia is dependent on the 

cooperation of two signaling pathways: EGFR controlling the D/V position and Dpp, 

the Drosophila BMP2,4 homolog, controlling the A/P location (Berg, 2005; Wu et al., 

2008).  The illusive part of the puzzle is the mechanism by which a single medial 

source of Grk ligand from the oocyte nucleus can create two distinct EGFR 

dependent, Br expressing primordia separated by a medial group of cells with a 

distinct identity.  Since the late 90’s, a model based on paracrine amplification of 

EGFR signaling and subsequent feedback inhibition within the follicle cells 

controlling EGFR signaling levels and therefore expression of the pathway’s 

downstream target Br, has been widely accepted (Berg, 2005; Dobens and Raftery, 

2000; Nilson and Schupbach, 1999; Peri et al., 1999; Shilo, 2005; Wasserman and 

Freeman, 1998).  Recently, several reports looking more closely at temporal and 

spatial events together with the use of marked clones have called this model of 

EGFR dependant high Br expression into question.  

 

5.3b.i - The classical view of DA patterning 
 

The classical autocrine amplification model for DA patterning is illustrated in fig. 1-

11(A-C).  The first signals patterning the FCs happen in stage 9-10.  The oocyte 

nucleus, positioned in the dorsal anterior of the oocyte cell is partially surrounded 

with a cap of grk RNA and protein. which is actively transported to this position 

(Johnstone and Lasko, 2001; Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1996).  The Grk 

ligand signals to EGFR in the follicle cells, activating the RAS/RAF/MAPK signaling 
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cascade in a gradient relative to the proximity of the follicle cell to the underlying 

oocyte nucleus (Peri et al., 1999; Ray and Schupbach, 1996; Roth et al., 1995).  

This signaling event defines a set of dorsal-anterior cells in the follicular epithelium.  

In reaction to EGFR activation, these cells will activate the expression of additional 

activating ligands Spitz and Vein (Wasserman and Freeman, 1998), which will then 

amplify and propagate the original signal from the oocyte to more lateral positions.  

The follicle cells located just above the oocyte nucleus experience the highest 

amount of EGFR activation and begin to express the inhibitory ligand Argos.  Argos 

shuts down EGFR signaling in these medial cells, splitting the anterior follicle cells 

into two separate populations (Wasserman and Freeman, 1998; Peri et al., 1999; 

Sapir et al., 1998).  The size and location of these two populations are further 

refined by patterning along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis.  Dpp is expressed in 

the stretched cells and a single row of centripetally migrating columnar cells 

(Twombly et al., 1996).  Dpp acts as a morphogen, diffusing posteriorly and thereby 

forming an A/P signaling gradient.  High levels of Dpp repress dorsal identities and 

specify the operculum, while moderate levels overlapping with EGFR signaling 

define the dorsal anterior.  The more posteriorly located FCs that receive very low 

levels of Dpp, will become “main body” FC, staying in contact with the oocyte for the 

remainder of development (Berg, 2005; Deng and Bownes, 1997; Dobens and 

Raftery, 2000; Horne-Badovinac and Bilder, 2005; Peri et al., 1999). 
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Figure 1.11 - Models for the patterning of the dorsal appendage primordia.  (A) In the left panels, blue 
indicates dorsal fates induced by EGFR signaling.  High EGFR signaling in the medial region induces argos 
expression resulting in autocrine inhibition of EGFR signaling in the central region.  Over time, this 
modifies into two lateral domains that with combined input from the anterior to posterior Dpp signaling 
gradient in red (depicted in the right panels), will become the Dorsal appendage primordia. (B) Through a 
mechanism that is not yet clear, the gradients of EGFR and DPP signaling are refined into a sharp 
boundary that creates two distinct subpopulations of cells within each appendage primordium.  This three-
dimensional schematic shows nurse cells (NCs) in light purple, the thin layer of stretched follicle cells 
(SCs) that surround the nurse cells (green, cut away to reveal nurse cells), oocyte (Oo, yellow), rhomboid-
expressing cells (red), which form the floor of each tube, high-Broad (Br)-expressing cells (blue), which 
form the roof and sides of each tube, and centripetal and dorsal midline cells (white), which secrete the 
operculum.  (C) Summary of autocrine inhibition model.  EGFR signaling directly induces the transcription 
of br.  High levels of EGFR signal in the midline cells induces expression of argos, which is secreted by 
these cells, locally inhibiting EGFR signaling and br transcription.  (D) Revised model of dorsal appendage 
primordial patterning.  EGFR signaling directly induces the transcription of br.  High or prolonged levels of 
EGFR activation directly induce the transcription of inhibitors of br transcription as well as inhibitors of 
EGFR signaling.  This results in the cell-autonomous down regulation of br expression in areas of maximal 
EGFR signaling such as in the dorsal anterior midline region of the stage 10 egg chamber. 
 

5.3b.ii - Alternative model for DA patterning 
 

Recent experiments using marked clones in combination with molecular markers for 

DA primordia have revealed that feedback regulation of EGFR activity by the 

autocrine ligand Spitz and the inhibitor Argos is not necessary for patterning of high 

Br expression domains.  This revised cell autonomous model depicted in fig. 1-

11(D-E) states that the pattern of anterior cell fates is generated by spatial 
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information derived directly from the germline ligand Grk, without a requirement for 

subsequent patterning by diffusible EGFR regulators in the follicular epithelium 

(Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009).  This model is consistent with recent reports 

showing that the anterior follicle cells are different in the way that they respond to 

EGFR signaling depending on their location (Atkey et al., 2006; Boyle and Berg, 

2009; Yakoby et al., 2008).  Boisclair Lachance and colegues propose that EGFR 

signaling activated by Grk leads to the production of Br in the lateral regions and in 

the midline region the production of the transcription factor Ptd, which is required to 

inhibit Br production (Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009).  It is becoming clear that the 

dorsal follicular epithelium is divided into at least 4 distinct regions, which have 

different abilities to respond to known patterning signals.  Further work will be 

needed to determine the nature of the regional differences observed.  It is likely that 

additional earlier patterning events, possibly independent of the known EGFR 

signaling pathway, are needed to prime the FCs to respond to Grk signaling.   

 

5.3b.iii - Why the discrepancy in models? 
 

Most of the previous work on EGFR pathway mutants was done looking at 

transcription patterns of various genes in the follicular epithelium and the final 

morphological outcome of the appendages.  It is clear that the high expression of Br 

bordered by Rho expressing cells is absolutely required to form a dorsal 

appendage.  What was somehow overlooked previously was the lack of temporal 

concordance between signals supposedly regulating Br expression.  For example, 

Argos, the inhibitory ligand, is expressed in the Dorsal anterior midline, but a 

reduction of EGFR signaling is only detected after the separate high Br expressing 

domains have already been established.  In fact, the contrary is true.  At the time 

when Br expression is reduced in the dorsal anterior midline, the highest peak of 

MAPK activity is occurring in these cells (Kagesawa et al., 2008; Peri et al., 1999).  

Taken together, it is not likely that the downregulation of Br in the midline, which 

splits the DA primordia in two, is due to an inactivation of EGFR signaling in these 

cells.   
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If the EGFR autocrine system is not responsible for appendage primordia 

patterning, then the DA morphogenesis phenotypes displayed by pathway mutants, 

such as Argos and Spitz, must be due to later morphogenetic events or additional 

yet unknown patterning events.  Advances in egg chamber culturing protocols 

combined with live confocal microscopy (Dorman et al., 2004) and the use of 

labeled mutant clones (Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009) should help to answer these 

questions.  It is also possible that non-canonical roles for EGFR signaling and/or 

pathway components, as observed during survival signaling events in the 

embryonic epidermis (see section 4.2b and Urban et al., 2004), are more common 

then we know and also important in the oogenesis system.  
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CHAPTER 2:  WOUND HEALING SCREEN 

 

This chapter was adapted from the publication: Campos, I*, Geiger, J.A.*, Santos 

A.C., Carlos, V., Jacinto, A. “Genetic screen in Drosophila melanogaster uncovers a 

novel set of genes required for embryonic epithelial repair”.  In this publication as a 

whole, Isabel Campos and I contributed equally.  However, the work presented here 

in this chapter was a result of equal contribution of Isabel Campos, Ana Santos and 

myself.   

 

 
The wound healing response is an essential mechanism to maintain the integrity of 

epithelia and protect all organisms from the surrounding milieu. In the “purse-string” 

mechanism of wound closure, an injured epithelial sheet cinches its hole closed via 

an intercellular contractile actomyosin cable. This process is conserved across 

species and utilized by both embryonic as well as adult tissues, but remains poorly 

understood at the cellular level. In an effort to identify new players involved in 

“purse-string” wound closure we developed a wounding strategy suitable for 

screening large numbers of Drosophila embryos. Using this methodology, we 

observe wound healing defects in Jun-related antigen (encoding DJUN) and scab 

(encoding the Drosophila α-PS3 Integrin) mutants and performed a forward genetic 

screen based on insertional mutagenesis by transposons that led to the 

identification of 30 lethal insertional mutants with defects in embryonic epithelia 

repair. 

 

 

To gain new insights on the cell biology of epithelial resealing we decided to use the 

experimentally amenable Drosophila embryo to perform a genetic screen with the 

aim of finding new genes involved in the regulation of wound healing.  For that 

purpose, we developed a wounding assay that facilitates large-scale screening.  We 

validated our assay by performing a small pilot screen on a group of known dorsal 

Summary 

Introduction 
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closure mutants.  Because dorsal closure has been described as being at least 

mechanically similar to wound healing, we expected that some Dorsal Closure 

mutants would also have wound healing defects.  We found that Jra, a mutant in the 

JNK signaling pathway, and scab, mutant in an α integrin isoform, are both required 

for embryonic wound healing.  As described in the general introduction, the JNK 

pathway was already known to be involved in wound healing, but DJUN had never 

been directly implicated (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Ramet et al., 2002).  This result 

told us that our assay was indeed able to detect bonafide wound healing mutants 

and gave us confidence to proceded with our large-scale screen.   

 

Transposon based screening  
 
We took a forward genetic approach, blindly screening pre-mapped transposon 

insertion mutations from the Exelixis collection for wound healing defects.  The main 

advantage of a transposon based screen over standard ems mutagenesis is the 

ability to determine the location of the insertion (and therefore the mutation) within 

days as opposed to months or years with standard mapping strategies (St 

Johnston, 2002; Thibault et al., 2004).  One disadvantage of this strategy is that 

traditional P-element transposons usually have biased insertion sites within 5’ 

untranslated regions (UTRs) genes, therefore often do not directly disrupt coding 

regions.  Another problem is genome hotspots of insertion, meaning a large portion 

of a collection of mutants could have identical insertion sites, wasting screening 

time and resources to maintain stocks.  These 2 problems combined make 

saturation screening with this method nearly impossible.   

 

The Exelixis collection 
 

The Exelixis company attempted to minimize these problems using engineered 

piggyBac transposons (as well as improved P-elements).  They found that piggyBac 

transposons lack 5’UTR bias, frequently insert within exons, and have a much 

higher frequency of recessive lethal mutation generation then traditional P-
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elements.  PiggyBacs also undergo precise excision illiminating small “hit and run” 

background deletions caused by multiple jumps of a P-element within a genome 

(Thibault et al., 2004).  The Exelixis company generated a large collection of 

piggyBac and P-element mutants, mapped the location of all the insertions and 

deposited a subset of these stocks likely to be gene disruptions at Bloomington 

Stock Center.   

 

Advantages of Screening the Exelixis collection  
 

Exelixis reported a 60%-80% piggyBac remobilization frequency and 22% 

frequency of recessive lethal insertions.  This means that if we were to create our 

own mutant collection, only around 13% of the mutants we generated would be 

unique lethal insertions and a lot of wasted effort.  Because Exelixis already sorted 

out this background, we could be sure that we were screening unique insertions 

chosen as likely gene disruptions (Thibault et al., 2004).  This pre-selection was a 

selling point for us, because our screening assay was so labor intensive.  When we 

were planning our screen, this collection was new and still unexplored so we were 

confident we would uncover some novel mutants.  The most enjoyable and 

motivational part of this strategy for me was the instant gratification of going directly 

from phenotype discovery to the affected gene, simply by visiting the Bloomington 

website.  Finally, due to space and personnel limitations, it was convenient to be 

able to order the stocks from Bloomington in batches.  This kept the ratio of fly-

pushing to screening load manageable.   

 

In total, we screened 655 piggy-Bac and P-element insertion mutants and were able 

to identify 30 lines with impaired wound healing.  In this chapter I will describe the 

details of our screening assay, our pilot screen and the main wound healing screen 

results. 
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Fly strains and genetics 
655 insertional mutant lines on the 2nd and 3rd chromosomes were picked from the 

2,100 inserts chosen as single gene tags for the Genome Disruption Project, 

originally generated by Exelixis Corporation (Thibault et al., 2004) and distributed by 

the Bloomington Stock Center.  The lines with a wound closure phenotype were re-

mapped by inverse PCR and sequenced, following protocols described at the 

Berkeley Drosophila Genome Center website 

(http://www.fruitfly.org/about/methods/inverse.pcr.html) and at the Bellen lab web 

site (http://flypush.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu/pscreen/).  We confirmed the insertion 

location as listed in Flybase for all except 3 of our positive lines. Specifically, we 

could not determine the insertion locations for lines EafEP2475, Neu3c01955 and 

sidef00677.  We did not succeed to re-map the EafEP2475 line by iPCR, but we assume 

the genomic location is correct since this line failed to complement two different 

deficiencies in the region (Df(2R)ED1673 and Df(2R)Drlrv28, stock numbers 9062 

and 8888, respectively).  The Neu3c01955 line, which is listed as an insertion in the 

gene Neu3 (cytological map location 88C10-88D1, in 3R), was mapped by 5’ primer 

sets (the 3’ set did not work) to a different location in the end of the 3L 

chromosome, in gene CG40470.  There are no available deficiencies in this region 

(last three deficiencies of the chromosome all complemented the line, stock 

numbers 2587-2589) and this line complements another Neu3 allele (Neu3MB01428, 

stock number 23312) and a deficiency in the Neu3 region (Df(3R)ED10555, stock 

number 23714).  Therefore, we consider that the line Neu3c01955 is not an insertion 

in the Neu3 region. Finally, the line sidef00677, which is listed as an insertion in the 

gene sidestep (cytological map location 97F6-97F10) was mapped by both 5’ and 3’ 

primer sets to a different location, 86D9. This line fails to complement 

Df(3R)ED5516 (deletion of 86D8-86E13), confirming our mapping results. 

 

For the pilot screen, the following mutant alleles were used: Jra1 (Kockel et al., 

1997), pucE69 (Ring and Martinez Arias, 1993), shark1 (Fernandez et al., 2000), tkv8 

(Nellen et al., 1994), shn1 (Arora et al., 1995), zip1 (Young et al., 1993), ush2 (Frank 

Materials and Methods 
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and Rushlow, 1996), Pkn06736 (Spradling et al., 1999), scb5J38 (Schock and 

Perrimon, 2003), Rho11B (Magie and Parkhurst, 2005), fas2 (Lekven et al., 1998), 

Egfrt1 (later renamed Egfr1) (Price et al., 1997). 

 

All lethal or semi-lethal lines were crossed to balancer stocks that drive eGFP under 

the twist promoter, active at embryonic stages. Specifically, males from original 

lines were crossed to either Gla/CyO-CTG or Dr/TM3-TTG virgins, depending on 

insertion site. Flies of the following generation were selected against Gla or Dr and 

used to start new GFP-balanced stocks, which were then used to collect the 

screened embryos. 

OrR, ubi-DE-Cad-GFP (Oda and Tsukita, 2001) and sGMCA (Kiehart et al., 2000) 

stocks were used as control lines. 

 

Using standard strategies, the following recombinant stocks were generated: 

CG2813f05607, ubi-DE-cad-GFP/CyO-CTG; CG5198c07150, ubi-DE-cad-GFP/CyO-

CTG; CG5640f01321 and, ubi-DE-cad-GFP/CyO-CTG. 

 

Wounding Assay 
 
Two-hour egg collections of GFP-balanced lines (Mutation/CyO-CTG or 

Mutation/TM3-TTG) taken on standard apple juice agar plates supplemented with 

yeast extract, were left to develop at 18°C overnight.  Embryos were dechorionated 

in bleach and typically 40 to 80 non-GFP (homozygous mutant) stage 15/16 

embryos were sorted under UV-light. Homozygous mutant embryos were aligned 

parallel to each other, stuck to double-sided tape on a slide, covered with 

Halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma) and a coverslip, and subject to wounding using a 

nitrogen laser-pumped dye laser connected to a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope 

(Micropoint Photonic Instruments). After wounding, the coverslip was removed and 

the embryos were let to develop at 22°C for 16 hours before being scored under a 

dissecting scope for wound closure. The wound healing phenotype was calculated 

as a percentage of nearly hatching 1st instar larvae with unclosed wounds over the 
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total number of wounded larvae (dead animals were disregarded for this 

calculation).  See fig. 2.1 for a diagram of the wounding assay. 

 

Phalloidin staining of filamentous actin 
 
Embryos were first wounded as described above and then fixed for 5min at room 

temperature in a 1:1 mix of heptane and 36.5% formaldehyde (Sigma). After 

fixation, embryos were hand-devitellinized in PBS, blocked in 1% BSA/0.3% Triton-

X in PBS for at least 1hr, incubated in 1 µg/ml Alexa 594-phalloidin for 1hr, washed 

for 3 times over the course of 1hr in PBS containing 0.3% Triton-X and analysed on 

the confocal microscope. 

 

Imaging 
 
Live embryos were wounded as described above and live imaging as well as 

imaging of fixed samples was performed using LSM510 Meta confocal system (Carl 

Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.).  Live images were taken every 3 or 30 minutes.  All 

images were processed using ImageJ imaging software (NIH) and Photoshop 

(Adobe). 

Live wounded larvae were imaged using a DC500 Leica camera mounted on an 

upright widefield DM5000B Leica microscope under phase contrast conditions. 

 

Results 

Wound Assay and Validation 
 
To identify novel Drosophila strains with wound healing phenotypes, we designed 

and optimized a robust wounding assay suitable for a high-throughput screen (see 

Materials and Methods and fig. 2.1). To verify that the wounding assay is sensitive 

enough to find genes required for wound healing, we initially tested a set of 

candidate genes previously shown to be required either for wound healing or for 

Dorsal Closure (DC) in Drosophila (fig. 2.2).  DC is a developmental process 

involving epithelial sheet movements to close a naturally occurring dorsal hole 
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created when the germband retracts after its extension. It has previously been 

reported that this process occurs in a mechanistically analogous way to embryonic 

wound healing (Jacinto et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2002). Therefore, we tested 

members of major pathways that control DC such as Jun-related antigen (Jra), 

puckered (puc) and Src homology 2 ankyrin repeat tyrosine kinase (shark) in the 

DJNK signaling pathway and thickveins (tkv), schnurri (shn) and zipper (zip) in the 

TGF-β signaling pathway. Furthermore, we tested additional genes involved in DC 

such as u-shaped (ush), Epidermal growth factor receptor (Egfr), Protein kinase 

related to protein kinase N (Pkn), scab (scb) and Rho1, which has also been 

previously implicated in embryonic wound healing (Wood et al., 2002). 
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Figure 2.1 - Wound healing protocol. (A) 2-hour egg collections from GFP-balanced lines are left to develop 
until stage 15/16 and homozygous, non-GFP, mutant embryos are selected under fluorescent light for 
wounding. (B) Selected embryos are mounted for laser wounding on a microscopic slide with the ventral 
side up. (C) Embryos are laser-wounded on the medial ventral region. (D) After approximately 16 hours in a 
humid chamber, nearly hatching larvae are screened under the dissection scope for wound closure and 
percentage of unclosed wounds calculated; typical healed (left) and unhealed (right) wounds are depicted 
(see Materials and Methods for details). 
 

We scored wound healing phenotypes as % of unclosed wounds.  The negative 

control OrR displayed 5% of phenotype in our assay while the analyzed DC mutants’ 

phenotype ranged from 2% (shn1) to 74% (Jra1) (fig. 2.2).  The JNK signaling 

cascade had been previously demonstrated to be involved in wound healing of 

larval and adult fly tissues (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Ramet et al., 2002).  To our 
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knowledge, the Jra1 (null mutation in DJun) mutant embryos phenotype observed 

here (74% open wounds) is the first report of the importance of the JNK cascade in 

fly embryonic epithelial wound healing.  In order to define a threshold above which 

we consider a line to have wound healing defects we performed a statistical 

analysis based on the maximum likelihood ratio test (LRT).  By comparing all 

mutant lines listed in fig. 2.2 with OrR we conclude that any line with a phenotype 

above 30% would be statistically different from the wild-type situation (5% of open 

wounds), with a p-value <0.001 (Carlos, 2007).  Therefore, we observe a clear 

wound healing phenotype in Jra1 and scb5J38 (74% and 53%, respectively).  The 

Rho11B phenotype is not above the threshold but is still significantly different from 

the control strain (p <0.005), while all the other genes tested had either no 

phenotype or had severe patterning defects at the embryonic stage that wounds 

were made, thus making scoring impossible (fig. 2.2). 
 

Figure 2.2 - Dorsal closure mutants with wound healing phenotypes. (A) List of tested alleles, respective 
molecular function and cellular process as in Flybase (Tweedie, 2009) . Wound healing phenotypes are 
shown as % of total (n) embryos presenting an unclosed wound approximately 16 hours post wounding. 
Some mutations are “unscorable” due to gross morphological defects either at the wounding stage (st 
15/16) or at the scoring stage (early 1st instar larvae). (B) Graphic representation of wild-type phenotype 
(OrR) and the three strongest phenotypes observed. (C-F) wounds in 1st instar larvae in OrR (C), Jra1 (D), 
scb5J38 (E), and Rho11B (F). 
 

The fact that not all tested DC mutants have a wound healing phenotype suggests 

that albeit mechanistically similar, each process is distinct in some aspects.  In this 

respect, it is worth mentioning that during DC there is never an actual “hole” to 
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close, but rather epithelial cells cover up the underlying extra-embryonic tissue, the 

amnioserosa (AS).  It is now well established that AS cells have an active role 

during DC and it is the fine orchestration of the epithelial and AS tissue 

contributions that ensures the successful outcome of the process (Hutson et al., 

2003; Kiehart et al., 2000; Scuderi and Letsou, 2005). 

 

Taken together, these pilot results demonstrate both the effectiveness and the 

sensitivity of the wounding assay, allowing us to conclude that we developed a 

simple and robust method that can be used on a large-scale genetic screen. Next, 

we performed a wound healing screen using a series of largely uncharacterized, yet 

molecularly mapped mutant lines from the Exelixis stock collection (Thibault et al., 

2004). 

 

 

The Exelixis transposon insertion collection is comprised of four different 

transposon types: three piggyBac based transposons and one P-element based 

transposon.  A subset of this collection likely to disrupt gene function is present at 

the Bloomington stock center. We decided to test all chromosome 2 and 3 lethal 

lines present in this subset and a few additional viable lines, on a total of 655 

insertional mutant lines (see Supplementary Table S2.1). 

Wound healing screen 
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Table 2.1 - Insertional mutants with wound healing phenotypes. Phenotype refers to % of total (n) embryos 
presenting an unclosed wound approximately 16 hours post wounding. Molecular function and cellular 
processes modified from Flybase (Tweedie, 2009) and additional references mentioned in the text. 
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Out of the 655 lines analyzed, we observed 30 (4.6% of the total lines screened) 

that presented a wound closure defect (more then 75 embryos analyzed for each 

line, Table 2.1).  The total number of mutants with wound healing defects is 28 

since for two of the lines, Neu3c01955 and sidef00677, the original insertion location was 

not confirmed (see Materials and Methods).  A number of these mutant alleles were 

recombined with fluorescent markers to allow for observation of tissue 

morphogenesis and wound closure dynamics at the cellular level.   
 

 
Figure 2.3 - Wound closure dynamics and actin cable formation in control embryos and wound healing 
candidate mutants. (A) Stills from movies of wounded control embryos (ubi-DE-Cad-GFP), (B) Jra1, (C) 
CG2813f05607, (D) CG5198c07150, (E) and dUtxf01321 embryos recombined with ubi-DE-Cad-GFP, taken 30 (i), 60 
(ii), 90 (iii), 120 (iv) and 180 (v) minutes post wounding (mpw). After 3 hours, only wounds in control 
embryos are nearly closed (compare panels Av to Bv, Cv, Dv and Ev).  (F-J)  Phalloidin staining of 
filamentous actin in embryos fixed 60 mpw.  Genotypes correspond to rows A-E. 
 
 

In fig. 2.3, stills taken every thirty minutes from Jra1, CG2813f05607, CG5198c07150 

and dUtxf01321 mutations recombined with ubi-DE-cad-GFP (which marks adherens 
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junctions and allows for cell boundary visualization), show that all four mutant 

embryos depicted still have open wounds after 3 hours, whereas in the control 

embryo (ubi-DE-cad-GFP) only a tiny hole remains.  These results confirm that our 

screen successfully uncovered mutants which display wound healing phenotypes in 

both larger (assay-type) and smaller, more experimentally tractable wounds, as the 

ones depicted in fig. 2.3.  Interestingly, wounds made in these mutants appear to 

assemble an actin cable as visualized by phalloidin staining (fig. 2.3(F-J)), 

suggesting that these mutants must be affecting a process downstream of the initial 

rapid response of the wound by the proximal epithelial cells. 

 

 

Wound Assay and Pilot screen 
 

Using previously described DC or wound healing mutants we performed a pilot 

screen to validate our embryonic wounding strategy. The fact that we were able to 

identify a member of the DJNK pathway (Jra/DJun) in our assay is in accordance 

with other reports that implicate this pathway in wound healing. Specifically, two 

mutations in components of the DJNK pathway, bsk/DJNK and kay/DFos, were 

previously shown to have defects in fly larval and adult wound closure, respectively 

(Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Ramet et al., 2002). In addition, Mace et al. described a 

reporter construct that requires consensus binding sites for the JUN/FOS complex 

to be activated upon wounding (Mace et al., 2005). Interestingly, the authors still 

observed reporter activation in Jra mutants, which suggests that additional signaling 

pathways are involved in wound closure (Mace et al., 2005). 

 

An apparent discrepancy arose when our assay revealed a phenotype with Jra but 

not with puc mutants, another component of the same signaling pathway.  This 

result might be explained by the fact that Jra and puc function in opposite directions 

in the DJNK signaling pathway. Puc functions as a pathway repressor, so in a puc 

mutant the JNK pathway should be less repressed and we could expect to have an 

Discussion 
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opposite effect to a Jra mutation. In addition, we note that activation of a puc-lacZ 

reporter has been shown to occur in larvae, wing imaginal discs and adult wounds 

that take 18-24 hours to close, but it is only robustly detectible 4-6 hours post 

puncture (Bosch et al., 2005; Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Ramet et al., 2002). 

Embryonic wounds are faster to heal, and even after inflicting a large laser wound 

on stage 14/15 embryos, I failed to detect activation of the puc-lacZ reporter 

(assessed in open wounds 3 hours post wounding by immunofluorescence, data 

not shown).  This observation suggests that, in rapidly healing epithelial wounds, 

the JNK pathway is not activated to high enough levels to trigger auto inhibition. 

 

The α integrin scab was never before implicated in embryonic would healing, but 

this mutant’s phenotype comes as no great surprise.  The first scab mutation was 

isolated due to its abnormal larval cuticle patterning (Nusslein-Volhard et al., 1984).  

The scab gene encodes Drosophila α-PS3 integrin, which is zygotically expressed 

in embryonic tissues undergoing invagination, tissue movement and morphogenesis 

(Stark et al., 1997).  Integrin proteins are involved in cell-matrix interactions and α-

PS3 integrin regulation, in particular, has been shown to mediate zipping of 

opposing epithelial sheets during DC (Homsy et al., 2006).  Similarly, our 

observation of a wound defect in scb5J38 mutants is consistent with a role for α-PS3 

integrin in zipping of opposing epithelial cells during the healing process. 

 

A previous study using confocal video microscopy, had already shown that Rho11B 

mutants take twice as long to close an epithelial wound when compared to wild-type 

counterparts (Wood et al., 2002).  Rho1 was confirmed in our assay to be important 

for wound healing, although with a weaker phenotype (22% of embryos had 

unclosed holes).  These results shows nonetheless that our assay can be sensitive 

enough to pick up a “weak” wound healing mutant such as Rho11B, which is still 

able to heal wounds albeit slower then wild-type. 
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The genes identified in the screen represent a variety of functions indicating that 

wound healing is a complex mechanism that requires the participation of many 

cellular processes.  A large class of the candidate mutants are involved in several 

aspects of gene expression, including factors that regulate chromatin remodeling 

(dUtx, Pc), elongation (dEaf), splicing (Glo, CG3294) and translation (CG33123) 

(Kalifa et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2008; Tweedie et al., 2009; 

Zink and Paro, 1989).  It is likely that these factors are needed during wound 

healing because epithelial cells at the wound edge have to quickly switch their 

expression profiles to assemble the machinery and generate the energy necessary 

to close the wound.  Interestingly, suppression of Pc group genes in Drosophila 

wing imaginal discs regeneration has been shown to be dependent on JNK 

signaling (Lee et al., 2005).  In addition, a recent study revealed that PcG 

methylases are downregulated during murine skin repair, while counteracting 

demethylases, Utx and Jmjd3, are upregulated (Shaw and Martin, 2009).  Our 

results for the Pc and Utx mutants are consistent with these studies and highlight 

the importance of epigenetic reprogramming in the repair process.  

 

Some of the genes such as arc-p20 and karst probably have a more direct role in 

the cell shape changes that drive the tissue morphogenetic movements during 

epithelial repair.  The gene product of arc-p20 is a component of Arp2/3, a complex 

that controls the formation of actin filaments, and karst encodes a component of the 

Spectrin based membrane cytoskeleton described in detail in chapter 3 (Borghese 

et al., 2006; Kunda et al., 2003; Thomas and Kiehart, 1994).  Also related to 

morphogenesis, CG12913 encodes an enzyme involved in the synthesis of 

chondroitin sulphate (Tweedie et al., 2009), which is usually found attached to 

proteins as part of a proteoglycan, suggesting a predictable contribution of the 

extracellular matrix for the tissue movements that are necessary for wound healing. 

 

Transposon screen 
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The epithelium is the first line of defense of the organism against pathogens and 

tissue integrity.  It would thus seem plausible that genes involved in innate immunity 

could be identified with our screening protocol.  Indeed, two of the genes (Ser12 

and CG5198) seem to point to the involvement of the immune response in the 

healing of the laser-induced wounds.  Ser12 is a member of the Serine protease 

family, a class of proteins that has been shown to play a role in innate immunity (De 

Gregorio et al., 2001; Ross et al., 2003).  My characterization of the CG5198 gene 

will be described in detail in Chapter 4.  Before this work, CG5198 had no described 

function in Drosophila, but its homolog, CD2-binding protein 2, has been implicated 

in T lymphocyte activation and pre-RNA splicing (Heinze et al., 2007; Kofler et al., 

2004).  Another candidate, Atg2, might represent a link to immunity.  It is important 

for the regulation of autophagy, a process by which cells degrade cytoplasmic 

components in response to starvation.  In Drosophila, autophagy has been linked to 

the control of cell growth, cell death and, recently, to the innate immune response 

mechanism against Vesicular Stomatitis Virus and Listeria infection (Scott et al., 

2004; Shelly et al., 2009; Yano et al., 2008). 

 

The fact that one of the selected lines is an insertion in the stam gene points to the 

involvement of the JAK-STAT signaling cascade in this regenerative process 

(Mesilaty-Gross et al., 1999).  Interestingly, stam has been shown to be involved in 

Drosophila tracheal cell migration and is up-regulated following Drosophila larvae 

infection by Pseudomonas entomophila (Chanut-Delalande et al., 2007; Vodovar et 

al., 2005). 

 

One candidate could be involved in the uptake or export of some important wound 

signal (CG7627).  This gene encodes a Multidrug Resistant Protein (MRP), which is 

part of the ABC transporter superfamily and involved in drug exclusion properties of 

the Drosophila blood-brain barrier (Mayer et al., 2009; Tarnay et al., 2004). 

 

The kinase encoded by grapes is the Drosophila homologue of human Check1 

(Chk1), which is involved in the DNA damage and mitotic spindle checkpoints 
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(Fogarty et al., 1997; Furnari et al., 1997; Zachos et al., 2007).  To my knowledge, 

all the Chk1 literature has focused on its role during the cell cycle.  However, the 

Drosophila late embryonic epithelium is a quiescent tissue, even after wounding 

(Isabel Campos, not shown).  Understanding Grapes function in this context is a 

challenging task that could lead to new paradigms. Grapes may be involved in 

tension sensing during wound healing, as it is during the spindle checkpoint.  

Alternatively Grapes could be part of a novel cellular repair process that would help 

damaged cells “decide” to either die by apoptosis or participate in the repair 

process. 

 

The remaining identified genes with a putative function can be related to a wide 

range of general metabolic processes (aralar1, gs1-like, CG4389, CG9249, 

CG11089 and CG16833) suggesting that healing the embryonic epithelium is highly 

demanding for the cells that participate in the process (Del Arco et al., 2000; 

Soehnge et al., 1997; Tweedie et al., 2009). 

 

Finally, we have also found a significant number of genes in our screen that have 

not yet been studied and do not contain identifiable protein domains (CG2813, 

CG31805, CG6005, CG6750, CG10217, CG15170, and CG30010).  At the moment 

is not possible to predict the role that these genes may play, but further study on 

them may help to identify novel wound healing regulatory mechanisms. 

 

 

The genes affected in our collection of novel wound healing mutants represent a 

wide variety of cellular functions, but by no means tell the whole story of wound 

healing.  Assuming there are ~15,000 genes in Drosophila, we screened about 4% 

of the genome.  What our screen results can give us are clues about the possible 

signaling systems and cellular events involved in the process of epithelial repair.  

The next tasks are to find out 1) how the various cellular processes discussed 

Conclusions and perspectives 
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above are relevant to wound healing and 2) what are the critical roles that each of 

these identified genes play in their respective pathways during wound healing. 

 

The results of this screen in reality gave more questions then answers, as I 

expected, and served mainly as starting point for my independent projects during 

the remainder of my time in the lab. 

 

I chose two of the mutants to investigate in more detail.  My results from these 

projects will be presented in Chapter 3 and 4. 

 

I want to thank Isabel Campos and Ana Santos who formed the other 2/3rds of the 

screen team.  We worked together to conceive, design and execute this screen.  A 

screen of this scale would have never been possible without our coordinated 

teamwork.  Thanks to Vanessa Carlos for helping us finish the screen and tie up 

loose ends.  I am also grateful to Vanessa Carlos and Helena Iglésias for 

performing the statistical analysis.   
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CHAPTER 3: βH IS REQUIRED FOR PROPER WOUND HEALING 

 

Parts of this chapter were adapted from the publication: Campos, I*, Geiger, J.A.*, 

Santos A.C., Carlos, V., Jacinto, A. “Genetic screen in Drosophila melanogaster 

uncovers a novel set of genes required for embryonic epithelial repair”.  In this 

publication as a whole, Isabel Campos and I contributed equally.  However, I 

independently did the work presented in this chapter, unless otherwise noted.   

 

In our screen, we identified a previously unstudied mutant in the gene karst, 

karstd11183, which encodes Drosophila βHeavy spectrin (βH), a member of the Spectrin 

Based Membrane Skeleton (SBMS).  I determined by complementation test and 

phenotypic analysis that this allele indeed disrupts the function of βH protein.  Using 

a fluorescently tagged probe to follow actin dynamics in these mutants during the 

process of wound healing, I was able to show that in comparison to wt embryos, 

these mutants display defects in wound edge (WE) purse-string 

formation/maintenance, fail to extend actin based protrusions, and fail to undergo 

cell shape changes necessary for proper wound closure.  I further demonstrate by 

antibody staining that βH protein concentrates at the WE in a cable like manner that 

coincides at least partially with the actin purse-string, placing βH in the right place at 

the right time to play a role in closure.  I provide evidence that βH may be recruited 

to the WE independently of its usually binding partner α-spectrin and suggest an 

upstream candidate for βH recruitment by showing that Crumbs, a protein with 

known abilities to recruit βH to membranes is also present in the WE. 

 

In our screen, we identified a previously unstudied mutant in the gene karst, 

karstd11183, which encodes Drosophila βHeavy spectrin (βH), a member of the Spectrin 

Based Membrane Skeleton (SBMS) (refer to the General Introduction fig. 1.3 and 

corresponding text for a description of the SBMS; and Bennett and Baines, 2001; 

Thomas, 2001 for review).  βH has homologues across evolution (InParanoid - 

Summary 
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Eukaryotic Ortholog Groups), and has already been shown to be required for the 

proper development of Drosophila and C. elegans (McKeown et al., 1998; Praitis et 

al., 2005; Thomas et al., 1998; Zarnescu and Thomas, 1999).  βH is found only in 

epithelial tissues (Thomas and Kiehart, 1994) where it, together with its binding 

partner α-spectrin, forms a large tetrameric complex (αβH)2 that cross-links actin 

and forms the apical portion of the SBMS (for review see Thomas, 2001).  The 

SBMS web, found directly under the plasma membrane, links the cytoskeleton to 

the plasma membrane, providing resistance to mechanical stress, while at the same 

time is possibly acting as a scaffold for various protein/protein interactions for 

review see (Thomas, 2001).   

 

Apart from its structural function, βH plays important roles in several aspects of 

tissue morphogenesis.  βH is required for the maintenance/establishment of the 

Zona Adherens (Thomas and Williams, 1999; Zarnescu and Thomas, 1999) and 

can be recruited to the cell membrane by Crumbs (Medina et al., 2002), a key 

modulator of cell polarity and AJ stability (for review see Knust and Bossinger, 

2002; Tepass et al., 2001).  βH is required for apical constriction in follicular 

epithelial cells and for other contractile actin-ring based cell morphogenesis as 

occurs during cellularization in Drosophila embryos or body elongation in C. 

elegans embryos (McKeown et al., 1998; Praitis et al., 2005; Thomas and Williams, 

1999; Thomas et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2004; Zarnescu and Thomas, 1999).  

The C-Terminal domain of βH has been specifically implicated in membrane 

targeting of the protein as well as in the modulation of apical membrane area 

through its regulation of endocytosis (Phillips and Thomas, 2006; Williams et al., 

2004). 

 

In addition to karstd11183, four other karst alleles exist: karst01308, karst14.1, karst2 and 

karst1 and their developmental phenotypes have been extensively characterized 

(Thomas et al., 1998) (Medina et al., 2002; Phillips and Thomas, 2006) reviewed in 

(Thomas, 2001).  All karst alleles are considered semi-lethal, meaning that some 

homozygous mutant adults eclose, but they are weakly fertile, making maintenance 
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of a homozygous mutant stock impossible (Thomas et al., 1998).  Each Individual 

mutant in this gene displays a range of viability phenotypes, from death during 

larval stages to eclosion of viable and fertile adults.  Amazingly, these homozygous 

mutant adults are able to survive with absolutely no detectable wt βH protein, 

suggesting that βH must be redundant with other proteins and/or βH is required only 

at specific stages of development.  It is likely that the maternal contribution of the 

protein, which is detectable until at 3rd instar larve stages (Thomas et al., 1998), is 

sufficient to partially rescue zygotic mutant phenotypes.  

  

In our screen we discovered that karstd11183, an allele of karst not previously studied, 

has a wound healing defect.  In this chapter, I will provide further characterization of 

this mutant allele and the wound healing defects displayed.  I will also present 

further evidence that wt βH-spectrin must play a key role during the wound healing 

process. 

Materials and Methods 

Fly Strains and Genetics 

karstd11183, karst01308, Df(3L)1227, Df(3L)1226, Df(3L)HR119, karst14.1, karst2 and 

karst1 were rebalanced by crossing to either to balancer stocks that drive eGFP 

under the twist (Dr/TM3-TTG) or kruppel promoter (Dr/TM6b-GFP), active at 

embryonic stages.  OrR, and sGMCA, which expresses the actin binding domain of 

moesin fused to GFP, labeling filamentous actin (Kiehart, 2000) were used as 

control lines. Using standard strategies the karstd11183, sGMCA/TM6b-GFP 

recombinant stocks was generated.  See www.flybase.org for details about each fly 

strain. 

 

Wounding Assay 

See chapter 2 Materials and Methods. 
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Immunohistochemistry of wounded embryos 

Stage 14 OrR embryos were selected and subjected to the wounding assay, except 

wounds induced were smaller and embryos were allowed to heal in a humid 

chamber for ~1 hour before further processing. Wounded embryos were loosened 

from the tape with forceps and then removed from the oil with a paintbrush dipped 

in Heptane (sigma) and transferred to a glass vial containing fix mix, 1:1 Heptane: 

3% FA in PLP (3% Formaldehyde, 0.01 NaIO4, 0.1M PIPES pH7.3, 0.1M Lysine) 

(modified from THOMAS and KIEHART 1994), and incubated on a roller for 40 min at 

room temperature (RT). Embryos were removed and hand devitilinized in PBS 

(NaCl 137mM, KCl 27mM, KH2P04 43mM, NaHP04-2H20 47mM), (for m-Crumbs 

staining, embryos were first dehydrated and rehydrated in a MeOH:PBST series) 

incubated 1 hour in Block (0.3% BSA in PBST, which is 0.3% TritonX-100 in PBS), 

then overnight at 4°C with the following primary antibodies diluted in Block: Rb-

#243, which is Rabbit anti BH-Spectrin, at 1:500 (THOMAS and KIEHART 1994), m-

armadillo at 1:50 (DSHB); and/or m-α-spectrin 1:10 (3A9;DSHB) ( m-Crumbs at 1:3 

(Cq4;BSHB)) ( Embryos were then rinsed 3 times and washed 1 hour in Block, 

incubated 1 hour in secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes) diluted 1:200 in PBST 

(Alexa 568 anti-rabbit and Alexa 488 anti-mouse or Alexa 488 anti-rabbit and 

1µg/ml Alexa 594-phalloidin), rinsed 3 times and washed 1 hour in PBST, rinsed in 

PBS and mounted in 80% glycerol with 2% Dabco. 

 

Complementation tests and crosses 

All crosses were done at 25°C unless otherwise noted.  Complementation was 

assayed by counting eclosed adult flies using visible markers present on the 

balancer chromosomes.  Failure to complement means no flies lacking the balancer 

chromosome eclosed, while reduced or partial complementation means less trans-

heterozygous mutant flies eclosed then the Mendelian expectation (ME).  See table 

legend 3.1 for %ME calculation. 
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Homozygous Escapers  

karstd11183, sGMCA/TM6b stock was grown at 18°C.  Homozygous escaper flies 

were identified by eye color and lack of blancer chromosome markers.  Before 

photos were taken, flies were anesthetized and placed at -20°C for 15 minutes.  

Imaging 

For live imaging, homozygous mutant karstd11183, sGMCA or sGMCA embryos were 

aligned ventral side up, stuck to double-sided tape on a slide, covered with 

Halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma) and a coverslip, and subject to wounding using a 

nitrogen laser-pumped dye laser connected to a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope 

(Micropoint Photonic Instruments).  Slides were then transferred to the LSM510 and 

imaged using the 63X Plan-Apochromat Oil immersion objective, NA =1.40. movies 

of sGMCA (wt) and karstd11183, sGMCA, images were taken at 3-minute (sGMCA ; 

Movie S2.1) or 5-minute intervals (karstd11183, sGMCA; Movie S2.2).  Fixed images 

were obtained on the LSM510 Meta (40X C-Apochromat water immersion objective, 

NA 1.20).  Images were processed using ImageJ freeware.  Scanning Electron 

Microscopy was done on Scanning Electron Microscope JEOL JSM-5200LV at 150 

or 200 X.  Images of adult flies were taken on a Leica MZ 10F dissecting scope 

using an Evolution MP 5.0 cooled RTV camera (mediaCybernetics) using the 

QCapture program and processed with Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator. 

 

Two karst mutants with wound healing defects 
 
One of the “wound healing mutants” isolated in our screen is a previously unstudied 

allele of karst (50% open wounds, n=362, Table 3.1 see also chapter 2, Table 2.1).  

This particular mutant, karstd11183, is a P-element based transposon insertion in the 

minus orientation at nucleotide position 5219 of the karst ORF, falling within exon 8.  

This exon is common to all 4 predicted karst transcripts; therefore this insertion is 

likely to disrupt the function of all possible gene isoforms.  The insertion present in 

the karstd11183 mutant is located in segment 15 of βH (fig. 3.1-A) see (Thomas et al., 

1997) for an explanation of the segment nomenclature.  This mutation is likely 

Results 
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producing a truncated protein (Fig. 3.1) as other mutations causing premature stop 

codons in nearby segments 14 (karst14.1, karst2) and 16 (karst1) have been shown to 

produce detectable truncated proteins (see fig. 3.6 for a graphical representation of 

all mutants).   

 

 
Figure 3.1 - The karstd11183 mutation.  (A) Schematic representation of wt βH highlighting known functional 
domains, numbers indicate segments as defined in (Thomas,1997).  Red arrowhead indicates position of P-
element insertion in karstd11183 mutants.  (B) Schematic representation of p(XP) element as inserted in the 
minus orientation within the karst ORF (modified from Thibault, 2004).  (C) Schematic depicting the 
consequences of the p(XP) insertion into the genome.  The p(XP) DNA sequence (top row) introduces 
multiple stop codons in all translational reading frames (bottom 3 rows; stop codons = * underlined in red).  
The black underline indicates the codons in frame with the karst exon sequence where the p(XP) element is 
inserted.  (D) Schematic representation of the truncated protein that is likely produced by the use of the 
premature stop codon depicted in (C). 
 

In order to confirm that the wound healing phenotype observed was indeed due to a 

disruption in karst, I tested a second allele available at Bloomington stock center, 
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karst01308.  This allele is a p(PZ)Element insertion in the 5’UTR of the karst transcript 

and also displays a wound healing phenotype when homozygous (50% open 

wounds, n=130, Table 4.1) and to a lesser degree when in trans with karstd11183  

(36% n=61, Table 3.1).  The karst01308 has been described to be the weakest of the 

karst alleles; it is the most “viable” in trans with other karst alleles, meaning that 

many trans-heterozygous mutant adults eclose.  Abundant full length protein is 

produced by karst01308  mutants (assayed in whole fly extracts) and the rough eye 

RE phenotype characteristic of all karst mutants is the only penetrate 

developmental phenotype detected so far.  The karst01308 mutation is likely affecting 

a regulatory region in the 5’UTR region and probably interfering with tissue specific 

expression or mRNA processing (Thomas et al., 1998) (see fig. 3.2). 

 

Strangely the three other karst mutants assayed, karst14.1, karst2 and karst1, 

described as being stronger mutants (in terms of reduced wild type protein levels 

and production of truncated proteins (Thomas et al., 1998)), do not display wound 

healing phenotypes.  Additionally, three chromosomal deficiencies spanning the 

karst region, Df(3L)1227, Df(3L)1226, Df(3L)HR119, also have no difficulties 

healing laser inflicted wounds.  These results suggest that the role that βH plays in 

wound healing is complex, likely involving multiple protein domains as well as 

protein expression levels.  Moreover, there must be some similar characteristics 

between the two mutants with a wound closure phenotype.   

 
Figure 3.2 - Diagram of βH depicting the approximate locations of all of the available karst mutations 
(adapted from Thomas, 1998).  karst01308 is a p(PZ)Element insertion located ~14 Kb upstream of the coding 
region in the 5’UTR of the karst transcript.  In the karstd11183 allele, the insert is located in segment 15.  
karst1 is a nonsense mutation in codon 1919 producing a protein truncated near the end of segment 16; 
karst2 is a nonsense mutation in codon 1656 causing truncation of the protein in the middle of segment 14; 
karst14.1 is a small deletion that removes 22 bp from the third position of codon 1659–1666, inclusive.  The 
resulting frameshift results in termination 5 amino acids downstream.  This produces a protein truncated in 
the middle of segment 14 that is very similar in length to that of the karst2 and karstd11183alleles.  Therefore, 
all four alleles with mutations in the coding region produce proteins of about half the size of βH and lack 
both the tetramerization site and COOH-terminal PH domain region. 
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Table 3.1 - Wound healing phenotypes and genetic complementation of karst alleles and deficiencies.  Two 
karst alleles karstd11183and karst01308 which are both P element insertions, display wound healing 
phenotypes (>30% unclosed wounds) when homozygous and in trans with each other, while 3 other 
classical alleles and deficiencies spanning the region do not.  Embryos trans-heterozygous for karstd11183 
and karst01308 display a wound healing phenotype (36% open wounds), but have the highest eclosion rate of 
all allelic combinations tested, at 35.5% of the Mendelian expectation (ME)*.  karstd11183 displays reduced 
complementation with other karst alleles and deficiencies indicating this mutation indeed disrupts the wt 
function of βH protein.   
*The % ME was calculated by counting the number of progeny with one balancer chromosome, which 
should be 50% of the total Mendelian expectation of a cross between mono-allelic mutations kept over a 
balancer chromosome.  25% of the progeny will have the genotype balancer/balancer, which is lethal, and 
25% will be mut.A/mut.B.  If the mutations complement each other (i.e. one chromosome compensates for 
the mutation in the other), 100% of these flies should eclose.  To estimate this expected %, I counted the 
progeny of each cross bearing a balancer chromosome and divided this # by 2, giving me the expected # of 
transheterozygous mutant flies.  I then counted the flies with no balancer and divided this number by the 
expected #, giving me the % of the expected Mendelian outcome.  Here, n= the total number of flies scored 
for each cross. 
 

The karstd11183 insertion displays reduced complementation of other karst 
alleles and deficiencies  
 
All previously described karst alleles are semi-lethal, meaning some homozygous 

and trans-heterozygous mutants can survive until adulthood.  Because of this semi-

lethality, assaying genetic complementation requires the counting of viable mutant 

flies and comparison to expected Mendelian ratios.  When assaying 
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complementation between two mono-allelic mutations, one would expect 25% of the 

adult progeny to be trans-heterozygous for the mutations.  If this is the case, then 

100% of the Mendelian expectation (ME) was achieved (see the legend in table 3.1 

for details).  When I crossed the karstd11183 /TM6b.GFP stock with other balanced 

alleles of karst, (kst14.1/TMGb, GFP, kst2/TM6b, GFP and kst1/TM6,GFP) as well as 

with balanced deficiencies (Df(3L)1227/ TM6b, Df(3L)1226/ TM6b, GFP, 

Df(3L)HR119/TM6b, GFP), I always obtained much less trans-heterozygous adults 

than Mendelian genetics predicts.   

 

It is also interesting to note that the allele previously described as the most viable 

among those that I tested in this assay, karst14.1 (Thomas et al., 1998), was the least 

viable in combination with karstd11183.  It is known that placing karst14.1 in trans with 

karst1 or karst2 results in around 50% ME adults (Thomas et al., 1998), in contrast, 

karst14.1 in trans with karstd11183 resulted in only 7.9% ME adults.  

 

In each of the complementation crosses, the trans-heterozygous adults I obtained 

displayed varying penetrance of karst phenotypes, REs, bent down wings and 

melanized hemolymph leakage, coming from the abdominal trachea (not shown).  

 

Taken together with the sequencing data indicating the presence of the karstd11183 in 

the karst coding region (see fig. 3.1 and Thibault et al., 2004), these results indicate 

that karstd11183 is indeed an allele of karst that disrupts the function of βH protein, 

resulting in the described viability reduction and morphogenetic phenotypes. 

 

Adult viability phenotypes do not correlate with wound healing phenotypes. 
 

I was surprised to see that two karst alleles have clear wound healing defects, while 

three alleles of this gene and 3 deficiencies deleting karst do not (Table 3.1).  Even 

more puzzling is the fact that most viable allelic combination, karstd11183 /karst01308 

(35.5% ME, Table 3.1) displays the strongest wound healing phenotypes.  This is 

not only true for each allele when homozygous, but also when placed in trans with 
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each other (Table 3.1).  This result suggest that βH may have a function that is 

specific to wound closure and/or that βH plays a role in wound healing that is distinct 

from the functions of this protein required to sustain life under normal conditions. 

 

The karstd11183 insertion displays the typical karst mutant phenotypes 
 

As mentioned above, karstd11183, like all other described alleles of karst is semi-

lethal.  However, the chromosome carrying this mutation likely contains modifier 

mutations, making the original stock obtained from Bloomington 100% lethal.  Upon 

generation of the recombinant stock karst d11183, sGMCA (see the following section 

and materials and methods for details about sGMCA) the chromosome was 

“cleaned” allowing rare homozygous mutant escapers to eclose.  This seemed to 

occur more frequently when the stock was kept at 18C.  These homozygous mutant 

adult flies displayed a distinct and 100% penetrate RE phenotype, characteristic of 

all karst mutants (fig. 3.3C-D).  Compare the smooth and regularly ordered 

ommatidia of the wt compound eyes of OrR flies (fig. 3.3 A-B) with the disorganized 

and malformed ommatidia of escaper flies (fig. 3.3C-D).  These karst d11183, sGMCA 

homozygous escaper flies also have bent down wings (highly penetrant) as well as 

more rarely the melanized matter protruding from an abdominal trachea reported for 

other karst mutants (not shown).  These observations provide further evidence that 

karstd11183 mutation disrupts βH function. 
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Figure 3.3 - Homozygous karstd11183 , sGMCA escapers display the rough eye (RE) phenotype characteristic 
of karst mutants.  Recombination of the karstd11183  mutant chromosome with the sGMCA chromosome 
likely removed an unknown modifer mutation allowing some rare homozygous escapers to eclose.  All 
homozygous escaper flies display a RE phenotype.  Compare (A-B) the wt (OrR) fly eye with a regular and 
organized lattice of ommatidia with (C-D) a karstd11183 , sGMCA homozygous escaper fly with disorganized 
and misshapen ommatidia, creating a rough appearance.  (B and D are magnified views of A and C). 
 

karstd11183 mutants have weaker wound induced actin cables and less cellular 
protrusions 
 

In order to study the dynamics of wound healing in the karstd11183 mutant, I 

recombined this line with sGMCA (the actin binding domain of moesin fused with 

GFP; Kiehart et al., 2000) and analyzed time-lapse recordings of the recombined 
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line.  Upon wounding, the actin cable in mutant embryos was consistently weaker 

and appeared fragmented over time (fig. 3.4Bi-iii and Supplemental Movie S3.4B) 

when compared to wt (fig. 3.4Ai-iii and Supplemental Movie S3.4A).  Cells at the 

wound margin did not properly elongate towards the center of the wound and many 

failed to productively contract their wound marginal edges (compare highlighted 

wound marginal cells in mutant to those in control in fig. 3.4Bi-iii and 3.4Ai-iii, 

respectively).  In addition, I observed reduced actin-based protrusion activity at the 

wound edge when compared to wild-type (compare fig. 3.4Bi-ii to 3.4Ai-ii).  After 2 

hours the wounds were still opened while corresponding wounds made to control 

embryos closed in ~1.5 hours (fig. 3.4Bi-iii and 3.4Ai-iii).  These observations 

suggest that βH helps to maintain the actomyosin cable while it is contracting and 

remodeling as the wound closes.  The results further suggest that βH facilitates 

other spatially restricted actin based dynamics, such as filopodial extension as well 

as may serve to connect the intercellular cues coming from the actin cable to the 

intracellular responses required to produce a polarized cell shape change, such as 

cell elongation toward the wound and wound edge contraction. 
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Figure 3.4 - βH is required for proper epithelial dynamics during wound closure and accumulates robustly 
in a wound edge cable.  (A-B) Stills from movies of wounded control embryos sGMCA, A) and βH mutant 
embryos (karstd11183, B) recombined with sGMCA, taken 15(i), 60(ii), and 120(iii) mpw.  In wt embryos (A) 
actin accumulates rapidly in a wound edge cable remains robustly concentrated at the wound margin until 
closure, while βH mutant embryos fail to accumulate a strong wound edge actin cable (compare actin at 
wound edge with other cell-cell borders in A vs B) and cable fragments over time (arrows in Bii-iii).  Only 
sparse and static filopodia/lamellipodia are seen in mutants while many dynamic protrusions are extended 
from the wound marginal cells in wt (arrow heads). βH mutant wound marginal cells fail to properly 
elongate toward the wound center and wound proximal cell edges fail to contract, compare highlighted 
cells in wt (A) with mutant (B).  (Ci-iii) 3D projections of a wounded wt embryo (OrR) fixed 60 mpw.  βH protein 
(shown by ab #243 staining) (Ci; red) accumulates strongly at the wound marginal edge of wound bordering 
cells in a cable, which colocalizes with Armadillo (Cii; green) at the AJ anchor points (yellow in merge Ciii).   
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βH localizes to wound edges  
Given that the karstd11183 mutant has a wound healing phenotype, I examined 

whether the βH protein is present at the right time and place to play a direct role in 

wound closure.  It was already known that βH is expressed in epithelial tissues 

throughout embryonic development (Thomas and Kiehart, 1994) but I wanted to 

know whether it has altered expression or localization pattern within wounded 

epithelium.  Using antibody #243, which recognizes the N-terminal domain of 

Drosophila βH (Thomas and Kiehart, 1994) I saw that the protein concentrates 

strongly at wound edges and is present not just at the Adherens junction level 

(fig.3.4Ci), but in a cable-like pattern that seems to coincide, at least partially, with 

the actin cable (fig. 3.5A-i-iii).  This observation is especially interesting because, 

to my knowledge, the only endogenous proteins previously described to 

concentrate at the wound edge in a cable like manner are actin and myosin.  

 

Taken together with the above mutant phenotypes, these observations suggest that 

wild-type βH functions locally to maintain the intercellular actomyosin cable while it is 

contracting and remodeling during wound closure.  βH function is also required for 

wild-type intracellular responses such as wound marginal cell edge constriction as 

well as polarized extension of the wound edge cells towards the wound center.  My 

results further suggest that βH can facilitate other spatially restricted actin based 

events, such as wound edge filopodia dynamics. 
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Figure 3.5 - βH and binding partner α-spectrin co-localized with the wound edge (WE) actin cable.   (A-B) 3D 
projections of wounded OrR embryos fixed 60mpw.  (A-i-iii) βH protein (shown by ab #243 staining, A-i; 
green) is present in the apical membranes of all epithelial cells. βH accumulates at the wound edges in a 
cable like fashion and colocalizes there with the filamentous actin cable (as seen by phalloidin staining, A-
ii; red) (yellow in merge A-iii).  (B-i-iii) α-spectrin (shown by 3A9 antibody staining) is present along the 
entire membrane surface of all cells. α-spectrin is also found weakly at the wound edge actin cable region 
in small puncta (B-i), similar to α-spectrin localization to cell membranes in the rest of the tissue, or larger 
aggregates, which could correspond to actin based protrusions and/or cellular debris (B-i and yellow in 
merge).  In comparison to the βH accumulation at the wound edge (A-i) α-spectrin staining alone does not 
give the impression of a WE cable (B-i).  Scale bar, 10µm 
 

βH interacting proteins are present at the WE, but do not seem to concentrate 
there.  
 
βH binding partner α-spectrin localizes is present along the entire membrane of all 

cells, as it is the common binding partner of both β and βH (for review see the 

General Introduction and Bennett and Baines, 2001).  It is precisely not known 

when and where the characteristic SBMS (αβ)2 tetrameric complexes form.  Recent 

reports indicate that α-spectrin and βH can be independently recruited to 

membranes.  To address this point in the case of βH recruitment to the WE, I 

decided to test if α-spectrin also concentrates in the actin cable region.  Using 

antibody 3A9 (Dubreuil et al., 1987), I saw that α-spectrin (fig3.5 Bi; green) is 
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weakly present at the WE partially colocalizing (fig3.5; merge, yellow) with the actin 

cable as seen by phalloidin staining (fig 3.5Biii; red), but does not concentrate 

there in an obvious cable as does βH (green; fig3.5Ai-iii).  

 
Figure 3.6 - Crumbs colocalizes with βH at the wound edge cable.  (A-C) 3D projections of wounded OrR 

embryos fixed 60mpw.  (A) Crumbs (shown by Cq4 antibody staining; green) localizes to the sub apical 
region of all epithelial cells and is also found weakly along the wound edge where it colocalizes with βH 
protein (shown by ab #243 staining in B, red; colocalization shown in C, yellow), although Crumbs does not 
seem to accumulate there.  Compare the Crumbs staining in wound edge with the other 3 cell borders of 
the wound marginal cells (A).  Compare to the same for the βH protein (B).  Arrows point out regions of 
strong accumulation of both proteins, arrow head points to a region where BH accumulates and Crumbs 
does not.  Scale bar, 10µm 
 
I also wondered if Crumbs, a known βH interacting partner able, but not always 

required, to recruit βH to cell membranes (Thomas and Williams, 1999; Thomas et 

al., 1998), may be involved in the actin cable complex.  In wounded wt embryos, 

Crumbs (green, fig3.6A) is present at the wound edge cable together with βH (red, 

fig3.6B; merge in yellow), but does not accumulate there in any striking fashion.  

This result does not prove that Crumbs plays a role in βH recruitment to the WE, but 

shows that Crumbs is in the correct position at the proper time to interact there with 

βH.  

 

Possible role for βH in wound healing 
 

One of the mutants identified in our transposon screen was karstd11183, an insertion 

in the βH-spectrin locus.  This mutation is likely producing a truncated protein 

terminating within the P-element insertion, which introduces multiple stop codons in 

all reading frames (fig. 3-1. C-D).  Other mutations previously identified in nearby 

Discussion 
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segments 14 (karst14.1, karst2) and 16 (karst1), which also produce premature stop 

codons, lead to the production of detectible truncated protein (Medina et al., 2002).  

These mutant forms of βH lack approximately half of the wild-type protein, including 

a COOH-terminal PH domain region, which is involved in targeting the protein to the 

membrane (Medina et al., 2002), thus producing a potential dominant negative form 

of βH.  However, the karstd11183 mutant should still have maternally loaded wild-type 

protein, as previous studies describe a complete absence of maternal protein only 

by 3rd instar larval stage (Thomas et al., 1998).  This maternal contribution 

combined with the semi-lethal nature (i.e possible redundancy in function with other 

proteins) of βH is likely explanation why this mutant (and possibly other mutants 

isolated in our screen) does not have a fully penetrant wound healing phenotype. 

 

I show for the first time that βH localizes to the actomyosin purse-string, a 

supracellular contractile cable that forms rapidly upon wound induction.  Live 

imaging has demonstrated that actin and myosin can accumulate in this cable 

structure within minutes after wounding (Wood et al., 2002).  Unfortunately, due to 

the size of the βH gene (over 13 Kb) cloning and tagging it for live imaging is not 

possible using standard cloning methods.  However, my experiments in fixed tissue 

tell us that βH can accumulate very rapidly in this cable structure.  I have observed 

βH accumulation at the earliest time-point technically feasible, around 15 minutes 

post wounding (data not shown).  These observations are consistent with previous 

studies, also in fixed tissue, demonstrating rapid changes in βH localization during 

the process of cellularization in Drosophila embryos (Thomas and Williams, 1999).  

Taken together, it is clear that at least the βH component of the membrane skeleton 

is not just a static structural scaffold as the name implies, but rather a dynamic 

protein capable of responding to or directing changes in cellular dynamics.  My work 

suggests that polarized redistribution of βH exerts an essential function to facilitate 

actin based cellular responses, such as actin cable accumulation/maintenance and 

WE filopodia dynamics, which are necessary to properly close a wound. 
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βH as a link between cell membranes and contractile rings 
 

βH has been previously observed in association with actin “rings” during 

development of Drosophila and C. elegans (reviewed in Thomas, 2001).  Arguably, 

C. elegans provide an example of actin ring function most analogous to our wound 

edge “purse-string”.  During the final stages of C. elegans development, cortical 

arrays of actin in the outer epithelial cells, the hypodermis, dramatically reorganize 

to form parallel, apically localized bundles of circumferential supracellular actin rings 

(McKeown et al., 1998; Praitis et al., 2005).  In this system, sma1, the C. elegans 

orthologue of βH, also localizes apically to these actin rings.  In sma1 mutants, the 

rings fail to productively contract and begin to disorganize loosing connection to the 

cell membranes.  An additional phenotype observed in these mutants is the inability 

of cells to change their shape, a process normally “directed” by these contractile 

rings, the end result being a short worm, a phenotype we see as functionally 

analogous to an unclosed wound in our system. 

 

In Drosophila, βH has been previously implicated in modulating cell shape changes 

during apical constriction of follicle cells (a process also involving actin rings) and 

has been proposed to function as a link between cross-linked actin networks/rings 

and the cell membrane (Thomas, 2001).  Further studies revealed that the C-

terminal domain of βH has the ability to directly modulate apical membrane area by 

regulating endocytosis (Williams et al., 2004), adding one more tantalizing piece of 

evidence pointing to the fact that βH could be a major player in cell shape changes, 

not only as a structural link but also by directly modulating membrane area in 

response to cytoskeletal clues (or vice versa). 

 

Although we know from previous studies that the actin cable is not absolutely 

required for wound closure (Wood et al., 2002), the process takes much longer 

without one.  In Rho1 mutant embryos, cells lacking a cable are able to pull the 

wound closed using filopodia (Wood et al., 2002).  The filopodial defect observed in 

karst mutants, adds another line of evidence to the absolute requirement of these 
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structures for wound closure.  In addition to the reduced actin cable accumulation 

and filopodial dynamics in karst mutants (which would lack the C-terminal domain 

responsible for membrane modulation), we also see a lack of cell shape change in 

the wound edge cells.  Taken together, these data and the published work 

discussed above, introduces the intriguing possibility that βH could be serving as a 

link between wound edge dynamics and the coordinated cell shape changes usually 

observed in wild-type wound edge cells.  The combination of the proposed ability of 

βH to modulate apical membrane area as well as cross-link actin and act as a apical 

membrane wide scaffold for other interactions, makes βH a good candidate to 

provide the physical link which would coordinate tissue wide actions, such as 

supracellular actin cable contraction, with the individual cellular responses, such as 

cell shape change and polarized filopodia activity. 

 

Possibilities for recruitment of βH to the WE  
 

I show by antibody staining that βH strongly concentrates at the WE actin cable in 

wounded wt embryos, while its usual binding partner does not.  This result suggests 

that βH may be recruited to the WE independently of α-spectrin and/or may have 

additional, α-spectrin independent functions at the wound edge.  A similar 

independent recruitment of βH has been previously shown in the wt salivary gland 

epithelia, where βH localizes to the apical-lateral region and free apical cap of these 

cells which faces the gland lumen.  In these cells α-spectrin is found in the 

subapical region, but it is conspicuously absent from the free apical surface 

(Williams et al., 2004).  Additional reports have demonstrated independent 

recruitment of α and βH in the context of mutant backgrounds (Lopez-Schier and St 

Johnston, 2002; Norman and Moerman, 2002), supporting the idea that SBMS 

components can be independently targeted and may have additional functions 

unrelated to the structural capabilities of the (αβH)2 tetrameric complex. 

 

βH has been previously shown to be recruited to membranes via several distinct 

mechanisms which can be Crumbs dependent (Medina et al., 2002; Pellikka et al., 
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2002) or Crumbs independent (Thomas and Williams, 1999; Thomas et al., 1998).  

The C-terminal domain of βH has also been shown to target the protein to the 

membrane, although this domain alone it not able to confer polarized localization of 

the protein (Williams et al., 2004).  I have demonstrated that Crumbs protein can be 

found in the wound edge and at least partially co-localizes there with βH.  This result 

raises the possibility that Crumbs could play a role in recruiting and/or anchoring βH 

in the WE region.  It is thought that Crumbs interacts with the N-terminal domain of 

βH.  Taking this together with the fact that the karstd11183 allele is likely producing a 

truncated protein, one can imagine a scenerio, where this truncated protein is able 

to bind to Crumbs at the WE.  Because the karstd11183 lacks the C-terminal half of 

the protein, which would be required to promote localized actin dynamics and cell 

shape changes in the wound marginal cells, the truncation karstd11183 could act as a 

dominant negative, blocking functions at the wound edge.   

Possible explanation for the lack of wound healing defects in the other βH 
mutants known to produce truncated proteins   
 

In order for the dominant negative scenario to hold true for the karstd11183 mutant 

and not the other mutants, there must be a yet undescribed interaction domain/s 

between segments 14 and 16 of βH.  The region between segments 14 (the location 

of karst2 and karst 14.1 mutations) and 15 (karstd11183) would have to interact with an 

unknown wound healing inhibitor (whiX), while the domain located between 

segment 15 and the end of segment 16 (where the karst1 truncation would 

terminate) must then either inhibit the binding of whiX or interact with other proteins 

that block the binding or inhibit the function of whiX.  

 

To explain the presence of a wound healing defect in the karst01308  mutants, which 

contain an insertion in the 5’UTR of karst, a similar theory can be applied.  It has 

been suggested that this mutation lies in a regulator region that could influence 

tissue specific gene expression and or splicing regulation (Thomas et al., 1998).  

These mutants were reported to contain “apparently full length protein” (Thomas et 

al., 1998) by western blot, but because of the large size of the protein ~480 KD, 
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small changes brought on by alternative splice forms would not be detected.  I 

propose that these mutants produced differentially spliced karst mRNA, which then 

produces a βH protein that is bound by whiX or other inhibitors of βH wound healing 

function. 

 

The lack of phenotype in deficiency stocks, where the entire βH gene is deleted as 

well as the lack of a dominant phenotype in karstd11183 /deficiency trans-

heterozygous mutants can come down to a question of protein levels.  It is known 

that βH protein is maternally provided and detectible until the 3rd instar larva stage.  

The scenario of whiX acting as a dominant inhibitor of wound healing is still 

consistent with these results if one imagines that the maternal contribution of βH is 

sufficient to ensure proper embryonic wound healing.  The model would then 

require that high levels of aberrant whiX interacting βH truncations are zygotically 

produced (i.e. 2 copies) in order to saturate the system with whiX bound βH. 

 

 

I have shown that two mutants in βH have defects during wound healing.  Live 

imaging of one of these mutants, karstd11183, recombined with sGMCA allowed me to 

visualize actin dynamics in wounded embryos.  These mutants display defects in 

WE actin cable formation/maintenance, as well as a marked lack of actin based 

protrusion activity at the wound margin.  These movies also reveal that mutant 

wound marginal cells fail to elongate in the direction as well as to productively 

contract their wound proximal edges.  It is likely the combination of the above 

defects that results in a failure to properly heal wounds.  I also demonstrated by 

antibody staining that βH protein concentrates strongly at the WE in a cable-like 

manner and colocalizes there with actin.  I provide evidence that βH may be 

recruited to the WE in an α-spectrin independent manner and demonstrate that 

Crumbs is present at the WE and is therefore a possible candidate to recruit βH to 

the WE membrane.   

 

Conclusions 
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The next step to uncovering the role of βH in wound healing must be multi-color live 

imaging of a fluorescently tagged βH constructs combined with imaging of tagged 

cytoskeletal components.  This would allow me to determine the sequence of 

events occurring upon wound healing.  Is βH recruited before, during or after the 

initial rapid actin cable formation?  Does βH localize inside filopodia or serve as a 

scaffold upon which they are built?  Combining a tagged βH construct with a tagged 

version of Crumbs would allow me to analyze the role of crumbs in βH recruitment to 

the WE.  I could also address the possible α-spectrin independent recruitment of βH 

by mutating their interaction domains and assaying localization of these proteins to 

the WE. 

 

In principle, my whiX hypothesis could also be tested using a biochemical and 

proteomics approach.  I could, for example, isolate RNA from each of wt and mutant 

stocks to determine if multiple splice forms of βH are present.  I could then clone 

each possible isoform, make transgenic flies in a βH deficient background and 

attempt to isolate the βH/whiX complex by comparative mass spec and/or 2D gel 

analysis.   

 

Unfortunately, due to the extremely large size (13KB) and highly repetitive nature of 

the karst transcript, the molecular biology necessary to carry out the above 

experiments is unfeasible with current methods.  In fact, when I discussed this 

project with Graham Thomas, the main βH investigator, he told me his lab has been 

actively trying to clone the full-length protein for 10 years without success.  It is 

likely though, that advances in BAC cloning technology could help surpass the 

current cloning hurtles and some day soon dynamic studies of βH will be possible.   

 

I decided to terminate this project at this point for two main reasons.  The first 

reason being the puzzling lack of wound healing defects in the other karst alleles 

and deficiencies.  Although I am able to come up with a model to explain this result, 

Perspectives 
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I am unable to test this theory because of technical limitations.  Combined with the 

fact that I am unable to study the dynamics of βH by live imaging, I decided this 

project was better left on the backburner until technology catches up with its 

demands. 

 

I want to thank the screen team, Isabel Campos, Ana Santos and Vanessa Carlos 

for working with me to perform the screen that spawned this project.  I also want to 

thank Graham Thomas for the generous gift of ab#243 and for helpful advise about 

βH. 
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CHAPTER 4:  DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HOLE-IN-ONE/CG5198 

 

 
Our wound healing screen uncovered a wide variety of novel wound healing genes, 

some of which have never been studied in Drosophila before.  In this chapter I will 

present a developmental and phenotypic characterization of one such isolated 

gene, CG5198 and its mutant CG5198c07150.  

 

Analysis of embryonic gene expression revealed a strong maternal contribution of 

CG5198 RNA.  In order to eliminate the maternal contribution of wild type protein 

and hopefully strengthen mutant phenotype penetrance, I generated FRT/ovoD 

mediated germline clones (GLC) of CG5198c07150.  These mutant germ cells 

developed into eggs with a striking Dorsal Appendage (DA) fusion phenotype.  In 

honor of the first two phenotypes attributed to a CG5198 mutant in Drosophila, I 

have re-named this gene “hole-in-one” (holn1) and will refer to the mutant as 

holn1c07150.   

 

Most of the DA fusion phenotypes published are either due to 1) defects in gurken 

(grk) mRNA/protein production and/or localization or 2) defects in the somatic 

follicle cells (FCs), which receive signals from the oocyte to pattern the DA 

primordia (reviewed in Berg, 2005).  Grk is also required for the patterning of the 

oocyte anterior/posterior (a/p) and dorsal/ventral (d/v) axes, defects in this pathway 

always lead to morphological defects in the embryo (Schupbach, 1987) (reviewed in 

Roth, 2003).  Surprisingly, the majority of the maternally mutant holn1c07150 eggs 

were fertilized and hatched into wt looking larva.  This result suggested that Holn1 

is required downstream of Grk or in a parallel pathway to pattern the FCs 

independent of oocyte patterning.  To understand if Holn1 is also required in the 

FCs for proper DA formation, I generated negatively marked heat-shock induced 

somatic clones in the background of a wt egg chamber.  In this situation I observed 

wildly malformed and/or the absence of one or both DAs.  This phenotype is distinct 

from what I observe in the GLC situation and likely reflects a requirement for Holn1 

Summary 
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in DA morphogenesis.  Taken together, these results indicate that Holn1 function in 

required both in the oocyte for successful patterning of the follicular epithelium and 

in the FCs for proper patterning, morphogenesis and/or survival of these cells.   

 

Broad Complex (Br-C) is a marker that defines DA primordia and is therefore a 

good marker to assay eggshell patterning.  Strikingly, I observed a massive up-

regulation of Br-C by antibody staining in the holn1c07150 follicle clones in stage 9 

and 10A egg chambers.  High levels of Br-C in the FCs are induced by 

EGFR/MAPK signaling.  In holn1c07150 mutant clones I also observed an up-

regulation of dpERK antibody staining, a readout of MAPK signaling activity.  

Antibody staining reveals that Holn1 protein is found in the oocyte membranes as 

well as in the FCs, placing it in the right place at the right time to be involved in 

communication between the oocyte and FCs.  Taken together, these data from the 

oogenesis system suggest that wt Holn1 protein acts as a repressor of MAPK in the 

FCs. 

 

In support of this hypothesis, one copy of the holn1 mutant chromosome enhances 

phenotypes in the eye and wing caused by constitutive activation of EGFR and 

RAS/MAPK signaling.  Scanning Electron Microscopy of the eyes of rare holn1 

homozygous mutant escaper flies revealed ommatidia fusions reminiscent of the 

constitutive active RAS phenotype.  Transgenic RNAi directed against holn1, 

induced aberrant wing vein formation as well as the formation of extra hairs on the 

scutellum.  Wing vein and extra scutellum hair phenotypes such as these are also 

caused by up regulation of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling pathways (Shilo, 2005) 

(Culi et al., 2001).  

 

In conclusion, by studying holn1c07150 mutant phenotypes in model systems where 

signaling mechanisms are relatively understood, I was able to place Holn1 in the 

MAPK signaling pathway.  I was able to find genetic, molecular and morphological 

evidence that Holn1 functions as a suppressor of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling 

pathways. Taking this approach not only helped me gain insight into the possible 
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role of Holn1 itself, but also brought forward the hypothesis that down-regulation of 

MAPK signaling may be required for wound closure.  

 

Introduction 
 
Holn1/CG5198 is highly conserved across species.  Its human homologue, 

CD2BP2 was first identified for its ability to bind to the cytoplasmic tail of the 

adhesion molecule CD2 in T-cells (Nishizawa et al., 1998).  This binding was 

reported to induce IL2 production in T-cells, although the significance of this finding 

remains under debate (Heinze et al., 2007; Kofler and Freund, 2006; Nishizawa et 

al., 1998).  The functional domain of CD2BP2 in these experiments was mapped to 

its glycine-tyrosine-phenylalanine (GYF) domain.  GYF domains are small, 

structurally unique and versatile adaptor domains that recognize Proline rich 

sequences (PRS).  Although present in most eukaryotic species, GYF domains are 

rare within a single genome (Kofler and Freund, 2006). Holn1/CG5198 is the only 

GYF domain containing protein in Drosophila (Flybase, 2009; Kofler and Freund, 

2006).   

 

The ability of the CD2BP2 GYF domain to bind to the splicing factors U5-15K, Smith 

protein B/B’ (SmB/B’) and NPWBP, has led to the hypothesis that CD2BP2 is 

involved in spliceosome complex assembly (Kofler et al., 2004; Laggerbauer et al., 

2005).  In support of a nuclear function, immunoflourescence of endogenous protein 

as well as transient transfection of tagged CD2BP2 shows a predominately nuclear 

localization of the protein in HeLa cells (Heinze et al., 2007; Kofler et al., 2004; 

Laggerbauer et al., 2005).  Interestingly, U5-15K (which does not contain a proline 

rich domain) interacts with a distinct region of the CD2BP2 GYF domain, suggesting 

that CD2BP2 is likely a multifunctional protein (Laggerbauer et al., 2005; Nielsen et 

al., 2007).  In spite of all of these known binding partners, an essential role for 

CD2BP2 anywhere in the Human cell remains to be demonstrated.  

 

Limited phenotypic data exist for the C. elegans homologue of holn1/CG5198: 

Tumorous Enhancer of Glp-1 (teg-1), (Glp-1 is more commonly known as Notch).  
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RNAi depleted teg-1 females are sterile.  Genetic interaction data indicate that teg-1 

is required to down-regulate germ cell proliferation and promote entry into meiosis 

(Schedl, www.wormbase.org).  So far, no studies have been published that directly 

address the role of teg-1 in this process. 

 

In Drosophila, the function of Holn1/CG5198 has been assayed in two RNAi 

screens.  In a Drosophila cell culture system, Holn1/CG5198 was found to be 

involved in the endocytosis of fungi and bacteria, suggesting a possible role in 

innate immunity (Stroschein-Stevenson et al., 2006).  More recently the Knoblich 

lab published a genome wide RNAi screen for morphogenesis effects in the pupal 

thorax.  In this work CG5198 RNAi knock-down phenotypes were not shown or 

specifically described, but were placed in the mutant class “bristle morphology 

defects”, suggesting problems with the actin cytoskeleton (Mummery-Widmer et al., 

2009).   

 

We identified holn1/CG5198 in our screen (see chapter 2) as a gene required for 

proper purse-string wound closure in the Drosophila embryo.  My challenge was to 

find a way to understand the function of a relatively unknown gene, in this poorly 

understood process.  The published results from human cell culture and C. elegans 

systems described above seem unlikely to be directly relevant in this wound healing 

system.  First, Drosophila does not have a CD2 gene.  Second, although possible, it 

is difficult to imagine how core spliceosome complex assembly could directly and 

specifically affect embryonic wound closure.  It is possible, but also unlikely that 

pathogen infection would play a major role in my experimental system.  My laser 

induced wounds do not break the protective vitelline membrane surrounding the 

embryo and are therefore relatively aseptic.   

 

Therefore, in order to get a better idea of what Holn1/CG5198 could be doing during 

wound healing, I decided to start with a basic characterization of the wt gene during 

embryonic development.  Over the course of these experiments, I discovered a 

striking maternal effect DA fusion phenotype.  Rather then continuing to work 
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directly with the embryonic wound healing, I chose to further investigate this 

developmental phenotype.  By exploring the holn1c07150/CG5198c07150 mutant 

phenotype using relatively well understood model systems, I was able to classify 

Holn1/CG5198 as a suppressor of the EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling pathway. 

Fly strains and genetics 
The following fly strains were used, see www.flybase.org and 

http://flystocks.bio.indiana.edu/ for detailed descriptions (BL # is the Bloomington 

stock number, provided if known).  BL# 17802: pBac (PB)CG5198c07150/Cyo 

(renamed holn1c07150 in this work).  This stock was rebalanced with CTG (see 

Chapter2) and is called holn1c07150/CTG.  To generate males for heat-shock (hs) 

induced clone generation: yw, hs-FLP; sco/cyo virgins were first crossed to either 

w+; FRT 40A, ovoD/Cyo males for dominant female sterile technique GLCs or w; 

P(Ubi-GFP(S65T)nls)2L, P(neoFRT)40A/Cyo (referred to as FRT40A, ubi>nls-GFP) 

to generate negatively marked GFP clones (see crossing scheme in Fig. 4.5).  The 

recombinant stocks holn1c07150, FRT40A was generated using standard methods.    

Specifically, recombination was done using the parental stock BL# 5758: w; al1 

dpovo1b1 pr1 P(neoFRT)40A.  To ensure that the resulting recombinant stock did not 

contain the dumpy (dp) or aristaless (al) mutations, I assayed the visible 

phenotypes by crossing the recombinant stock back to the parent stock as well as 

to the following stocks: BL# 4347: al1 dpovo1b1 pr1c1px1sp1 , BL# 276 dpov1, BL# 156: 

al1 dpovo1b1 pr1c1px1sp1.  From these tests, and knowing the chromosome location of 

holn1c07150, I am confident that the recombinant stock does NOT contain dpov1 or al1, 

but does contain black b1 and likely pr1, which are commonly used body color and 

eye color markers not likely to cause any additional affects.  As wt strain: OrR or 

w1118 was used.  

For genetic interaction tests: BL #746: Df(2L)S3/SM1, BL #4367: Df(2L)J27, 

bskJ27/CyO, sev>Ras1.V12,  BL# 1859:  spitz1/CyO, BL #6276: Df(2R)Egfr3, BL# 

1564: EgfrE1/SM1,  BL# 2768: Egfrf2/CyO, BL# 6500: Egfrf24/T(2;3)TSTL, CyO: 

TM6B, BL# 861: pointed∆88/TM3, BL#1004: argos∆7/TM3, BL# 2394: GluedGl1/ 

In(3L)D  

Materials and Methods 
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For Gal4 expression: w;;actin5C>Gal4/tm6b (strong ubiquitous expression) , w; 

e22c>Gal4 (ubiquitous expression starting stage 12, stronger in ectoderm), 

nanos>Gal4;; w;;DA>gal4 (moderate ubiquitous expression), w; en>Gal4 

(expression in ectodermal engrailed stripes), BL# 8860: MS1096>Gal4;; (wing 

disc/adult wing).   

The following recombinants and stocks were generated using standard methods for 

the pElement rescue experiments: w; holn1c07150, e22c>Gal4,  w; holn1c07150,  

pUASp>holn1(6m)/CTG,  w; holn1c07150/cyo; DA>Gal4/TM6b   

 

pBac remobilization “jumpout”  
pBac remobilization of the element present in the holn1c07150 stock was performed 

according to the protocol in (Thibault, 2004).  We selected for excision by white eye 

color, and confirmed by PCR and sequencing that the excision was precise.  The 

resulting revertant line was confirmed to be viable and to no longer display wound 

healing defects (Lara Carvalho, personal communication).  

 

Identification of holn1c07150 insert location by Inverse PCR and sequencing  
Modified from protocols described at the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Centre 

(BDGC) website (http://www.fruitfly.org/about/methods/inverse.pcr.html) and at the 

Bellen lab website (http://flypush.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu/pscreen/).  Insert location was 

confirmed by both 5’ and 3’ mapping for the original holn1c07150 stock and for 

recombinants holn1c07150, FRT 40A/CTG.    Briefly, DNA extraction was made from 

15 adult flies anesthetized and frozen at -20°C in an eppendorf (eppi) tube.  Flies 

were ground in 100ul Buffer A (100mM Tris-HCL(pH 7.5), 100mM EDTA, 100mM 

NaCl, 0.5% SDS) using a blue tip covered in parafilm, an additional 100ul Buffer A 

was added and tube was incubated at 65°C for 30min.  400ul LiCl/KAc was added 

and mixture incubated on ice 10min, spin down in Eppendorf centrifuge @ 4°C for 

30min.  Transfer 500ul supernatent to a new eppi tube, add 300ul isopropanol, spin 

20 min @max RPM @ RT, aspirated supernatent and washed pellet with 70%EtOH 

(spin 5 min), resuspend pellet in 150ul ddH20.  
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For the mapping of original holn1c07150 stock and for confirming holn1c07150 

recombinant stocks, both 5’ (RE= Sau 3AI, primer sets (1st) 5F1+5R1 and (2nd) 

5F2+5R2) and 3’ (RE=HinPI, primer sets (1st)3F1+3R1 and (2nd) 5F1+5R1) mapping 

strategies were used.  See Bellen lab website for primer sequences).  Restriction 

digest was carried out on 10ul of extracted DNA (see above) in 15ul total rxn, 

2.5hrs@37°C, heat inactivated 20min @ 65°C. 3ul of the digest rxn was ligated in 

10.5ul rxn ~30min @RT and heat inactivated @65°C for 20min.  5ul of ligated DNA 

was used in PCR#1 with above primers in 20ul rxn.  1ul of PCR #1 was used as 

template for PCR #2 in 20ul rxn.  2ul of PCR#2 was used for sequencing PCR 

(BigDye Terminator sequencing) (primer = pB 5’seq or pB 3’seq).  Entire rxn was 

precipitated and sent to the IGC sequencing facility for processing.  Sequences 

obtained were aligned to the Drosophila Genome using BLAST (NCBI).  

 

Ribo-Probe synthesis  
Standard protocol for in vitro transcription of Dig labeled RNA (using Dig RNA 

labeling mix, Roche) was followed using linearized holn1 cDNA (clone =GH13760, 

vector backbone pOT2, obtained from the DGRC) as a template.  Briefly, for sense 

control or anti-sense probe respectively, 10ug vector was cut o/n @ 37°C with RE= 

XhoI or EcoRI, purified with a PCR clean up Kit (Promega).  In vitro transcription 

was carried out using 1ug of above digested DNA as template.  T7 RNA 

polymerase (Promega) was used to synthesize the sense control and Sp6 (Roche) 

for the anti-sense probe.  Labeled RNA was treated with DNAse (15min), purified 

over “Illustra Probe Quant” G-50 microcolumns (GE Healthcare) eluted in 50ul H20, 

combined with 50ul Formamide (Sigma). 

 

In situ Hybridization  
Embryos were collected on apple juice plates o/n @ 25°C.  Embryos were 

dechorinated in bleach, fixed by rolling in a glass vile in a 1:1 mix of 4% 

formaldehyde (FA) (Sigma) diluted in PBS : n-heptane (Sigma) for 30 min @ RT, 

followed my MeOH devitilinization and rehydration in a MeOH:PBT(here PBS, 

0.1%Tween-20 (Sigma), embryos were post fixed in 4% FA in PBT, treated 1min 
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with 20ug/ml Proteinase K, quenched in (2mg/ml) glycine, rinsed in PBT then post 

fixed again in 4% FA in PBT, washed 5x in 25 min in PBT, rinsed in1:1 HybA( 

50%Deionized formamide (Fluka), 5X SSC(1X SSC=15 mM sodium citrate, 150 

mM NaCl), 0.1 mg/ml tRNA (Roche), 0.05 mg/ml Heparin, 0.1% Tween-20) : PBT 

5min, prehybridized 1 hour @65°C in 500ul HybA in 2ml eppi.  Diluted probe in 

HybA (500ul) and heat to 80°C 5min, then snap cool in ice slurry, remove pre-

hybridization Hyb-A from embryos and add probe, incubate o/n @ 65°C.  Remove 

Hyb-A, wash in HybB(50% Deionized formamide, 5XSSC) preheated to 65°C, 

incubate 5x45min in Hyb-B.  Sequentially transitioned to PBT HybB:PBT (80:20, 

50:50, 20:80), wash 5x5min in PBT on roller, block 1 hr in 1% BSA in TBST, 

incubate with (anti-Dig-Alkaline Phosphatase (Roche) @ 1:2000 o/n @ 4°C, 

washed 4X 20 min in PBST.  Developed using “BM purple AP Substrate 

Precipitating” Roche. 

The same protocol was used for in situ hybridization to egg chambers and wing 

disks, except: the disks were obtained by dissecting wt (OrR) 3rd instar larve in 4% 

FA in PBS, with forceps by tearing them in the center and turning the anterior half of 

the body inside out, removing excess debris but leaving disks connected until 

completion of procedure to facilitate manipulation and prevent material loss. Both 

sense and antisense holn1 probes were used at (1:250 dilution) and incubation was 

carried out @60°C.  

For egg chambers in situ hybridization, 2-3 day old OrR females were dissected 

(being careful to remove oviducts when dissecting as they cause ovaries to float 

during subsequent steps) in PBST on ice, fixed @RT in 4%FA in PBST rocking in 

baskets in a 16 well plate, washed 2x in PBST, ovaries were transferred to an eppi 

tube with a blue tip, follow embryo protocol except after initial fix dehydrated and 

rehydrated in a MeOH:PBST series, washing 10 min in pure MeOH. After 

rehydrating and washing 3x in PBST, pipette up and down 10x with a blue tip to 

disassociate egg chambers.  Both sense and antisense holn1 probes were used at 

(1:250 dilution) and incubation was carried out @60°C.  
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SDS-PAGE/Western Blot  
Standard procedures for SDS PAGE and Semi-dry transfer using Bio-Rad 

Electrophoreses and Transfer systems and reagents (http://www3.bio-rad.com) see 

(Simoes et al., 2006).  Wt (w1118) or holn1c07150/CTG embryos were collected 

overnight on apple juice plates, homozygous holn1c07150 embryos stg. 14-16 were 

selected under the GFP scope.  Embryos were dechorinated in bleach, rinsed with 

water and transferred to an eppi-tube. Preheated 2X sample buffer was added and 

samples were dissociated by grinding with a plastic mortar and boiled for 10 min 

with shaking.  Samples were vortexed, debris spun-down, supernatant transferred 

to a new tube and boiled 10 min.  20ul of each sample was loaded onto the 8% 

acrylamide gel and separated by SDS PAGE.  Proteins were transferred to a 

membrane and stained with ponseu to check proteins.  Membrane was washed in 

PBST, 0.1% tween, blocked 1hour in PBST, 0.1% tween + 5% Nonfat milk.  

RbαHoln1 antibody was diluted (1:200 in block and incubated 2hrs).  Membrane 

wash washed and HRP-αRabbit antibody was (diluted 1:2000 in PBST, 0.1% 

tween) was incubated with membrane for 1.5 hr.  Membrane was washed in PBST, 

0.1% tween, and antibody was detected by using ELISA reagents (BioRad). 

 

Holn1 size predictions 

Holn1 has the predicted Molecular Weight (MW) of 36.8kDa, but is a very acidic 

protein, with an Isoelectric point (pI) of 4.78, which is known to cause aberrant 

migration in an SDS gel. The putative Holn1c07150 truncated protein has a pI of 4.72 

and predicted size of 33.5 kDa.  Laggerbauer et.al. 2005 showed that the human 

homologue of Holn1, CD2BP2, predicted MW 37.6 and pI 4.49, runs at 52 kDa, and 

that this aberrant migration is not due to protein modifications (Laggerbauer, 2005).  

Therefore, assuming a linear relationship between the MW prediction and the size 

shift due to pI effects, I expect that Holn1 full-length protein should run at ~50.9kDa, 

and the truncation should run at ~46.3kDa.  

(pI and MW were calculated on the ExPASy proteomics server “Compute pI/Mw” 

tool: http://www.expasy.ch/tools/pi_tool.html).  
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Synthesis of RabbitαHoln1 antibody 
The polyclonal RabbitαHoln1 antibody was generated by the company Eurogentec 

(www.eurogentec.com) using the α-KLH-coupled-peptide speedy Rabbit 28 day 

polyclonal protocol and affinity purfied on a Sepharose column.  See website for 

details.  I selected two peptides out of 3 suggested by the company:  

CKIGTQKNAFDPAKDE (AMINO ACIDS 99-113 of Holn1) AND 

CERSKTSSSDSSKPTT (AMINO ACIDS 242-256 of Holn1).  Blast search revealed 

that these peptides are unique to Holn1 within the Drosophila genome 

(http://flybase.org/blast/).  These peptides were synthesized with an extra C on the 

N-terminus coupled to KLH for purification purposes.  These peptides were mixed 

together and injected into two Rabbits.  The serum from these rabbits was pooled 

and purified over the affinity columns.  The antibody was stored as-is at -20C.  An 

aliquot was mixed 1:1 with glycerol for use. 

 

Generation of pUASp>holn1 rescue construct/transgenic flies 
cDNA of coding region for holn1 was amplified using pfu Taq polymerase from 

plasmid GH13760 (DGRC) using primers: forward= 

TCctcgagCTTGATAAAATGGCGAGCAAAAG (adding a Xho1 site at the 5’end) and 

reverse = TCtctagaCTACAAGTACAAATCGAAATCTATG (adding a Xba1 site at the 

3’end).  This fragment was then cloned into Topo vector pCR2.1 using standard 

methods (Topo cloning, Invitrogen), selected clones on standard agar culture plate 

containing ampicillin and X-gal for blue/white screening.  Restriction digest 

determined that insert is in the (-) orientation within the pCR2.1 vector.  The insert 

was confirmed by sequencing using both the m13for and m13rev sequencing 

primers and was then sub-cloned by digesting both pUASp vector and pCR2.1-

CG5198 with XbaI and NotI.  Cloning was done using restriction enzymes from 

Promega, MBI Fermentes or New England Biolabs.  T4 ligase from Promega, Pfu 

DNA polymerase from Promega.  Both Vector and insert were gel purified and 

ligated and transformed into Top10 competent ecoli.  Colonies were then tested by 

colony PCR using the above primers.  One colony was selected for midi prep, 

confirmed with restriction digest and sent to BestGene (www.thebestgene.com) for 
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injection.  I received 5 balanced transgenic lines (on chromosome 3 7M/sb lethal, 

2M and 1M homozygous viable; on chromosome 2 5M/cyo lethal, 6M homozygous 

viable) pUASp>holn1 (6M) was used for recombination with mutant chromosome 

holn1c07150.  Recombinants were selected by eye color and failure to compliment 

holn1c07150 .   

DNA sequence analysis, alignments and Protein translation predictions 
All were done using publically available programs such as DNA strider, web-based 

tools found on Flybase:  www.flybase.org), and others such as the ExPASy 

proteomics server “Compute pI/Mw” tool: www.expasy.ch/tools/pi_tool.html and 

http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de, to predict protein domains. 

GLC viability and phenotype assay 
GLC were induced in the ovoD background and eggs were collected o/n on standard 

apple-juice agar plates.  Eggs were separated by their DA phenotypes, aligned to 

facilitate counting and incubated for 2 days @ 25°C, to ensure all viable larvae 

hatched.  Unhatched, fertilized eggs were processed for cuticle analysis. 

Cuticle preparations    
Cuticle preps were done using standard methods see (Fernandez et al., 2007).  

Embryos were collected on apple juice plates, incubated ~2-3 days at 25 C, to 

ensure all embryos has hatched.  Embryos were dechorinated in bleach, washed 

with water and transferred to a drop of 3:1 Hoyers medium: lactic acid on a glass 

slide.  A coverslip was placed over the top and slide was baked overnight at 65 C. 

Antibodies 
Primary antibodies from DSHB see (http://dshb.biology.uiowa.edu/) for detailed 

discriptions, dilution used indicated: mαCrumbs(Cq4) (1:3), mαEn (4D9) (1:100), 

mouseαBroad-core (25E9.D7)-s (1:50), mαGrk (1D12) 1:50.  HRP-αRabbit (1:2000; 

molecular probes), mαdpERK (1:50; Cell Signaling). mαdpERK antibody was first 

pre-cleared @ 1:25 dilution overnight @ 4°C with fixed ovaries to reduce 

background).  RabbitαHoln1 (1:200) All secondary antibodies are Alexa variations 

from molecular probes (usually used at 1:200 or 1:400 dilutions).  GFP was 

visualized by its endogenous fluorescence.  DNA was stained with Dapi (1:1000) or 
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Propidium Iodide (pI) (1:50).  

Generation of GLC and negatively marked clones 
See figure 4.5 for crossing scheme and legend for procedures.   

Ovary dissection 
 3-5 day old females were fed with yeast extract and allowed to fatten overnight in 

@ 25°C.  Flies were anesthetized and transferred to a glass dish containing ice-cold 

PBS.  Ovaries were dissected on ice and placed in fix buffer (4% Formaldehyde 

(FA), in PBS, 1% Tween-20) on ice until dissections were completed.  

Approximately  20 females were dissected per experiment.   

Immunohistochemistry  
Embryos were processed as in Chapter 3, except fixation was done using 4%FA in 

PBS. 

Dissected ovaries were teased apart with forceps and tungsten wire, and 

transferred to fresh fix buffer @RT for 30min.  Ovaries were rinsed in PBT (PBST, 

0.0% Tween) and pipetted up and down with a blue tip to further disassociate 

ovarioles, (for dpERK staining only, ovaries were dehydrated and rehydrated in a 

MeOH:PBST series) washed 3x5min in PBT, placed in Block buffer (PBT, 5%FBS, 

1%BSA) 1-2 hours @RT, 1° Abs were diluted in block buffer were then added and 

incubated o/n @ 4°C.  Antibody was removed and ovaries were washed 4x20min in 

Wash buffer (Block buffer diluted 1:10).  2°Antibodies were diluted in wash buffer 

and incubated either 2 hrs @ RT or o/n @ 4°C.  Ovaries were then washes 4x20 

min in PBS, 1X10min PBS (with dapi if used), rinsed in PBS, transferred to 40% 

Glycerol for 10 minutes and to 80% Glycerol and allowed to equilibrate for at least 2 

hours before viewing.   

Imaging 
For confocal imaging, fixed samples were mounted in a drop of 80% glycerol on 

glass slides and covered with a glass coverslip.  Confocal images were obtained on 

the LSM510 Meta (40X C-Apochromat water immersion objective, NA 1.20).  

Scanning Electron Microscopy was done on Scanning Electron Microscope JEOL 

JSM-5200LV at 150 or 200 X.  Wide field images of cuticles, in situs in embryos, 
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discs and egg chambers were taken on the LeicaDM5000B using DIC or Phase 

contrast settings with, objectives 10X HC PL FLUOTAR air NA 0.30, 20X HC PLAN 

APO air NA 0.70 , 20X HC PL FLUOTAR air NA 0.50), 40X HCX PL FLUOTAR air 

NA= 0.75, or 63X HCX PL APO oil NA 1.4-0.6.  Images were collected using either 

Color camera (DC500 Leica) or Black and White camera (DC 350F), using Adobe 

Photoshop.  Images of adult flies and egg-chamber in situs were taken on a Leica 

MZ 10F dissecting scope using an Evolution MP 5.0 cooled RTV camera 

(mediaCybernetics) using the QCapture program. All images were processed with 

ImageJ freeware, Adobe Photoshop and/or Adobe Illustrator. 

SEM of adult eyes 
Flies were anesthetized and frozen at -20°C for 30min or -80°C for days.  Fly heads 

were removed with a razor blade and mounted on a metal thumb-tac coated with 

nailpolish.  Samples were then sputter coated with gold using a JEOL JFC-1200 

machine and imaged within a few days, but can be kept at RT indefinitely. 

 

Transgenic RNAi 
For UAS-RNAi directed against holn1, stocks 27369 and 27370 were used.  These 

stocks are different transformants of the same clone I.D. 11573 and both on 

chromosome 2, from the Vienna Drosophila Research Center (VDRC; 

http://stockcenter.vdrc.at).  Both lines gave similar results, but 27369 was stronger 

(more penetrant) so I used this one for the experiments presented.  This inverted 

repeat construct has no predicted off target hits, is from the original GD library and 

is pupal lethal when expressed using actin5c>Gal4.  As a control, w; UAS-RNAi-

GFP (RNAi directed against GFP, unpublished gift from Soren Prag), was used.  All 

RNAi experiments were performed at 29°C. 

Wing preparations 
Flies were anesthetized and placed in 95% EtOH.  Wings were dissected in EtOH 

with forceps, transferred to 100% isopropanol on a glass slide, dried briefly and 

covered with a drop of Euparal mountant (Fischer Scientific) and carefully covered 

with a coverslip. 
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Dissection of late pupa 
Pupa of the proper genotype were identified using GFP marked balancer selection 

and were removed from the side of plastic stock tubes with forceps and stuck to a 

slide with double sided tape.  The pupal case was carefully cut away using forceps. 

Results 
 

Wild type (wt) hole-in-one (holn1)/CG5198 gene expression patterns 

 

In our screen, we found that embryos mutant in CG5198 locus have wound healing 

defects.  I decided to begin by assaying the wt expression of this gene to determine 

when and where it is expressed in the embryo and hopefully gain clues to its 

possible role in wound healing.  As stated in the introduction, I have renamed the 

CG5198 locus “hole-in-one” (holn1) and will refer to it as such in this chapter.  In the 

embryo, holn1 mRNA is maternally provided (fig. 4.1C, compare to sense control, 

A).  Zygotic expression is weak and relatively ubiquitous throughout 

embryogenesis.  Slight enrichment of expression is visible in the neural ectoderm 

and head region (fig. 4.1D, compare to control in B).  Expression is also detected 

in the ectoderm during stage 13/14 (fig. 4.1E; more superficial view of same 

embryo in D) later stage expression is difficult to assay due to high background 

from unspecific probe trapping by the cuticle. 

 
Figure 4.1 - Expression pattern of holn1 RNA in the embryo.  In situ hybridization using dig-labeled RNA 
probes.  (A-B) sense control (C-E) holn1 antisense RNA probe detects a strong maternal contribution of 
holn1 RNA, compare staining in stg. 5 embryo (C), with control (A).  (D, E) stg. 14 embryo holn1 RNA 
expression is weak and ubiquitous, enriched slightly in the nerve cord and present in the epidermis(E; 
more superficial view of embryo in D), compare to sense control in (B). 
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Because this gene was maternally loaded, I decided to assay expression of this 

gene in the egg chamber system (see general introduction for review) (fig. 4.2).  

holn1 RNA is expressed throughout egg chamber development.  From stages 1-9 of 

germline cyst development, this gene is detected in the nurse cells and oocyte, but 

excluded from the surrounding somatic FCs (fig 4.2B).  During stage 9 however, a 

transient wave of expression is detected in the FCs (fig 4.2Cii; compare to absence 

of FC staining in a similarly staged egg chamber, Ci).  It is interesting to note that it 

is during stage 9 that FCs transition from a static to a motile state, beginning their 

collective posterior migration to cover the growing oocyte reviewed in (Horne-

Badovinac and Bilder, 2005).   During early stage 10, before the nurse cells “dump” 

their RNA and protein contents into the oocyte cell, holn1 RNA localizes to the 

anterior of the developing oocyte (fig. 4.2B*).  Weak ubiquitous expression is 

detected in the FCs forom stages 10a-10b onwards (fig. 4.2B* and C*).  These 

results suggest that holn1 is likely to play a role both in the oocyte and future 

embryo, as well as in the final stages of egg chamber development.   
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Figure 4.2 - Expression pattern of holn1 RNA during oogenesis. In situ hybridization using dig-labeled RNA 
probes.  (A-B) Ovariole from OrR female with egg chambers ranging in stage form germarium (G)-10A, 
anterior is to the left.  (A) Control sense probe (B) holn1 RNA is expressed in the nurse cells (NC) and 
oocyte and excluded from the follicle cells up to stage 9.  Around stage 9 a transient high expression of 
holn1 is seen in the FCs (compare egg chamber Ci to the slightly later stage Cii).  FCs maintain a weak 
ubiquitous expression at stage 10B (C*).  During stg. 10A, holn1 RNA concentrates at the anterior side of 
the oocyte cell (B*; arrow). 
 

The imaginal discs are highly compartmentalized structures and the anterior, 

posterior and central regions are each characterized by the expression of distinct 

expression of signaling molecules (Crozatier et al., 2004; Whittle, 1990). In an 

attempt to learn more about the signals activating expression of holn1, I also 

assayed the gene expression pattern in imaginal discs to determine if the gene 
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displays compartmentalized expression.  Here too, expression of holn1 was weak 

and ubiquitous, providing no clues to the signals controlling this genes expression 

(fig.4.3B; wing and leg discs, compare to sense control in A; wing disc). 

 

 
Figure 4.3 - Expression pattern of holn1 RNA in imaginal discs. In situ hybridization using dig-labeled RNA 
probes. (B) holn1 RNA expression is ubiquitous in the wing and leg discs.  (A) Sense control, wing disc. 
 

The nature of the holn1c07150 mutation 

 

The holn1c07150 mutant allele used in this study is a mutation caused by an insertion 

of a piggyBac (PB) transposable element inserted in exon 3 (nucleotide position 

878 of the holn1/CG5198 open reading frame) (fig.4.4 A-C).  This insertion mutant, 

isolated in our screen as being wound healing defective (see chapter 2) was 

generated by Exelixis (Thibault et al., 2004) and is called CG5198c07150 on flybase.  

As I have renamed the corresponding genomic locus holn1 and I will refer to this 

mutant as holn1c07150.  This insert causes a K->N mis-sense mutation in amino acid 

(AA) position 293, directly followed by a premature stop codon, which lies within the 

only identifiable functional domain of the protein, the GYF domain (fig 4.4 C; the 

first two nucleotides aa come from the genomic sequence; translation is putatively 

occurring in the second reading frame).  Western analysis using an antibody I 

designed together with the company Eurogentech (see material and methods for 

details) raised against the central region of Holn1 detects a band corresponding to 

the predicted size (see Materials and Methods) of wt Holn1 (50.9 kDa) in both wt 

and homozygous mutant holn1c07150 embryos (fig 4.4D).  In addition, a robust band 
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is detected in the homozygous holn1c07150 mutant embryo sample, which does not 

exist in wt extracts (fig 4.4D; red star).  The size of this band is consistent with the 

predicted size* of the truncated protein of (46.3 kDa), which would putatively result 

from the insertion mutation in question.   

 
Figure 4.4 - The nature of the CG5198c07150/holn1c07150 allele.  The allele pBac(PB)CG5198c07150/holn1c07150 is 
an insertion of the piggyBac(PB) transposable element in the reverse orientation after nucleotide 878 of the 
CG5198 open reading frame.  Scale indicates protein length in amino acids.  (A-B) The inserted sequence 
result in a K->N switch of AA#293 followed immediately by a stop codon near the center of the Holn1 GYF 
domain (AA#260-316), a known protein:protein interaction domain (C).  (D) Western Blot analysis with 
RbαHoln1 antibody, which was raised against peptide sequences present in both the wt and putative 
mutant form of the Holn1 reveals a clear band migrating at the predicted size for this truncated protein (see 
materials and methods for antibody information and details about protein size predictions).  Lane 1 (red 
arrow) contains extract from stg. 14-16 homozygous holn1c07150 mutant embryos.  Lane 2 contains extract 
from wt embryos.  (E) Over-expression of pUASp>holn1 (6m) wt rescue construct in engrailed stripes with 
en>Gal4 in a Drosophila embryo. RbαHoln1 (red) staining is increased in engrailed expressing cells 
(mαengrailed; green).  Anterior is to the left, dorsal up. 
 

I cloned the ORF of wt holn1 into GAL4 inducible rescue construct, from which I 

generated transgenic flies.  The pUASp-holn1 (6M=transformant line used) 

expression construct is able to rescue holn1c07150  homozygous mutant lethality 
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phenotype using the epidermal driver e22c>GAL4 (rescues to 60% ME) and 

DA>GAL4 (moderate ubiquitous; rescues to 73% ME) at 25°C.  This rescue was 

dependent on expression of the rescue construct, as I observed 0 rescued flies 

when the crosses were done at 18°C.  (See materials and methods for details).  My 

antibody Rb anti Holn1 is able to detect an elevation of Holn1 protein when this 

construct is expressed in engrailed stripes of wt embryos (fig. 4.4E; red staining).  

Precise excision of the piggyBac element in holn1c07150 mutant line rescues lethality 

and wound healing phenotypes  

In order to further prove that the piggyBac insertion is the cause of the mutant 

phenotypes observed in the holn1c07150 mutant line, I, together with Lara Carvalho, 

remobilized the piggyBac element in this stock following the methods in (Thibault et 

al., 2004).  The remobilization of this element was very challenging; only one 

“jumpout” fly was recovered in approximately 80 single male crosses.  This 

“jumpout” was determined by PCR and sequencing to be a clean jump, meaning no 

mutations resulted from removal of the piggBac element.  The resulting flies are 

viable and no longer display wound healing defects (Lara Carvalho, personal 

communication).   

 

GLC analysis 

My gene expression analysis in the embryo determined that holn1 RNA is 

maternally deposited, meaning that homozygous holn1c07150 embryos also contain 

wt holn1 RNA.  In an attempt to increase the strength of embryonic mutant 

phenotypes, I decided to remove this maternal contribution.  To this end, I 

generated GLCs using FRT/Flipase mediated mitotic recombination together with 

the ovoD dominant female-sterile technique for GLC generation (see fig. 4.5A for 

schematic) (Chou et al., 1993).  Using this genetic trick, only germ cells that have 

undergone mitotic recombination to remove ovoD, and are therefore homozygous 

for the mutation understudy, can survive.  To employ this technique, I first 

generated a recombinant stock w; holn1c07150, FRT 40A, /Cyo (see materials and 

methods for details). 
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Figure 4.5 - Generation of germline clones (GLCs) and follicle cell (FC) clones.  (A and B) Illustrate the 
crossing scheme to generate the trans-heterozygous females in which I induce Flipase (Flp) expression by 
heat shock (hs).  Mitotic recombination occurs in between FRT sites in random cells where both Flp was 
induced and cell division was taking place.  (A) Dominant female sterile (ovoD) technique for GLC 
generation.  Here females with the genotype yw, hs>Flp; holn1c07150, FRT40A/ovoD, FRT40A are heat-
shocked 2x1 hr at 37°C, once at Larval 1st/2nd instar and once at 3rd instar stages to activate Flipase and 
therefore initiate recombination at the FRT sites. Oocytes with the ovoD mutation die at stg. 6 development.  
Therefore only recombinants that have removed the dominant ovoD mutation, homozygous holn1c07150 
oocytes will develop into eggs, see also (Chou, 1993).  This technique, selects for GLCs, but can also 
create clones in the somatic follicle cell that cannot be identified.  (B) Generation of negatively marked GFP 
clones. To select for FC clones Females with the genotype yw, hs>Flp; holn1c07150, FRT40A/ubi>nls-GFP, 
FRT40A are heat-shocked as adults 1hr, 37°C on 2 consecutive days and dissected on day 3.  Here 
recombination causes the removal of the ubi>nls-GFP transgene in homozygous holn1c07150 clones.  
Because all other cells will express GFP, the clones are negatively marked.  This technique can also be 
used for the generation of GLCs, which can be identified by a lack of GFP in the nurse cells and oocyte, but 
here no viability selection takes place. 
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GLCs of holn1c07150 result in a fusion of the egg shell DAs 

During egg chamber development, the oocyte communicates with the surrounding 

FCs to pattern both the axes of the future embryo as well as the structures of the 

protective eggshell (see the general introduction for review).  Generation of GLCs 

using the dominant female sterile technique revealed a striking phenotype, 37% of 

the eggs laid had a DA fusion phenotype (see fig. 4.6).  Wt eggs have 2 separate 

appendages extending anteriorly, each slightly lateral from the dorsal midline (fig. 

4.6D).  37% of holn1c07150 GLC eggs have one thick or fused appendage extending 

from the dorsal midline of the eggshell (fig. 4.6B).  This appendage can look like a 

wt appendage (fig. 4.6B; top egg) or be short and fat fusions as shown in the 

bottom egg in fig 4.6B.  In addition, mutant eggs with 2 appendages often have 

them closer together then found in wt, or connected with in a U shaped manner at 

the base (fig. 4.6A; arrow).  4% of these eggs, which I call “odd-balls” display a 

range of phenotypes from small egg size with no appendages to a normal sized egg 

with 4 appendages (fig. 4.6C and E respectively).  Even more intriguing is the fact 

that the embryos inside these mutant eggshells are largely unaffected and can 

survive until larval stages (~80% of GLC hatch; see the table in fig. 4.7B).  These 

embryos lack maternal holn1, but are able to produce it zygotically thanks to the wt 

copy of the gene coming from the OrR father.  It is important to note that I recover 

very few eggs when I induce GLCs, suggesting that holn1c07150 likely affects earlier 

stages of egg chamber development. 
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Figure 4.6 - holn1c07150 GLC eggshells have fused Dorsal Appendages.  Wild type (wt) eggs have two 
appendages located in the anterior region on either side of the dorsal midline, which is indicated by the red 
arrow (D).  37% of holn1c07150 GLC eggs have a single thick dorsal appendage extending from the dorsal 
midline (B; two examples of phenotypes seen, top egg (dorsal view) has one normally shaped appendage 
arrowhead, bottom egg (dorsal/lateral view) has a short fat appendage of two fused tubes, arrowheads). 
Around 4% of the holn1c07150 GLC eggs display a range of phenotypes, most often small eggs with no 
appendages (C), but also some strange phenotypes as this one egg with 4 DAs (arrowheads).  The 
remaining 59% of the GLC eggs have 2 appendages (A), which are often close together and/or are 
connected at the base in a U shape of extra appendage material (arrow) Anterior it to the left. 
 
 

When I induce GLCs, I see a low but consistent percentage of embryonic lethality 

involving a variety of morphological defects.  To determine whether the fused (1DA) 

vs. separated (2DA) dorsal appendage phenotypic classes correlated with maternal 

mutant embryonic phenotypes, I collected eggs with either phenotype, separated 

them on apple juice plates using forceps and allowed them to develop at 25°C.  

This analysis revealed that viability amongst fertilized embryos for both classes was 

quite similar:  83% viability in 2DA vs 77% in 1DA (compared to 100% in wt 

controls).  In this experiment, the biggest difference was in the amount of 

unfertilized eggs 14% in 2DA vs 28% in 1DA (fig. 4.7B).   
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Figure 4.7 - Rare unhatched holn1c07150 GLC embryos from eggs with 1 or 2 DAs display a range of cuticle 
defects.  GLC embryos are largely viable and hatch into larve (B). Fertilized embryos from 1 DA eggs are 
equally as viable as those from 2 DA eggs.  Cuticle preparations of unhatched embryos from 1 and 2 DA 
eggs (C-D).  Defects are variable in both classes, the most common defects are seen in the anterior head 
region.  (Ci-iv and Di-iv) examples of cuticle phenotypes ranging from a wt appearance to the absence of 
multiple terminal structures.  Examples of head holes, (Ci, ii, iv and Dii; fat arrows), malformation of head 
structures (Diii; fat arrow), dorsal holes (Ciii-fat black arrows-Civ arrowheads, Div arrowheads), posterior 
holes from missing spiracle (Ciii and Div; red arrow: hole, open arrow: the remaining wt spiracle) posterior 
hole of unknown origin (ciii; arrowhead).  Cuticles displaying multiple defects (Ciii-iv, Diii-iv).  Anterior is to 
the left. 
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In order to get a closer look at the embryos that did not survive, I preformed cuticle 

analysis of holn1c07150 maternal mutants.  In both classes, a variety of phenotypes 

appeared, ranging from wt looking to small scraps of cuticle inside the vitaline 

membrane.  The most prevalent developmental defects were found in the head 

region, these ranged from mal-formation to head holes (fig. 4.7Ci-ii, iv and Dii-iv; 

fat black arrows).  There were also examples of completely ventralised cuticles (fig. 

4.7Div), dorsal holes  (fig. 4.7Ciii-iv, Div), combinations of dorsal and head holes 

(fig. 4.7Civ), dorsal and posterior holes (fig. 4.7Ciii) and one embryo with head, 

dorsal and posterior holes (fig. 4.7Div), an example from the 1DA class.  While the 

embryonic defects found in the 1DA class are slightly more severe, there is no 

specific correlation between the type of defect (i.e. which embryonic termini are 

affected) and the DA phenotype.  Taken together, these results suggest that Holn1 

plays a role within the oocyte to mediate FC patterning (i.e. the determination of DA 

primordia).  Because the majority of embryos within mutant egg shells appear wt, 

these results further suggest that this (FC) patterning event is largely independent 

of the patterning of the oocyte.  

The importance of Holn1 function in DA formation confirmed by an alternative clone 

generating method 

 

The patterning and final structure of the Drosophila eggshell is completed prior to 

fertilization.  In order to study the appendage phenotypes further, I needed to begin 

working with the egg chamber system.  The ovoD dominant female sterile technique 

is very powerful for studying the maternal contribution of a gene during embryonic 

development, but this method is not ideal for studying phenotypes occurring during 

oocyte development.  First, the ovoD mutant egg chambers survive until stage 6 of 

ovarium development, complicating analysis of earlier phenotypes.  Second, the 

heat shock induced Flipase method creates clones not only in the germline, but also 

everywhere else that is undergoing mitosis.  It has been reported that ovo D only 

presents a phenotype in germline cells, but because the clones are not identifiable 

by any visible marker, I can neither locate the ovo D mutant clones nor clones 
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homozygous mutant for holn1c07150 in other cell types that can also arise during GLC 

generation.  

  

In order to overcome this problem, I decided to use an alternative clone generation 

method that allowed me to distinguish mutant and wt cells in my subsequent 

experiments.  This technique is based on the same principles as the ovoD clone 

generation, but instead of using the ovoD, FRT40A chromosome, I created females 

carrying the holn1c07150 mutation in trans with the ubi.nls-GFP, FRT40A 

chromosome.  This chromosome carries an ubiquitously expressed GFP fused to a 

nuclear localization signal (ubi>nls-GFP).  This technique “negatively marks” clones 

homozygous for the holn1c07150 mutation (see fig 4.5B for schematic).  It is important 

to note that this technique does not select for GLCs by eliminating the non-mutant 

egg chambers.  Because survival of holn1c07150 GLCs is already quite low, I rarely 

recovered GLCs using this method. 

 

In order to gain insight into the DA phenotype, I wanted to assay the effect of 

holn1c07150 on FC development.  The DAs are created by an initial specification of 2 

appendage primordia in the dorsal anterior FCs.  Subsequently, these cells change 

shape in a coordinated and directed manner to form the 2 appendage tubes on 

either side of the midline (see the general introduction for review).  When I 

generated holn1c07150 FC clones by heat shocking adult flies, I observed a range of 

DA phenotypes as would be expected from the random generation of clones.  

These phenotypes ranged from wt looking, to two appendages connected at the 

base with U-shaped appendage material (fig. 4.8A; arrow), to wildly malformed (fig. 

4.8B-D) or missing (fig. 4.8E) appendages.  These results suggest that Holn1 is 

required in the FC for proper patterning and or morphogenesis.  Taken together 

with the previous results, it is likely that Holn1 has two distinct functions during DA 

formation, both in the oocyte to signal to the FCs and in the FCs to undergo proper 

morphogenesis.   
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Figure 4.8 - Dorsal appendage phenotypes resulting from the random generation holn1c07150 negatively 
marked GFP follicle cell clones.  Examples of the variety of DA phenotypes obtained from random follicle 
cell clone generation in the background yw,hs>Flp; holn1c07150, FRT40A/ubi>nls-GFP, FRT40A.  Phenotypes 
include completely wt (not shown), (A; dorsal view) two wt looking appendages connected across the 
midline with extra appendage material (red arrow) (B; dorsal view) one short (arrowhead) and one wt 
(arrow) appendage, (C; lateral view) two short and branched appendages (arrowheads), (D; lateral view) 
one thick wildly branched appendage located on the dorsal midline (arrowheads point out branches), (E; 
dorsal view) appendages absent, but an accumulation of appendage material is seen in anterior region.  
Anterior is to the left. 
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Grk protein localization appears to be normal in holn1c07150  GLCs 

 

DA fusion phenotypes are most commonly caused by defects in the initial Grk 

signal sent from the oocyte to the FCs (See general introduction for details).  These 

defects are often caused by a failure to properly produce or localize Grk protein.  In 

wt stg.10 egg chambers (fig. 4.9Ai-iii), Grk protein is localized to the dorsal anterior 

of the oocyte.  GLCs of holn1c07150 generated either by the ovoD method (fig. 4.9Ci-

iii), or the negatively marked GFP clone method (fig. 4.9Bi-iii), seem to display a 

wt localization and amount of Grk protein, suggesting the DA fusion phenotype 

seen in holn1c07150 GLCs is due to problems downstream of Grk localization.  Note 

the large amount of mutant FCs (absence of GFP that resulted during the 

generation of GLC in fig 4.9Bi).  

 
Figure 4.9 - Gurken (Grk) protein distribution in GLCs.  Stg. 10 egg chambers.  Maternal genotypes are 
listed on the left.  Confocal projections.  (Ai-iii) wt, Grk protein localizes to the dorsal anterior region of the 
oocyte.  (Bii; red and Cii; green) Grk protein maintains its wt distribution in GLC egg chambers derived 
from either the ovoD or ubi>nls-GFP background, respectively.  Note the large amount follicle cell clones 
(non-GFP positive cells in Bi) that were generated when GLCs were induced.  DNA is labeled in (A; blue) 
with Dapi and in (C; red) with pI.  The bright blue staining in the oocyte is background.  Scale bar is 25µm.  
Anterior is to the left. 
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holn1c07150 FC clones display an up-regulation of the DA marker, the Broad-

Complex transcription factor (Br-C) 

 

In order to determine if the above morphological defects seen when generating 

holn1c07150 FC clones are due to early FC patterning defects, I looked at the 

expression of Broad using an antibody against the Broad-Complex transcription 

factor (Br-C).  As described in the general introduction, this transcription factor is 

expressed weakly and uniformly from stage 9 onwards in wt (sibling control; see 

material and methods) egg chambers (fig. 4.10Aii-iii; red).  During stage 10B-11, 

Br-C is down-regulated everywhere except for the DA primordia, where the protein 

is very highly expressed.  I observed that negatively marked holn1c07150  clones in 

stage 9 (fig. 4.10B) and 10A (fig. 4.10C) mutant egg chambers display a premature 

and extremely strong cell-autonomous up-regulation of Br-C protein.  Compare the 

pattern GFP positive cells in (fig. 4.10B-i and C-i; green to the high Br-C 

expressing cells; B-ii and C-ii red).  In these experiments, the levels of Br-C are so 

high in the clones that the basal Br-C in surrounding cells is undetectable.  This 

result suggests that the malformations in DA observed with this clone generation 

technique are at least in part likely due to a mis-specification of DA primordia cells.  
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Figure 4.10 - Br-C is up-regulated in holn1c07150 clones.  Maternal genotypes are listed on the left.  Confocal 
projections of stage 9 (A-B), stage 10 (C) egg chambers.  Negatively marked holn1c07150 clones (cells with no 
GFP) display a cell autonomous high level of Br-C expression (red).  Compare to the sibling control in (A) 
where all cells are weakly expressing Br-C.  In (B and C) the Br-C staining is so strong, I cannot detect the 
weak expression in the surrounding cells.  Anterior is to the left. Scale bar is 25µm 
 

An up regulation of di-phosphorylated ERK (dpERK) is detected in holn1c07150 FC 

clones 

 

The activation of high levels of Br-C expression in the DA primordia is known to be 

downstream of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling (see general introduction for review).  I 

wondered if this signaling pathway was also elevated in holn1c07150 clones, so I 

stained negatively marked clones with an antibody to dpERK, a common readout of 

pathway activation.  Indeed I saw a up-regulation of dpERK in holn1c07150 clones as 

compared to the wt surrounding tissue.  In fig. 4.11, compare the red staining all 

throughout the cells in the negatively marked clone marked by arrowheads (A-iii) to 

the surrounding tissue.  Compare to the OrR egg chamber in (fig. 4.11B-ii), where 

red dpERK staining is relatively uniform.  
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Figure 4.11 - holn1c07150 clones display increased dpERK levels.  (A-B) Single confocal sections of stg. 10 
egg chambers.  (Ai-iv)  Negatively marked holn1c07150 clone (limits marked by arrow heads) shows higher 
levels of dpERK then surrounding wt cells.  Compare to wt in (Bi-iii) where dpERK is relatively uniform and 
excluded from the nuclei.  Anterior is to the left.  Scale bar is 25µm 
 

Antibody staining with RbαHoln1 reveals that Holn1 localizes to membranes in the 

egg chamber system 

 

Using the polyclonal antibody raised against Holn1, which I commissioned from 

Eurogentech (see fig. 4.4 and material and methods for details), I assayed the 

localization of Holn1 protein in OrR egg chambers (fig. 4.12).  This antibody staining 

revealed a ubiquitous staining in the FC including membrane localization.  Most 

striking however was a strong antibody signal present in the oocyte cell membrane 

in a way that seemed to outline connections with the overlying FCs.  This result puts 

Holn1 protein in the right place to play a role in signaling events taking place at the 

oocyte-FC interface as well as within FCs.    
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Figure 4.12 - Holn1 protein localization in stage 10 egg chambers.  (A-C) A single confocal section, dorsal 
view.  Holn1 protein, shown by RbαHoln1 antibody staining (red) localizes to the oocyte cortex and is 
present ubiquitously in the FCs.  Nuclei are labeled with dapi (blue).  (D)  3D confocal projection of dorsal 
sections of the same egg chamber.  Notice how the RbαHoln1 antibody staining at the cortex of the oocyte 
reflects the outine of overlying FCs. Anterior is to the left.  Scale bar is 25µm  
 
 

Micro-scale screen for genetic interaction of holn1c07150  mutants with EGFR 

pathway components in the adult fly 

 

The EGFR signaling pathway is very important in the patterning of the Drosophila 

eye and wing.  Both of these structures are notoriously sensitive to perturbations in 

the signaling pathways responsible for their development.  Because my results from 

the egg chamber system suggest that Holn1 function is somehow related to the 

EGFR pathway, I decided to perform a mini-scale modifier screen with holn1c07150 in 

the eye and the wing (see table 4.1).  I crossed the balanced stock holn1c07150 /CTG 

to a small group of EGFR mutants as well as known mutants in this pathway 

previously shown to display dominant modifiable phenotypes in trans with other 

EGFR pathway mutants see (www.flybase.org; Iyadurai et al., 2008; Lesokhin et al., 
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1999; and Karim et al., 1996) for descriptions of alleles and phenotypes.  I scored 

for phenotypes in the eye (modification of a Rough Eye (RE) phenotype) and in the 

wing (vein material).   

 
Table 4.1 - Micro-screen results. 
See text for details.  EGFR pathway mutant males in the left column were crossed to either control OrR or to 
holn1c07150/CTG females.  The progeny from the control cross reveal the dominant rough eye (RE) or wing 
phenotype (if any) of the EGFR pathway mutants.  These flies were compared to the progeny of the 
experimental cross to determine if this phenotype is dominantly enhanced or suppressed by one copy of 
the holn1c07150 mutant chromosome.  (N= no detectable change).  Note that sev>RAS1V12 transgene is 
located on the Cyo marked balancer, which is the reason for the Cyo wings in that cross.  *Chromosome 
labeled as Df(27)J27 in stock information, but this deficiency in stock 4367 is incorrect.  It should delete 
chromosomal region (31D;31E7), but it compliments holn1c07150 lethality (31E2), as well as the lethality of 
BL#6904: Df(2L)J106 (deleting 31D;31F2).  In contrast, holn1c07150 fails to compliment the lethality of both 
Df(2L)J106 and BL# 3366 Df(2l)J2 (deleting 31B1;32A2). 
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Figure 4.13 - holn1c07150 dominantly enhances the sev>Ras1V12 RE.  Scanning Electron Micrographs.  (A-C) 
Control eyes depicting the dominant RE phenotype caused by the sev>Ras1V12 transgene when placed in 
trans with a wt chromosome, here w1118.   (D-E) The phenotypic range seen in flies with the genotype w; 
holn1c07150/sev>Ras1V12 ordered in increasing severity.  Note the smaller eye sizes and increase in 
ommatidial fusion in (E and F) as compared to sev>Ras1V12 alone (A-C). 
 

holn1c07150  mutants display genetic interactions with Ras1V12 and Star 

deficiency Df(2l)S3 in the eye of the Adult Fly 

 

The sev>Ras1V12 transgene expresses a constitutively active form of Ras1V12 

specifically in the eye, leading to an up-regulation of MAPK signaling, which in the 

eye causes over-proliferation of photoreceptor cells and fusions of ommatidia 
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(Karim et al., 1996).  One copy of holn1c07150  enhances the RE phenotype caused 

by the sev>Ras1V12 transgene (table 4.1 and fig. 4.13; where Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) was used to visualize the surface morphology of the adult eyes).  

Compare the range of RE seen in the control flies wt/sev>Ras1V12 (fig. 4.13A-C) 

to the more severe phenotypes seen in holn1c07150/sev>Ras1V12 eyes (fig. 4.13D-

F).  

 

Star is a chaperone protein required for Spitz activation and therefore EGFR 

mediated signaling.  A mutation in Star would thus lead to a reduction in MAPK 

signaling.  The RE phenotype caused by one copy of Df(2L)S3, a chromosomal 

deficiency that completely deletes the star locus is caused by a weak, but distinctive 

disorder in the ommatidia.  In this experiment, I crossed Df(2L)S3/Cyo with 

holn1c07150/CTG and compared siblings.  In Df(2L)S3/CTG controls I observed small 

malformed ommatidia (fig. 4.14C) as well as misplaced and/or extra hairs 

associated with some ommatida.  Compared to the Df(2L)S3/CTG siblings, eyes of 

Df(2L)S3/ holn1c07150 have a more wild type and ordered appearance (fig. 4-14B).  

These eyes have fewer multi-haired ommatidia and I could only rarely find a small 

malformed ommatidia.  Patches of ommatidia with no hairs are an artifact of sample 

preparation and should not be considered.  These delicate eye hairs often break off 

and get lost, but the “disorder” and multi-hair phenotypes under discussion are not 

affected.  
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Figure 4.14 - holn1c07150 dominantly represses the Df(2l)S3 RE.  Scanning Electron Micrographs.  (A) Control 
fly from the stock holn1c07150/CTG has wt eye with ordered arrays of ommatidia.  (C) Df(2L)S3/CTG siblings 
form the experimental cross display a weak RE phenotype with some poorly formed and some multi-haired 
ommatidia.  Note the disordered appearance compared to wt (A).  (B) holn1c07150/ Df(2L)S3 eyes are more 
ordered and are indistinguishable from wt.   
 
Taken together these genetic interactions in the eye are consistent with the idea 

that MAPK signaling is hyperactive in holn1c07150  mutants. 

 

holn1c07150  mutants display genetic interactions with EGFRE1 in the wing of 

the Adult Fly 

 

The Ellipse mutation (EGFRE1) is a hypermorphic allele of the Drosophila EGFR, 

leading to increased receptor signaling and therefore increased MAPK activity.  This 

mutant displays a dominant RE phenotype as well as an increase in wing vein 

material, for details about phenotypes see (Lesokhin et al., 1999).  One copy of the 

holn1c07150 mutant chromosome is able to enhance the strength of the wing vein 

phenotypes of EGFRE1 (fig. 4.15 D-E; examples of the most common phenotypes) 

when compared to control crosses with wt flies (fig. 4.15 B-C; examples of the most 

common phenotypes).  I did not observe and obvious modification of the EGFRE1 

RE phenotype when comparing siblings (not shown).  Nevertheless, my result in the 

wing is consistent with the hypothesis that wt Holn1 functions as a suppressor of 

the EGFR signaling pathway. 
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Figure 4.15 - holn1c07150 dominantly enhances the EGFRE1 wing vein phenotype.  (A) A wt wing, wing veins 
are label according to usual convention.  (B-C and zoom of L1-L2 intersection, B’-C’) Typical wings from 
the control cross, genotype EGFRE1/OrR have extra vein material in the L1-L2 vein intersection.  (D-E and 
zoom in D’-E’) wings from control cross, genotype holn1c07150/+ are wt.  Wings from genotype holn1c07150/ 
EGFRE1 have increased vein material in the L-L2 border. 

Rare homozygous holn1c07150 escaper adults display small ommatidial fusions 

reminiscent of the Ras1V12 phenotype 

 

In the recombinant stock holn1c07150, FRT40A I sometimes see homozygous 

escaper flies eclosing as adults, these flies are very weak and live only a couple 

days.  I observed that these flies had a slight RE phenotype, upon examination by 
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SEM, I saw they had small ommatidial fusions (fig. 4.16), supporting the observed 

genetic interaction with sev>RAS1V12 (fig. 4.13). 

 
Figure 4.16 - Rare homozygous holn1c07150 adult escapers have a weak RE phenotype displaying ommatidial 
fusions.  Scanning Electron Micrograph,  (A, A’ zoom) wt eye from the holn1c07150, FRT40A/cyo stock.  (B, B’ 
zoom) homozygous escaper eye with genotype holn1c07150, FRT40A/ holn1c07150, FRT40A has several 
ommatidial fusions.  Compare zoom in (B’) to zoom of the same region in wt eyes (A’).  
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Transgenic RNAi expressing flies display distinctively curled wings and aberrant 

wing vein material as well as extra bristles on the scutellum. 

 

I expressed the UAS-RNAi construct #27369, directed against holn1 (here referred 

to as UAS>RNAi-holn1) obtained from the VDRC (see materials and methods for 

details) under the control of a wing specific driver MS1096>Gal4 and raised flies at 

29°C to enhance the expression of gal4.  I saw that wings were curled in a 

distinctive half cylinder shape (fig. 4.17; B-B’) and displayed extra vein material in 

the intervein spaces (fig. 4.17; E).  Compare to wt phenotypes seen in OrR (fig. 

4.15A) and flies expressing control UAS-RNAi directed against GFP (i.e. RNAi 

targeting a sequence not present in the Drosophlia genome) with the same 

MS1096>GAL4 driver (fig. 4.17D) also raised at 29°C.  These data together with 

the ability of holn1c07150 to enhance the EGFRE1 aberrant wing vein phenotype (fig. 

4.15), builds a strong case for Holn1 as an EGFR signaling pathway inhibitor.   
 

 
Figure 4.17 -  Transgenic expression of UAS>RNAi-holn1 #27369 in the wing.  (A) wt fly with flat wings.  (B-
B’, E) Flies expressing the UAS>RNAi-holn1 #27369 construct under the control of the wing specific 
MS1096>GAL4 driver.  These flies have distinctive cylindrically curled wings (see B’ for end-on view) and 
aberrant vein material.  Compare UAS>RNAi-holn1 #27369 wing and highlighted regions in (E) to the 
corresponding regions in the control fly (D) expressing UAS>RNAi-GFP with MS1096>GAL4 (compare with 
wt wing in fig. 4.15A).  Highlighted regions and respective zooms (D-E) are color-coded. 
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Figure 4.18 - Transgenic expression of UAS>RNAi-holn1 #27369 resembles holn1c07150, FRT40A 
homozygous escaper phenotype in the thorax.  (A-C) thorax of late pupae dissected from their pupal cases. 
The wt pupa has 4 bristles on the scutellum, 2 symmetrically l located on either side (A).  (B) An example of 
a holn1c07150, FRT40A/ holn1c07150, FRT40A homozygous escaper with an extra bristle.  (C) pupa expressing 
UAS>RNAi-holn1 #27369 under the control of the actin5c>GAL4 driver has an extra bristle on the right side 
and is also missing one on the left (black arrow). 
 

When I expressed UAS-RNAi #27369 using the strong ubiquitous actin5c>GAL4 

driver, adult flies never fully eclosed from the puparium.  Dissection of these late 

pupa revealed that some of these flies have extra bristles on the scutellum (fig. 

4.17C; compare to wt (w1118) pupa in A).  In agreement with this result, when I 

dissected homozygous holn1c07150, FRT40A pupa that have survived until late 

stages, I also found that some of the flies have extra bristles on their scutellum (fig. 

4.17B).  A similar phenotype was seen in the scutellum when a EGFR was over-

expressed in the notum of the fly (Culi et al., 2001), supporting my hypothesis that a 

reduction of Holn1 function leads to an up regulation of EGFR/MAPK signaling.   

 

Discussion 
 

holn1, a gene implicated in wound healing, is a maternally deposited in the embryo 

and plays a key role in egg chamber development.   

 

In situ hybridization to the holn1 transcript reveals maternal expression of the gene 

in the oocyte and nurse cells throughout egg chamber development (fig 4.2), which 

then results in the egg being loaded with maternal RNA (fig4.1).  My experiments 
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revealed that expression of holn1 has three interesting features.  1) holn1 is 

zygotically expressed in the epidermis of the late stage Drosophila embryo, 

consistent with a role in the epidermis during wound healing.  2) During oogenesis, 

holn1 transcription is activated in what seems to be a transient wave in nurse cells 

during stage 9 when they begin their posterior migration over the oocyte.  3) holn1 

RNA is likely actively localized to the anterior pole of the oocyte during stage 10 of 

development.  Active localization of RNA is often used as a way to spatially control 

the production of key oocyte polarity determinants, such as bicoid to the anterior 

pole and gurken to the dorsal anterior region within the large oocyte cell (reviewed 

in Johnstone and Lasko, 2001).  Taken together with the fact that holn1c07150 GLC 

embryos that are embryonic lethal, most often have defective or missing anterior 

structures (fig 4.7), this result is suggestive that holn1 could have a role in oocyte 

anterior patterning.  

 

The holn1c07150 mutation disrupts holn1 function and results in a truncated protein.  

 

The holn1c07150 allele is an insertion of a piggyBac(PB) element (Thibault et al., 

2004) in the minus orientation into the coding region of holn1.  This inserted 

sequence leads to the production of a premature stop codon within the GYF domain 

region.  The GYF domain has been shown to be key to the function of the human 

homologue of this protein, CD2BP2 (Kofler et al., 2004; Laggerbauer et al., 2005; 

Nishizawa et al., 1998), it is therefore likely that an insertion disrupting this domain 

would be detrimental to Holn1 function in Drosophila. 

 

I commissioned the production of a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against 2 

peptides in the central region of holn1, N-terminal to the GYF domain.  Meaning that 

the antibody would recognize both wt and the predicted truncated form of the 

protein.  Western blot analysis using this antibody, confirms that a band migrating at 

the expected size for the predicted Holn1 truncation is present in extract from 

homozygous holn1c07150 mutant embryos, but not in wt extract (fig. 4.4D).  This 

antibody does recognize multiple bands on the gel.  It would be useful to do a 
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western on embryos over-expressing the wild type version of this protein via the 

pUASp-holn1 rescue fly I created, to be sure which band corresponds to the wt 

protein.  I know for sure that the antibody does recognize this full length protein, as I 

can see an up regulation of signal in engrailed stripes when I stain embryos 

expressing pUASp-holn1 under the control of en>GAL4 (fig. 4.4E).  

 

The lethality displayed by holn1c07150 can be partially rescued by ubiquitous 

expression of pUASp -holn1 (6m) wt rescue construct at 25°C.  This viability rescue 

is due purely to the expression of the construct because when the cross is done at 

18°C, a temperature not permissive to GAL4 expression, I never see rescued flies.   

 

In order to further prove that the piggyBac insertion is the cause of the mutant 

phenotypes observed in the holn1c07150 stock, I, together with Lara Carvalho, 

remobilized the piggBac(PB) element in a precise excision.  The resulting stock was 

viable and no longer displayed the wound healing phenotype associated with the 

parental stock (Lara Carvalho, personal communication).  

 

Holn1 function is required in both the oocyte and the FCs during oogenesis for 

proper development of DAs. 

 

Generation of GLCs of holn1c07150 using the powerful ovoD/dominant female sterile 

technique resulted in fused DA in 37% of the eggs laid (fig. 4.6).  Usually such a 

phenotype results from a reduction of Grk produced by the oocyte, which is the 

ligand that signals to the EGFR receptor in the overlying follicular epithelium, setting 

off the patterning program in this tissue (reviewed in Berg, 2005).  My results show 

that the Grk protein is properly produced and localized to the anterior region of the 

egg chamber (fig 4.9), suggesting that Holn1 must act downstream of Grk protein 

localization to the oocyte cortex, to affect Grk signal activation and/or transmission.  

Grk signaling is required throughout oocyte development and is reciprocal between 

the FCs and the oocyte (Nilson and Schupbach, 1999; Peri et al., 1999).  When this 

signaling pathway is disrupted within the oocyte, this always results in patterning 
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defects of both the oocyte and egg shell (Schupbach, 1987).  I have shown that 

embryos resulting from eggshells with fused DAs are largely viable (fig 4.7; 77% 

look wt and hatch into larve), suggesting the Holn1 is involved in a signaling event 

downstream of Grk localization and independent of embryo patterning.  Such a 

phenotypic separation has been demonstrated for other mutants such as brainiac 

and egghead.  These genes encode enzymes that produce glycosphingolipids, 

which form lipid rafts in the transgolgi network that help to sort membrane proteins 

to the apical region of cells.  The hypothesis has been put forward that this function 

affects Notch mediated oocyte/FC adhesion and that Grk/EGFR is dependant on 

this adhesion for proper signal transduction (Berg, 2005).  Consistent with a 

possible role in adhesion, I have shown by antibody staining that Holn1 localizes 

strongly to the oocyte membrane highlighting connections between the FCs and 

oocyte.   

 

This result is in agreement with the previously reported role of the human 

homologue, of Holn1, CD2BP2, which was originally isolated as a protein that binds 

to the cytoplasmic tail of the transmembrane signaling molecule CD2 (Nishizawa et 

al., 1998).  CD2 molecules cluster in lipid rafts upon interaction of the extracellular 

domain with the counter receptor on the antigen-presenting cell.  This result 

implicates CD2BP2 may also be involved in the sorting of transmembrane proteins.  

 

Maternal mutants of Ras1, as well as downstream pathway members Raf and MEK, 

have also been shown to result in fused DAs, but largely wt embryos (Brand and 

Perrimon, 1994; Hsu and Perrimon, 1994; Schnorr and Berg, 1996).  Interestingly, 

the embryos of these Ras1 mutants that do not hatch have similar defects (i.e. most 

often head malformations or holes, to less frequent dorsal and posterior holes) to 

those that I have demonstrated for maternal holn1 mutants (fig 4.7C-D).   

 

It is still unclear how the MAPK pathway acts in the oocyte independent of oocyte 

patterning.  Because this pathway is so widely used throughout development, tissue 

and stage specific mechanisms must exist to ensure the proper result is obtained 
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when this pathway is activated.  

 

Holn1 function is also critical for in the FCs for DA morphogenesis. 

 

Randomly generated heat-shock induced holn1c07150 FC clones resulted in wildly 

malformed or absent DAs (fig. 4.8).  These malformed appendages are likely due to 

the aberrant upregulation of the DA marker Br-C in these clones (fig. 4.10).  Over 

expression of Br-C in FCs has been previously shown to result in similar branched 

and malformed phenotypes (Tzolovsky et al., 1999).  I have also shown that 

dpERK, a readout of the MAPK signaling pathway, is up-regulated in these 

holn1c07150 clones (fig. 4.11).  This is consistent with the idea that Br-C, which is 

downstream of MAPK signaling during DA primordia specification (Berg, 2005) 

might be activated prematurely in these cells by aberrant MAPK signaling. 

 

Mutant and RNAi analysis suggests that Holn1 protein is a repressor of MAPK 

signaling 

 

In addition to the results from discussed above, my genetic analysis of the 

holn1c07150 allele has provided additional pieces of evidence supporting the idea that 

Holn1 is a repressor of MAPK signaling during various stages of development.  I 

have shown that one copy of holn1c07150 enhances developmental phenotypes of 

other mutations which involve the hyperactivation of MAPK kinase signaling, such 

as the RE phenotype of sev>Ras1V12 (fig 4.13) and the ectopic wing vein of 

EGFRE1 (fig 4.15).  The holn1c07150 allele (which would cause a reduction of wt 

pathway repression) is also able to rescue the RE phenotype this time caused by a 

down regulation of EGFR signaling due to deletion of Star, a key ligand chaperone 

and pathway activator (4.14).  

 

The fact that I was able to detect an enhancement of the EGFRE1 mutant phenotype 

in the wing, but not the eye is not totally surprising.  The relationship between 

EGFR signaling levels and the production of wing vein material has been shown to 
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be relatively linear (i.e. more signal = more vein), while in the eye, the EGFRE1 

induced phenotypes are highly dependent on timing as well as signaling strength.  

For example, mutations in the argos gene, a direct inhibitor of EFGR, enhance the 

wing vein phenotype EGFRE1 as would be predicted.  In contrast, loss of function of 

argos in the eye actually suppresses the dominant RE phenotype of EGFRE1, while 

over-expression of the Argos protein enhances the phenotype (Lesokhin et al., 

1999).  I have noticed that the EGFRE1 eye phenotype in my experiments is highly 

variable, because of this I don’t think I would be able to detect a weak suppression 

of the RE phenotype by holn1c07150.   

 

In the eye, EGFR signaling is required in many distinct processes during ommatida 

cell-fate specification and survival.  The constitutive receptor activation present in 

EGFRE1 mutants causes a loss of R8 photoreceptor specification and therefore a 

loss of ommatida.  In contrast, increased receptor activation by elevated ligand 

expression (Spitz or Vein) leads to an over production of R1-R7 photoreceptors 

(reviewed in Shilo, 2005).  Taken together, it is clear that the EGFR signaling 

pathway can be regulated by various temporal and spatial methods.  Downstream 

events affected by this pathway can be more or less sensitive to levels of pathway 

activation, providing a highly dynamic signaling system that can be used in multiple 

contexts throughout development.  Nevertheless, my result in the wing is consistent 

with the hypothesis that wt Holn1 functions as a suppressor of the EGFR signaling 

pathway.  

 

The fact that I only saw interactions with these 3 alleles could be due to several 

reasons, the most likely being that one copy of the holn1c07150 is not strong enough 

to see a phenotype.  These experiments could be improved by making holn1c07150 

FRT clones in the adult tissue in the background of these EGFR/MAPK signaling 

mutants, maybe then I would see stronger modulation of phenotypes. Nevertheless, 

In support of the validity of the phenotypes I did detect in the eye, I show that rare 

homozygous escapers from holn1c07150, FRT40A/CTG stock have REs with 

ommatidial fusions, reminiscent of the sev>RAS1V12 phenotype (fig. 4.16).  
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Along this same line, I was able to provide additional evidence supporting the idea 

that Holn1 is a MAPK repressor.  I used transgenic flies expressing the UAS>RNAi-

holn1 construct under the control of MS1096 GAL4 to knock down expression of 

Holn1 specifically in the wing.  RNAi expression resulted in the induction of ectopic 

wing veins (fig4.17).  The induction of wing veins is known to be a direct 

consequence of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling (Shilo, 2005) (O'Keefe et al., 2007).   

 

I also expressed UAS>RNAi-holn1 using the strong actin5c>GAL4 driver.  This 

resulted in pupal lethality, but some pupa succeeded to develop to late stages, as 

do a few homozygous holn1c07150 mutants.  In both the homozygous mutant and the 

RNAi expressing pupa, I saw some with extra hairs on the scutellum (fig 4.18).  The 

same phenotype is obtained in the scutellum when EGFR is over expressed in the 

notum using ap>GAL4, which is again consistent with a role of Holn1 as a repressor 

of MAPK signaling. 

 

Conclusions and Perspectives 
 

My results introduce the hypothesis that Holn1 is a repressor of MAPK signaling in 

various situations during development.  I have presented a list of evidence taken 

from mutant and RNAi knock-down analysis of the egg shell DAs, the follicular 

epithelium, the adult wing, eye and the scutellum, supporting this idea.  I have 

created reagents such as the polyclonal Rabbit anti Holn1 antibody, the pUASp-

holn1 rescue construct and several recombinant mutant lines useful for further 

investigation of the mechanism of Holn1 function during development. 

  

Further exploration of the oogenesis phenotype. 

 

It would be interesting to explore the role of Holn1 during FC patterning in greater 

detail.  It is striking that holn1c07150 mutant clones exhibit a virtually cell autonomous 

up-regulation of Br-C.  As discussed in the general introduction, it is becoming clear 
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that DA patterning is likely due to a cell autonomous modulation of the EGFR 

pathway, which is likely controlled by yet unknown spatial and temporal cues within 

the follicular epithelium (Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009; Boyle and Berg, 2009; 

Yakoby et al., 2008).  I would like to know if holn1c07150 clones made in different 

regions have distinct abilities to activate Br-C or if over time, some of the clones 

expressing Br-C are “rescued”.  My experiments show that although malformed, the 

appendages resulting from holn1c07150 clones always appear in the proper anterior 

region of the egg, suggesting that the holn1c07150 phenotype is also subject to spatial 

regulation.  

 

It is also important to explore this mutant phenotype in the context of different 

mutant backgrounds to understand the mechanisms underlying Holn1 action.  For 

example, is the Br-C up-regulation seen in holn1c07150 clones dependent on an initial 

signal to activate the MAPK pathway, or does the mutation directly lead to Br-C 

activation?  This question could be answered by making FC clones in the 

background of Grk signaling mutants to eliminate the activation of EGFR/MAPK in 

these cells.   

 

I would also like to do more experiments to prove that EGFR dependent MAPK 

signaling is active in these mutant clones, by staining for other markers of 

EGFR/MAPK signaling such as the transcription factor pointed, which is always 

downstream of the canonical EGFR signaling pathway (Shilo, 2005), and the 

transcription factor mirror, which has been recently shown to be sufficient for the 

induction of high Br-C expression (Atkey et al., 2006).   

It would also be great to do live imaging of positively marked holn1c07150 clones in 

cultured egg chambers to examine the consequences of the mutation on 

appendage morphogenesis.  

 

The localization of Holn1 protein to the oocyte membrane and the lack of correlation 

between oocyte and FC patterning defects is suggestive that Holn1 might play a 

role in oocyte-FC adhesion.  It would be informative to look at adhesion in both the 
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germline and FC clones of holn1c07150 to determine if FC-FC and/or FC-oocyte 

adhesion is affected. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

My project began with a screen aimed at gaining a better understanding of the 

mechanisms underlying wound healing.   We developed a simple and robust assay 

that allowed us to screen a large number of mutants.  We were able to isolate 30 

mutant lines with wound healing phenotypes.  When we examined the possible 

functions of these isolated wound healing genes, we saw, perhaps not surprisingly, 

that a wide range of cellular processes are required for proper wound healing.  Our 

results both reinforce the involvement of mechanisms already known to be 

important for wound repair, such as JNK signaling, gene expression and regulators 

of the actin cytoskeleton (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Li et al., 2003; Mace et al., 

2005; Ramet et al., 2002; Ting et al., 2005a; Ting et al., 2005b; Ting et al., 2003; 

Wood et al., 2002) and introduce new points of entry for further study processes 

involved in wound healing.  

 

For example, in our screen we identified mutants in the scab gene encoding α-PS3 

integrin and CG12913, a protein predicted to be involved in the extra cellular matrix, 

suggesting the interactions of the epithelium with its underlying substrate may be a 

key feature of purse-string based wound repair, a possibility not yet addressed.  We 

also found that several genes predicted to be involved in the immunity (Ser12, 

holn1 and, Atg2) are required for wound healing, suggesting that the purse string 

wound closure could be coupled directly to the immune response.  Another 

interesting gene identified was stam, which is involved in Jak-Stat signaling, a 

pathway not yet implicated in tissue repair.  Interestingly, stam has been shown to 

be involved in cell migration and the genes transcription is activated in response to 

infection in larvae (Chanut-Delalande et al., 2007; Vodovar et al., 2005).  Taken 

together these results raise the hypothesis that Jak-Stat signaling could be involved 

in the proposed immune response aspect of purse-string wound closure.  

 

Wound healing screen opens doors to future wound healing studies 
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Among the gene expression class of mutants, we isolated chromatin remodeling 

genes Polycomb (Pc) and Utx.  Interestingly, suppression of Pc group genes in 

Drosophila wing imaginal discs regeneration has been shown to be dependent on 

JNK signaling (Lee et al., 2005).  This, taken together with our results and 

previously published data (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; Mace et al., 2005) that JNK 

signaling is activated upon wounding and required for tissue repair, may suggest 

that JNK works directly at the wound site to induce chromatin remodeling, 

facilitating the activation of a wound healing program.  JNK signaling is already 

known to locally activate transcription of genes at the wound site via its downstream 

transcription factor complex JUN/FOS (AP1) (Mace et al., 2005; Pearson et al., 

2009).  This function, combined with an ability to remodel chromatin, would logically 

make JNK an efficient director of the transcriptional response to injury.  In support 

of our results, a recent study demonstrated that epigenetic reprogramming plays a 

key role in murine skin repair (Shaw and Martin, 2009), indicating that chromatin 

regulation is a conserved aspect of wound healing.  

 

In our screen we also identified a group of 7 genes, which have not been studied 

and contain no identifiable protein domains, providing us with no clues as to their 

possible functions.  Further characterization of these genes, possibly taking a 

similar approach as I did in chapter 4 with holn1, combined with live imaging to 

determine the precise phenotypic consequences of these mutations in the wound 

healing process, will likely reveal the role of these genes in tissue repair. 

 

It is very important to remember that predicted protein functions are in fact just 

assumptions based on domain homology and in more rare cases, on direct 

experimental results from studies on homologus proteins.  On flybase, the functions 

of holn1 were listed as “immune response” because of its ability to bind CD2 and 

therefore activate T-lymphocytes (Nishizawa et al., 1998), and “pre-RNA splicing” 

because it is found as a part of the spliceosome complex (Laggerbauer et al., 2005) 

in human cells in culture.  My result indicate that the important role of Holn1 in 

Drosophila may be its ability to modulate MAPK signaling, a function that could 
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never be predicted by domain search alone.  Especially now in the era of genome 

scale biology, the only way to make new advances, which will then result in better 

predictions, is by direct experimental assay. 

 

All in all, our screen provided more of a set of hypothesis then it did conclusions, 

thus providing the community with a list of candidate genes and pathways to 

explore in greater detail in the process of wound healing. 

 

 

I have shown that two mutants in βH, a SBMS protein, have defects during wound 

healing.  Live imaging of one of these mutants, karstd11183, recombined with sGMCA 

allowed me to visualize actin dynamics in wounded embryos.  These mutants 

displayed defects in WE actin cable formation/maintenance, as well as a marked 

lack of actin based filopodia/lamellipodia activity at the wound margin.  In previous 

work, the activities of Rho1 and Cdc42 small GTPases have been deemed 

essential for wound edge cable formation and for the promotion of actin based 

protrusions respectively, at the wound margin (Wood et al., 2002).  Keeping in mind 

the facts that 1) βH is known to localize together with Crumbs and Cdc42 in the sub-

apical region of epithelial tissues (Knust and Bossinger, 2002), 2) βH is a known 

actin cross-linker (Thomas, 2001) and 3) my results showing that βH concentrates at 

the actin cable, where Crumbs is also found, it is easy to imagine that βH could act 

as a scaffolding protein to help target and or stabilize the small GTPases at the 

wound edge where their function is needed.  

 

In addition to its likely role in stabilizing the actin purse string machinery, my live 

imaging analysis of karstd11183 suggests that βH plays a role in the cell the cell shape 

changes required at the wound margin.  In support of this idea, βH has been shown 

to be required for apical constriction and cell elongation (Zarnescu and Thomas, 

1999) and the C-terminal domain of the protein, the portion of βH likely missing in 

the karstd11183 mutant, has been previously implicated the modulation of membrane 

Integrating BHSpectrin into the wound healing toolbox. 
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area (Williams et al., 2004).  As far as I know, βH is the first protein to be implicated 

in this polarized extension of wound edge cells during purse-string wound closure.  

 

Once a fluorescently tagged version of wt βH is available, we will be able to examine 

the mechanisms of its recruitment to the WE actin cable, as well as gain a better 

understand of its ability to modulate actin based wound edge dynamics and cell 

shape changes.   

 

 

In order to better understand the implications underlying the failure of holn1c07150 

mutant to close a wound, I decided to begin by characterizing its role in other more 

well describe systems: oogenesis, the adult eye and the wing.  By taking this 

approach, I was able to determine that the holn1c07150 mutation likely causes an 

increase MAPK signaling, meaning that wt Holn1 is expected to act as a repressor 

of MAPK signal transduction.  This result puts forward the hypothesis that either a) 

MAPK signaling, which is known to be rapidly activated in the wound marginal cells 

upon wounding (Mace et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009), may need to be 

subsequently down-regulated for proper wound healing to occur, or b) a steep 

gradient of MAPK signaling activation may be necessary for the activation of the 

wound healing pathways.   

 

Considering the phenotypes of the spitz group genes, which present fused denticle 

belts due to the death of the smooth cuticle cells in between (Mayer and Nusslein-

Volhard, 1988; Nusslein-Volhard et al., 1984; Urban et al., 2004), it is clear that 

EGFR signaling mutants must be effective wound healers, again arguing for the 

idea that having a low level of MAPK signaling, or a reduction of elevated signal that 

occurs upon wounding may be necessary for proper wound closure. 

 

Along these lines, I have done preliminary experiments indicate that elevated levels 

of activated RAS do indeed inhibit the wound healing process.  This result is very 

Possible connections between Holn1, MAPK signaling and wound healing. 
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encouraging and suggests that the role I found for Holn1 in the process of oocyte 

development is also relevant for the wound healing system.  Of course more work 

needs to be done to find the mechanistic link between Holn1 and MAPK signaling.  

As with all dynamic process, live imaging will be key to understanding the precise 

phenotypic consequences of MAPK signal transduction at the wound site as well as 

the specific role of Holn1 in these events.  
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